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All 8s Starting C- 

CABALISM AABCILMS adherence to cabala [n -S] 

CABALIST AABCILST one who practices cabalism (adherence to cabala) [n -S] 

CABALLED AABCDELL CABAL, to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v] 

CABARETS AABCERST CABARET, music hall [n] 

CABBAGED AABBCDEG CABBAGE, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

CABBAGES AABBCEGS CABBAGE, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

CABBAGEY AABBCEGY resembling cabbage (leafy vegetable) [adj] 

CABBALAH AAABBCHL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

CABBALAS AAABBCLS CABBALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

CABERNET ABCEENRT dry red wine [n -S] 

CABESTRO ABCEORST lasso [n -S] 

CABEZONE ABCEENOZ cabezon (large, edible fish) [n -S] 

CABEZONS ABCENOSZ CABEZON, large, edible fish [n] 

CABILDOS ABCDILOS CABILDO, town council [n] 

CABINETS ABCEINST CABINET, piece of furniture with shelves and drawers [n] 

CABINING ABCGIINN CABIN, to live in cabin (roughly built house) [v] 

CABLEWAY AABCELWY suspended cable [n -S] 

CABLINGS ABCGILNS CABLING, cable or cables used for fastening something [n] 

CABOCHED ABCCDEHO full-faced -- used of animal's head in heraldry [adj] 

CABOCHON ABCCHNOO precious stone [n -S] 

CABOMBAS AABBCMOS CABOMBA, aquatic plant [n] 

CABOODLE ABCDELOO collection [n -S] 

CABOOSES ABCEOOSS CABOOSE, last car of freight train [n] 

CABOSHED ABCDEHOS caboched (full-faced -- used of animal's head in heraldry) [adj] 

CABOTAGE AABCEGOT coastal trade [n -S] 

CABOVERS ABCEORSV CABOVER, truck having driver's compartment over engine [n] 

CABRESTA AABCERST cabestro (lasso) [n -S] 

CABRESTO ABCEORST cabestro (lasso) [n -S] 

CABRETTA AABCERTT soft leather [n -S] 

CABRILLA AABCILLR sea bass [n -S] 

CABRIOLE ABCEILOR curved furniture leg [n -S] 

CABSTAND AABCDNST place where cabs await hire [n -S] 

CACHACAS AAACCCHS CACHACA, Brazilian liquor [n] 

CACHALOT AACCHLOT large whale [n -S] 

CACHEPOT ACCEHOPT ornamental container for flowerpot [n -S] 

CACHETED ACCDEEHT CACHET, to print design on envelope [v] 

CACHEXIA AACCEHIX general ill health [n -S] 

CACHEXIC ACCCEHIX CACHEXIA, general ill health [adj] 

CACHUCHA AACCCHHU Spanish dance [n -S] 

CACIQUES ACCEIQSU CACIQUE, tropical oriole [n] 

CACKLERS ACCEKLRS CACKLER, one that cackles (to make sound of hen) [n] 

CACKLING ACCGIKLN CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

CACODYLS ACCDLOSY CACODYL, poisonous liquid [n] 

CACOMIXL ACCILMOX raccoon-like mammal [n -S] 

CACONYMS ACCMNOSY CACONYM, erroneous name [n] 
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CACONYMY ACCMNOYY state of having erroneous name [n -MIES] 

CACTUSES ACCESSTU CACTUS, plant native to arid regions [n] 

CADASTER AACDERST public record of land ownership [n -S] 

CADASTRE AACDERST cadaster (public record of land ownership) [n -S] 

CADAVERS AACDERSV CADAVER, corpse (dead body) [n] 

CADDICES ACCDDEIS CADDICE, caddis (coarse woolen fabric) [n] 

CADDISED ACDDDEIS CADDIS, coarse woolen fabric [adj] 

CADDISES ACDDEISS CADDIS, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

CADDYING ACDDGINY CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v] 

CADELLES ACDEELLS CADELLE, small, black beetle [n] 

CADENCED ACCDDEEN CADENCE, to make rhythmic [v] 

CADENCES ACCDEENS CADENCE, to make rhythmic [v] 

CADENZAS AACDENSZ CADENZA, elaborate musical passage [n] 

CADMIUMS ACDIMMSU CADMIUM, metallic element [n] 

CADUCEAN AACCDENU CADUCEUS, heraldic wand or staff [adj] 

CADUCEUS ACCDESUU heraldic wand or staff [n -EI] 

CADUCITY ACCDITUY senility (mental and physical infirmity due to old age) [n -TIES] 

CADUCOUS ACCDOSUU transitory; perishable [adj] 

CAECALLY AACCELLY CAECUM, cecum (bodily cavity with one opening) [adv] 

CAESIOUS ACEIOSSU bluish green [adj] 

CAESIUMS ACEIMSSU CAESIUM, cesium (metallic element) [n] 

CAESURAE AACEERSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [n] 

CAESURAL AACELRSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [adj] 

CAESURAS AACERSSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [n] 

CAESURIC ACCEIRSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [adj] 

CAFFEINE ACEEFFIN bitter alkaloid used as stimulant [n -S] 

CAFFEINS ACEFFINS CAFFEIN, caffeine (bitter alkaloid used as stimulant) [n] 

CAFTANED AACDEFNT CAFTAN, full-length tunic [adj] 

CAGEFULS ACEFGLSU CAGEFUL, number held in cage (enclosure) [n] 

CAGELIKE ACEEGIKL resembling cage (enclosure) [adj] 

CAGELING ACEGGILN caged bird [n -S] 

CAGINESS ACEGINSS quality of being cagey (shrewd (having keen insight)) [n -ES] 

CAGOULES ACEGLOSU CAGOULE, hooded waterproof garment [n] 

CAISSONS ACINOSSS CAISSON, watertight chamber [n] 

CAITIFFS ACFFIIST CAITIFF, despicable person [n] 

CAJAPUTS AACJPSTU CAJAPUT, cajeput (Australian tree) [n] 

CAJEPUTS ACEJPSTU CAJEPUT, Australian tree [n] 

CAJOLERS ACEJLORS CAJOLER, one that cajoles (to persuade by flattery) [n] 

CAJOLERY ACEJLORY persuasion by flattery [n -RIES] 

CAJOLING ACGIJLNO CAJOLE, to persuade by flattery [v] 

CAJUPUTS ACJPSTUU CAJUPUT, cajeput (Australian tree) [n] 

CAKEHOLE ACEEHKLO person's mouth [n -S] 

CAKEWALK AACEKKLW to step stylishly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAKINESS ACEIKNSS state of being cakey (tending to form lumps) [n -ES] 

CALABASH AAABCHLS gourd (hard-shelled fruit) [n -ES] 

CALABAZA AAAABCLZ large winter squash [n -S] 
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CALADIUM AACDILMU tropical plant [n -S] 

CALAMARI AAACILMR squid used as food [n -S] 

CALAMARS AAACLMRS CALAMAR, calamary (squid) [n] 

CALAMARY AAACLMRY squid [n -RIES] 

CALAMATA AAAACLMT kalamata (black olive grown in Greece) [n -S] 

CALAMINE AACEILMN to apply ointment for skin ailments [v -D, -MING, -S] 

CALAMINT AACILMNT perennial herb [n -S] 

CALAMITE AACEILMT extinct treelike plant [n -S] 

CALAMITY AACILMTY grievous misfortune [n -TIES] 

CALASHES AACEHLSS CALASH, light carriage [n] 

CALATHEA AAACEHLT plant with colorful leaves [n -S] 

CALATHOS AACHLOST fruit basket [n -HI] 

CALATHUS AACHLSTU calathos (fruit basket) [n -HI] 

CALCANEA AAACCELN calcanei (bones of heel) [n CALCANEA] 

CALCANEI AACCEILN bones of heel [n CALCANEI] 

CALCARIA AAACCILR CALCAR, type of oven (enclosed compartment in which substances are heated) [n] 

CALCEATE AACCEELT wearing shoes (covering for foot) [adj] 

CALCIFIC ACCCFIIL containing salts of calcium [adj] 

CALCINED ACCDEILN CALCINE, to reduce to calx by heat [v] 

CALCINES ACCEILNS CALCINE, to reduce to calx by heat [v] 

CALCITES ACCEILST CALCITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

CALCITIC ACCCIILT CALCITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

CALCIUMS ACCILMSU CALCIUM, metallic element [n] 

CALCRETE ACCEELRT type of concrete made with calcium carbonate [n -S] 

CALCSPAR AACCLPRS calcite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

CALCTUFA AACCFLTU mineral deposit [n -S] 

CALCTUFF ACCFFLTU calctufa (mineral deposit) [n -S] 

CALCULUS ACCLLSUU branch of mathematics [n -LI, -ES] 

CALDARIA AAACDILR rooms for taking hot baths [n CALDARIA] 

CALDERAS AACDELRS CALDERA, large crater [n] 

CALDRONS ACDLNORS CALDRON, large kettle or boiler [n] 

CALECHES ACCEEHLS CALECHE, calash (light carriage) [n] 

CALENDAL AACDELLN pertaining to calends (first day of Roman month) [adj] 

CALENDAR AACDELNR to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALENDER ACDEELNR to smooth by pressing between rollers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALFHOOD ACDFHLOO state or time of being calf [n -S] 

CALFLIKE ACEFIKLL CALF, young cow or bull [adj] 

CALFSKIN ACFIKLNS skin of calf [n -S] 

CALIBERS ABCEILRS CALIBER, diameter of gun barrel [n] 

CALIBRED ABCDEILR CALIBRE, caliber (diameter of gun barrel) [adj] 

CALIBRES ABCEILRS CALIBRE, caliber (diameter of gun barrel) [n] 

CALICHES ACCEHILS CALICHE, mineral deposit [n] 

CALICLES ACCEILLS CALICLE, cup-shaped anatomical structure [n] 

CALICOES ACCEILOS CALICO, cotton fabric [n] 

CALIFATE AACEFILT domain of calif [n -S] 

CALIPASH AACHILPS edible part of turtle [n -ES] 
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CALIPEES ACEEILPS CALIPEE, edible part of turtle [n] 

CALIPERS ACEILPRS CALIPER, to use type of measuring device [v] 

CALIPHAL AACHILLP CALIPH, Muslim leader [adj] 

CALISAYA AAACILSY medicinal bark of cinchona [n -S] 

CALKINGS ACGIKLNS CALKING, material used to calk [n] 

CALLABLE AABCELLL CALL, to summon (to order to appear) [adj] 

CALLALOO AACLLLOO crabmeat soup [n -S] 

CALLALOU AACLLLOU callaloo (crabmeat soup) [n -S] 

CALLANTS AACLLNST CALLANT, lad (boy or youth) [n] 

CALLBACK AABCCKLL recall of defective product [n -S] 

CALLBOYS ABCLLOSY CALLBOY, bellboy (hotel's errand boy) [n] 

CALLINGS ACGILLNS CALLING, vocation or profession [n] / calling (vocation or profession) [n] 

CALLIOPE ACEILLOP keyboard musical instrument [n -S] 

CALLIPEE ACEEILLP calipee (edible part of turtle) [n -S] 

CALLIPER ACEILLPR to caliper (to use type of measuring device) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALLOSES ACELLOSS CALLOSE, part of plant cell wall [n] 

CALLOUTS ACLLOSTU CALLOUT, inset in printed article [n] 

CALLOWER ACELLORW CALLOW, immature [adj] 

CALLOWLY ACLLLOWY CALLOW, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adv] 

CALLUNAS AACLLNSU CALLUNA, evergreen shrub [n] 

CALLUSED ACDELLSU CALLUS, to form hard growth [v] 

CALLUSES ACELLSSU CALLUS, to form hard growth [v] 

CALMNESS ACELMNSS state of being calm (free from agitation) [n -S] 

CALOMELS ACELLMOS CALOMEL, chemical compound used as purgative [n] 

CALORICS ACCILORS CALORIC, heat [n] 

CALORIES ACEILORS CALORIE, unit of heat [n] / CALORY [n] 

CALORIZE ACEILORZ to coat steel with aluminum [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CALOTTES ACELOSTT CALOTTE, skullcap (close-fitting cap) [n] 

CALOTYPE ACELOPTY kind of photograph [n -S] 

CALOYERS ACELORSY CALOYER, monk of Eastern Church [n] 

CALPACKS AACCKLPS CALPACK, calpac (sheepskin hat) [n] 

CALPAINS AACILNPS CALPAIN, enzyme for digesting proteins [n] 

CALQUING ACGILNQU CALQUE, to model word's meaning upon that of analogous word in another language [v] 

CALTHROP ACHLOPRT caltrop (spiny plant) [n -S] 

CALTRAPS AACLPRST CALTRAP, caltrop (spiny plant) [n] 

CALTROPS ACLOPRST CALTROP, spiny plant [n] 

CALUMETS ACELMSTU CALUMET, ceremonial pipe [n] 

CALUTRON ACLNORTU device used for separating isotopes [n -S] 

CALVADOS AACDLOSV dry apple brandy [n -ES] 

CALVARIA AAACILRV dome of skull [n -E, -S] 

CALYCATE AACCELTY calycine (pertaining to calyx (outer protective covering of flower)) [adj] 

CALYCEAL AACCELLY calycine (pertaining to calyx (outer protective covering of flower)) [adj] 

CALYCINE ACCEILNY pertaining to calyx (outer protective covering of flower) [adj] 

CALYCLES ACCELLSY CALYCLE, outer calyx [n] 

CALYCULI ACCILLUY small, cup-shaped structures [n CALYCULI] 

CALYPSOS ACLOPSSY CALYPSO, improvised song [n] 
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CALYPTER ACELPRTY calyptra (hood-shaped organ of flowers) [n -S] 

CALYPTRA AACLPRTY hood-shaped organ of flowers [n -S] 

CALZONES ACELNOSZ CALZONE, turnover with savory filling [n] 

CAMAILED AACDEILM CAMAIL, piece of armor for neck [adj] 

CAMASSES AACEMSSS CAMASS, perennial herb [n] 

CAMBERED ABCDEEMR CAMBER, to arch slightly [v] 

CAMBISMS ABCIMMSS CAMBISM, theory and practice of exchange in commerce [n] 

CAMBISTS ABCIMSST CAMBIST, dealer in bills of exchange [n] 

CAMBIUMS ABCIMMSU CAMBIUM, layer of plant tissue [n] 

CAMBOGIA AABCGIMO gum resin [n -S] 

CAMBOOSE ABCEMOOS large cabin at logging camp [n -ES] 

CAMBRICS ABCCIMRS CAMBRIC, fine linen [n] 

CAMCORDS ACCDMORS CAMCORD, to videotape with portable camera [v] 

CAMELEER ACEEELMR camel driver [n -S] 

CAMELIAS AACEILMS CAMELIA, camellia (tropical shrub) [n] 

CAMELIDS ACDEILMS CAMELID, any of family of 2-toed ruminant mammals [n] 

CAMELLIA AACEILLM tropical shrub [n -S] 

CAMEOING ACEGIMNO CAMEO, to portray in sharp, delicate relief [v] 

CAMISADE AACDEIMS camisado (attack made at night) [n -S] 

CAMISADO AACDIMOS attack made at night [n -ES, -S] 

CAMISIAS AACIIMSS CAMISIA, camise (loose shirt or gown) [n] 

CAMISOLE ACEILMOS brief negligee [n -S] 

CAMOMILE ACEILMMO medicinal herb [n -S] 

CAMORRAS AACMORRS CAMORRA, unscrupulous secret society [n] 

CAMPAGNA AAACGMNP flat, open plain [n -NE] 

CAMPAGNE AACEGMNP CAMPAGNA, flat, open plain [n] 

CAMPAIGN AACGIMNP to conduct series of operations to reach specific goal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAMPFIRE ACEFIMPR outdoor fire [n -S] 

CAMPHENE ACEEHMNP camphine (explosive liquid) [n -S] 

CAMPHINE ACEHIMNP explosive liquid [n -S] 

CAMPHIRE ACEHIMPR flowering plant [n -S] 

CAMPHOLS ACHLMOPS CAMPHOL, borneol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n] 

CAMPHORS ACHMOPRS CAMPHOR, volatile compound [n] 

CAMPIEST ACEIMPST CAMPY, comically exaggerated [adj] 

CAMPINGS ACGIMNPS CAMPING, act of living outdoors [n] 

CAMPIONS ACIMNOPS CAMPION, herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n] 

CAMPONGS ACGMNOPS CAMPONG, kampong (small village) [n] 

CAMPOREE ACEEMOPR gathering of Boy Scouts [n -S] 

CAMPOUTS ACMOPSTU CAMPOUT, camping out by group [n] 

CAMPSITE ACEIMPST area suitable for camping [n -S] 

CAMPUSED ACDEMPSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v] 

CAMPUSES ACEMPSSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v] 

CAMSHAFT AACFHMST shaft fitted with cams [n -S] 

CAMWOODS ACDMOOSW CAMWOOD, African hardwood tree [n] 

CANAILLE AACEILLN common people [n -S] 

CANAKINS AACIKNNS CANAKIN, cannikin (small can or cup) [n] 
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CANALING AACGILNN CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v] 

CANALISE AACEILNS to canalize (to canal (to dig artificial waterway through)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CANALIZE AACEILNZ to canal (to dig artificial waterway through) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CANALLED AACDELLN CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v] 

CANALLER AACELLNR freight boat [n -S] 

CANARIES AACEINRS CANARY, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

CANASTAS AAACNSST CANASTA, card game [n] 

CANCELED ACCDEELN CANCEL, to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v] 

CANCELER ACCEELNR one that cancels (to annul (to make or declare void or invalid)) [n -S] 

CANCERED ACCDEENR CANCER, malignant growth [adj] 

CANCROID ACCDINOR skin cancer [n -S] 

CANDELAS AACDELNS CANDELA, unit of light intensity [n] 

CANDIDAL AACDDILN CANDIDA, parasitic fungus [adj] 

CANDIDAS AACDDINS CANDIDA, parasitic fungus [n] 

CANDIDER ACDDEINR CANDID, frank and sincere [adj] 

CANDIDLY ACDDILNY in candid (frank and sincere) manner [adv] 

CANDLERS ACDELNRS CANDLER, one that candles (to examine eggs in front of light) [n] 

CANDLING ACDGILNN CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

CANDOURS ACDNORSU CANDOUR, candor (frankness; sincerity) [n] 

CANDYING ACDGINNY CANDY, to coat with sugar [v] 

CANDYMAN AACDMNNY one who sells illegal drugs [n -MEN] 

CANDYMEN ACDEMNNY CANDYMAN, one who sells illegal drugs [n] 

CANELLAS AACELLNS CANELLA, medicinal tree bark [n] 

CANEPHOR ACEHNOPR Greek maiden bearing basket on her head [n -S] 

CANEWARE AACEENRW yellowish stoneware [n -S] 

CANFIELD ACDEFILN card game [n -S] 

CANIKINS ACIIKNNS CANIKIN, cannikin (small can or cup) [n] 

CANINITY ACIINNTY state of being canine (dog) [n -TIES] 

CANISTEL ACEILNST tropical tree [n -S] 

CANISTER ACEINRST small, metal box [n -S] 

CANITIES ACEIINST turning gray of hair [n CANITIES] 

CANKERED ACDEEKNR CANKER, to affect with ulcerous sores [v] 

CANNABIC AABCCINN pertaining to cannabis (hemp (tall herb)) [adj] 

CANNABIN AABCINNN resin extracted from cannabis [n -S] 

CANNABIS AABCINNS hemp (tall herb) [n -ES] 

CANNELON ACELNNNO stuffed roll [n -S] 

CANNIBAL AABCILNN one who eats his own kind [n -S] 

CANNIEST ACEINNST CANNY, prudent (having, showing, or exercising good judgment) [adj] / CANNIE [adj] 

CANNIKIN ACIIKNNN small can or cup [n -S] 

CANNINGS ACGINNNS CANNING, business of preserving food in airtight containers [n] 

CANNOLIS ACILNNOS CANNOLI, tube of pastry with sweet filling [n] 

CANNONED ACDENNNO CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v] 

CANNONRY ACNNNORY artillery (large caliber weapons) [n -RIES] 

CANNULAE AACELNNU CANNULA, tube inserted into bodily cavity [n] 

CANNULAR AACLNNRU CANNULA, tube inserted into bodily cavity [adj] 

CANNULAS AACLNNSU CANNULA, tube inserted into bodily cavity [n] 
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CANOEING ACEGINNO action or sport of paddling canoe [n -S] / CANOE, to paddle canoe (light, slender boat) [v] 

CANOEIST ACEINOST one who canoes [n -S] 

CANOEMAN AACEMNNO canoeist (one who canoes) [n -MEN] 

CANOEMEN ACEEMNNO CANOEMAN, canoeist (one who canoes) [n] 

CANONESS ACENNOSS woman who lives according to canon [n -ES] 

CANONISE ACEINNOS to canonize (to declare to be saint) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CANONIST ACINNOST specialist in canon law [n -S] 

CANONIZE ACEINNOZ to declare to be saint [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CANOODLE ACDELNOO to caress (to touch lovingly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CANOPIED ACDEINOP CANOPY, to cover from above [v] 

CANOPIES ACEINOPS CANOPY, to cover from above [v] 

CANOROUS ACNOORSU melodic (pertaining to melody (agreeable succession of musical sounds)) [adj] 

CANTALAS AAACLNST CANTALA, tropical plant [n] 

CANTATAS AAACNSTT CANTATA, vocal composition [n] 

CANTDOGS ACDGNOST CANTDOG, device used to move logs [n] 

CANTEENS ACEENNST CANTEEN, small container for carrying water [n] 

CANTERED ACDEENRT CANTER, to ride horse at moderate pace [v] 

CANTHARI AACHINRT two-handled drinking cups [n CANTHARI] 

CANTICLE ACCEILNT hymn [n -S] 

CANTINAS AACINNST CANTINA, saloon (tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises)) [n] 

CANTONAL AACLNNOT pertaining to canton [adj] 

CANTONED ACDENNOT CANTON, to divide into cantons (districts) [v] 

CANTORIS ACINORST to be sung by north side of choir in church [adj] 

CANTRAIP AACINPRT cantrip (magic spell) [n -S] 

CANTRAPS AACNPRST CANTRAP, cantrip (magic spell) [n] 

CANTRIPS ACINPRST CANTRIP, magic spell [n] 

CANTUSES ACENSSTU CANTUS, style of church music [n] 

CANULATE AACELNTU to insert canula into [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CANVASED AACDENSV CANVAS, to canvass (to examine thoroughly) [v] 

CANVASER AACENRSV one that canvases (to canvass (to examine thoroughly)) [n -S] 

CANVASES AACENSSV CANVAS, to canvass (to examine thoroughly) [v] 

CANZONAS AACNNOSZ CANZONA, canzone (form of lyric poetry) [n] 

CANZONES ACENNOSZ CANZONE, form of lyric poetry [n] 

CANZONET ACENNOTZ short song [n -S] 

CAPABLER AABCELPR CAPABLE, having ability [adj] 

CAPACITY AACCIPTY ability to receive or contain [n -TIES] 

CAPELANS AACELNPS CAPELAN, capelin (small, edible fish) [n] 

CAPELETS ACEELPST CAPELET, small cape [n] 

CAPELINS ACEILNPS CAPELIN, small, edible fish [n] 

CAPERERS ACEEPRRS CAPERER, one that capers (to frolic (to play and run about merrily)) [n] 

CAPERING ACEGINPR CAPER, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

CAPESKIN ACEIKNPS soft leather [n -S] 

CAPEWORK ACEKOPRW bullfighting technique [n -S] 

CAPIASES AACEIPSS CAPIAS, judicial writ [n] 

CAPITALS AACILPST CAPITAL, upper part of column [n] 

CAPITATE AACEIPTT bone of wrist of primates [n -S] 
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CAPITOLS ACILOPST CAPITOL, building occupied by state legislature [n] 

CAPITULA AACILPTU flower clusters [n CAPITULA] 

CAPMAKER AACEKMPR one that makes caps [n -S] 

CAPOEIRA AACEIOPR Brazilian dance [n -S] 

CAPONATA AAACNOPT relish made with eggplant [n -S] 

CAPONIER ACEINOPR type of defense [n -S] 

CAPONISE ACEINOPS to caponize (to geld rooster) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CAPONIZE ACEINOPZ to geld rooster [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CAPORALS AACLOPRS CAPORAL, coarse tobacco [n] 

CAPPINGS ACGINPPS CAPPING, wax covering in honeycomb [n] 

CAPRESES ACEEPRSS CAPRESE, salad containing mozzarella, tomatoes, basil, and olive oil [n] 

CAPRICCI ACCCIIPR caprices (whim (impulsive idea)) [n CAPRICCI] 

CAPRICES ACCEIPRS CAPRICE, whim (impulsive idea) [n] 

CAPRIFIG ACFGIIPR European tree [n -S] 

CAPRIOLE ACEILOPR to leap (to spring off ground) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CAPROCKS ACCKOPRS CAPROCK, overlying rock layer [n] 

CAPSICIN ACCIINPS liquid used as flavoring [n -S] 

CAPSICUM ACCIMPSU tropical herb [n -S] 

CAPSIDAL AACDILPS CAPSID, outer shell of virus particle [adj] 

CAPSIZED ACDEIPSZ CAPSIZE, to overturn (to turn over) [v] 

CAPSIZES ACEIPSSZ CAPSIZE, to overturn (to turn over) [v] 

CAPSOMER ACEMOPRS protein forming capsid [n -S] 

CAPSTANS AACNPSST CAPSTAN, machine used to hoist weights [n] 

CAPSTONE ACENOPST top stone of structure [n -S] 

CAPSULAR AACLPRSU enclosed and compact [adj] 

CAPSULED ACDELPSU CAPSULE, to condense into brief form [v] 

CAPSULES ACELPSSU CAPSULE, to condense into brief form [v] 

CAPTAINS AACINPST CAPTAIN, to lead or command [v] 

CAPTCHAS AACCHPST CAPTCHA, Turing test used to vet website users [n]  

CAPTIONS ACINOPST CAPTION, to provide with title [v] 

CAPTIOUS ACIOPSTU tending to find fault [adj] 

CAPTIVES ACEIPSTV CAPTIVE, prisoner (one that is imprisoned) [n] 

CAPTURED ACDEPRTU CAPTURE, to take by force or cunning [v] 

CAPTURER ACEPRRTU one that captures (to take by force or cunning) [n -S] 

CAPTURES ACEPRSTU CAPTURE, to take by force or cunning [v] 

CAPUCHED ACCDEHPU CAPUCHE, hood or cowl [adj] 

CAPUCHES ACCEHPSU CAPUCHE, hood or cowl [n] 

CAPUCHIN ACCHINPU long-tailed monkey [n -S] 

CAPYBARA AAABCPRY large rodent [n -S] 

CARABAOS AAABCORS CARABAO, water buffalo [n] 

CARABIDS AABCDIRS CARABID, predatory beetle [n] 

CARABINE AABCEINR carbine (light rifle) [n -S] 

CARABINS AABCINRS CARABIN, carbine (light rifle) [n] 

CARACALS AAACCLRS CARACAL, African lynx [n] 

CARACARA AAAACCRR large hawk [n -S] 

CARACOLE AACCELOR to perform half turn on horse [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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CARACOLS AACCLORS CARACOL, to caracole (to perform half turn on horse) [v] 

CARACULS AACCLRSU CARACUL, karakul (Asian sheep) [n] 

CARAGANA AAAACGNR Asian shrub [n -S] 

CARAGEEN AACEEGNR edible seaweed [n -S] 

CARAMELS AACELMRS CARAMEL, chewy candy [n] 

CARANGID AACDGINR marine fish [n -S] 

CARAPACE AAACCEPR hard, protective outer covering [n -S] 

CARASSOW AACORSSW curassow (turkey-like bird) [n -S] 

CARAVANS AAACNRSV CARAVAN, to travel in group [v] 

CARAVELS AACELRSV CARAVEL, small sailing ship [n] 

CARAWAYS AAACRSWY CARAWAY, herb used in cooking [n] 

CARBAMIC AABCCIMR pertaining to type of acid [adj] 

CARBAMYL AABCLMRY chemical radical [n -S] 

CARBARNS AABCNRRS CARBARN, garage for buses [n] 

CARBARYL AABCLRRY insecticide [n -S] 

CARBIDES ABCDEIRS CARBIDE, carbon compound [n] 

CARBINES ABCEINRS CARBINE, light rifle [n] 

CARBINOL ABCILNOR alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

CARBOLIC ABCCILOR acidic compound [n -S] 

CARBONIC ABCCINOR CARBON, nonmetallic element [adj] 

CARBONYL ABCLNORY chemical compound [n -S] 

CARBORAS AABCORRS CARBORA, wood-boring worm [n] 

CARBOXYL ABCLORXY univalent acid radical [n -S] 

CARBOYED ABCDEORY CARBOY, large bottle [adj] 

CARBURET ABCERRTU to combine chemically with carbon [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

CARCAJOU AACCJORU carnivorous mammal [n -S] 

CARCANET AACCENRT jeweled necklace [n -S] 

CARCASES AACCERSS CARCASE, carcass (body of dead animal) [n] 

CARCERAL AACCELRR pertaining to prison [adj] 

CARDAMOM AACDMMOR tropical herb [n -S] 

CARDAMON AACDMNOR cardamom (tropical herb) [n -S] 

CARDAMUM AACDMMRU cardamom (tropical herb) [n -S] 

CARDCASE AACCDERS case for holding cards [n -S] 

CARDIACS AACCDIRS CARDIAC, person with heart disorder [n] 

CARDIGAN AACDGINR type of sweater (knitted outer garment) [n -S] 

CARDINAL AACDILNR bright red bird [n -S] 

CARDINGS ACDGINRS CARDING, process of combing and cleaning cotton fibers; cleaned and combed fibers [n] 

CARDIOID ACDDIIOR heart-shaped curve [n -S] 

CARDITIC ACCDIIRT CARDITIS, inflammation of heart [adj] 

CARDITIS ACDIIRST inflammation of heart [n -ES] 

CARDOONS ACDNOORS CARDOON, perennial plant [n] 

CAREENED ACDEEENR CAREEN, to lurch while moving [v] 

CAREENER ACEEENRR one that careens (to lurch while moving) [n -S] 

CAREERED ACDEEERR CAREER, to go at full speed [v] 

CAREERER ACEEERRR one that careers (to go at full speed) [n -S] 

CAREFREE ACEEEFRR being without worry or anxiety [adj] 
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CARELESS ACEELRSS inattentive; negligent [adj] 

CARESSED ACDEERSS CARESS, to touch lovingly [v] 

CARESSER ACEERRSS one that caresses (to touch lovingly) [n -S] 

CARESSES ACEERSSS CARESS, to touch lovingly [v] 

CARETAKE AACEEKRT to take care of someone else's house or land [v -TOOK, -N, -ING, -S] 

CARETOOK ACEKOORT CARETAKE, to take care of someone else's house or land [v] 

CAREWORN ACENORRW haggard [adj] 

CARFARES AACEFRRS CARFARE, payment for bus or car ride [n] 

CARIBOOS ABCIOORS CARIBOO, caribou (large deer) [n] 

CARIBOUS ABCIORSU CARIBOU, large deer [n] 

CARILLON ACILLNOR to play set of bells [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

CARINATE AACEINRT shaped like keel of ship [adj] 

CARINGLY ACGILNRY in caring manner [adv] 

CARIOCAS AACCIORS CARIOCA, South American dance [n] 

CARIOLES ACEILORS CARIOLE, small, open carriage [n] 

CARJACKS AACCJKRS CARJACK, to steal vehicle from its driver by force [v] 

CARLINES ACEILNRS CARLINE, carling (beam supporting ship's deck) [n] 

CARLINGS ACGILNRS CARLING, beam supporting ship's deck [n] 

CARLOADS AACDLORS CARLOAD, as much as car can hold [n] 

CARMAKER AACEKMRR automobile manufacturer [n -S] 

CARMINES ACEIMNRS CARMINE, vivid red color [n] 

CARNAGES AACEGNRS CARNAGE, great and bloody slaughter [n] 

CARNALLY AACLLNRY CARNAL, pertaining to bodily appetites [adv] 

CARNAUBA AAABCNRU palm tree [n -S] 

CARNIVAL AACILNRV traveling amusement show [n -S] 

CAROCHES ACCEHORS CAROCH, caroche (stately carriage) [n] / CAROCHE [n] 

CAROLERS ACELORRS CAROLER, one that carols (to sing joyously) [n] 

CAROLING ACGILNOR act of singing joyously [n -S] / CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

CAROLLED ACDELLOR CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

CAROLLER ACELLORR caroler (one that carols (to sing joyously)) [n -S] 

CAROMING ACGIMNOR CAROM, to collide with and rebound [v] 

CAROTENE ACEENORT plant pigment [n -S] 

CAROTIDS ACDIORST CAROTID, artery in neck [n] 

CAROTINS ACINORST CAROTIN, carotene (plant pigment) [n] 

CAROUSAL AACLORSU boisterous drinking party [n -S] 

CAROUSED ACDEORSU CAROUSE, to engage in carousal [v] 

CAROUSEL ACELORSU amusement park ride [n -S] 

CAROUSER ACEORRSU one that carouses (to engage in carousal) [n -S] 

CAROUSES ACEORSSU CAROUSE, to engage in carousal [v] 

CARPALIA AAACILPR CARPALE, bone of wrist [n] 

CARPETED ACDEEPRT CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric [v] 

CARPINGS ACGINPRS CARPING, act of one who carps [n] 

CARPOOLS ACLOOPRS CARPOOL, to take turns driving group of commuters [v] 

CARPORTS ACOPRRST CARPORT, shelter for car [n] 

CARRACKS AACCKRRS CARRACK, type of merchant ship [n] 

CARRELLS ACELLRRS CARRELL, carrel (desk in library stack for solitary study) [n] 
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CARRIAGE AACEGIRR wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle [n -S] 

CARRIERS ACEIRRRS CARRIER, one that carries (to convey from one place to another) [n] 

CARRIOLE ACEILORR cariole (small, open carriage) [n -S] 

CARRIONS ACINORRS CARRION, dead and putrefying flesh [n] 

CARRITCH ACCHIRRT religious handbook [n -ES] 

CARROMED ACDEMORR CARROM, to carom (to collide with and rebound) [v] 

CARROTIN ACINORRT carotene (plant pigment) [n -S] 

CARRYALL AACLLRRY light covered carriage [n -S] 

CARRYCOT ACCORRTY portable baby's cot [n -S] 

CARRYING ACGINRRY CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v] 

CARRYONS ACNORRSY CARRYON, small piece of luggage [n] 

CARRYOUT ACORRTUY take-out order of food [n -S] 

CARSPIEL ACEILPRS curling match in which curlers compete for car [n -S] 

CARTABLE AABCELRT CART, to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle) [adj] 

CARTAGES AACEGRST CARTAGE, act of carting (to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n] 

CARTFULS ACFLRSTU CARTFUL, cartload (as much as cart can hold) [n] 

CARTLOAD AACDLORT as much as cart can hold [n -S] 

CARTONED ACDENORT CARTON, to pack in cardboard box [v] 

CARTOONS ACNOORST CARTOON, to sketch cartoon (humorous representation) of [v] 

CARTOONY ACNOORTY resembling cartoon [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

CARTOUCH ACCHORTU scroll-like tablet [n -ES] 

CARUNCLE ACCELNRU fleshy outgrowth [n -S] 

CARVINGS ACGINRSV CARVING, carved figure or design [n] 

CARYATIC AACCIRTY resembling caryatid (sculptured female figure used as column) [adj] 

CARYATID AACDIRTY sculptured female figure used as column [n -ES, -S] 

CARYOTIN ACINORTY karyotin (nuclear material of cell) [n -S] 

CASCABEL AABCCELS rear part of cannon [n -S] 

CASCABLE AABCCELS cascabel (rear part of cannon) [n -S] 

CASCADED AACCDDES CASCADE, to fall like waterfall [v] 

CASCADES AACCDESS CASCADE, to fall like waterfall [v] 

CASCARAS AAACCRSS CASCARA, medicinal tree bark [n] 

CASEASES AACEESSS CASEASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

CASEATED AACDEEST CASEATE, to become cheesy [v] 

CASEATES AACEESST CASEATE, to become cheesy [v] 

CASEBOOK ABCEKOOS law textbook [n -S] 

CASEFIED ACDEEFIS CASEFY, to caseate (to become cheesy) [v] 

CASEFIES ACEEFISS CASEFY, to caseate (to become cheesy) [v] 

CASELAWS AACELSSW CASELAW, law established by previous cases [n] 

CASELOAD AACDELOS number of cases being handled [n -S] 

CASEMATE AACEEMST bombproof shelter [n -S] 

CASEMENT ACEEMNST type of window [n -S] 

CASEOSES ACEEOSSS CASEOSE, proteose (water-soluble protein) [n] 

CASERNES ACEENRSS CASERNE, casern (barracks for soldiers) [n] 

CASETTES ACEESSTT CASETTE, cassette (small case containing audiotape or videotape) [n] 

CASEWORK ACEKORSW form of social work [n -S] 

CASEWORM ACEMORSW insect larva [n -S] 
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CASHABLE AABCEHLS CASH, to convert into cash (ready money) [adj] 

CASHBACK AABCCHKS incentive of cash given back to purchaser [n -S] 

CASHBOOK ABCHKOOS book of monetary records [n -S] 

CASHIERS ACEHIRSS CASHIER, to dismiss in disgrace [v] 

CASHLESS ACEHLSSS having no cash [adj] 

CASHMERE ACEEHMRS fine wool [n -S] 

CASIMERE ACEEIMRS woolen fabric [n -S] 

CASIMIRE ACEIIMRS casimere (woolen fabric) [n -S] 

CASKETED ACDEEKST CASKET, to place in casket (burial case) [v] 

CASSABAS AAABCSSS CASSABA, casaba (variety of melon) [n] 

CASSATAS AAACSSST CASSATA, Italian ice cream [n] 

CASSAVAS AAACSSSV CASSAVA, tropical plant [n] 

CASSENAS AACENSSS CASSENA, cassina (evergreen tree) [n] 

CASSENES ACEENSSS CASSENE, cassina (evergreen tree) [n] 

CASSETTE ACEESSTT small case containing audiotape or videotape [n -S] 

CASSINAS AACINSSS CASSINA, evergreen tree [n] 

CASSINES ACEINSSS CASSINE, cassina (evergreen tree) [n] 

CASSINOS ACINOSSS CASSINO, card game [n] 

CASSIOPE ACEIOPSS evergreen shrub [n -S] 

CASSISES ACEISSSS CASSIS, European bush [n] 

CASSOCKS ACCKOSSS CASSOCK, long garment worn by clergymen [n] 

CASTABLE AABCELST CAST, to throw with force [adj] 

CASTANET AACENSTT rhythm instrument [n -S] 

CASTAWAY AAACSTWY outcast (one that is cast out) [n -S] 

CASTEISM ACEIMSST use of caste system [n -S] 

CASTERED ACDEERST CASTER, small, swiveling wheel [adj] 

CASTINGS ACGINSST CASTING, something made in mold [n] 

CASTLING ACGILNST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] / certain move in chess [n -S] 

CASTOFFS ACFFOSST CASTOFF, discarded person or thing [n] 

CASTRATE AACERSTT to remove testes of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CASTRATI AACIRSTT CASTRATO, singer castrated in boyhood [n] 

CASTRATO AACORSTT singer castrated in boyhood [n -TI, -S] 

CASUALLY AACLLSUY informally (in informal (marked by absence of formality or ceremony) manner) [adv] 

CASUALTY AACLSTUY victim of war or disaster [n -TIES] 

CASUISTS ACISSSTU CASUIST, one who resolves ethical problems [n] 

CATACOMB AABCCMOT underground cemetery [n -S] 

CATAGENS AACEGNST CATAGEN, hair growth period [n]  

CATALASE AAACELST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

CATALOES AACELOST CATALO, hybrid between buffalo and cow [n] 

CATALOGS AACGLOST CATALOG, to classify information descriptively [v] 

CATALPAS AAACLPST CATALPA, tree [n] 

CATALYSE AACELSTY to catalyze (to act as catalyst) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CATALYST AACLSTTY substance that accelerates chemical reaction [n -S] 

CATALYZE AACELTYZ to act as catalyst [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CATAMITE AACEIMTT boy used in sodomy [n -S] 

CATAPULT AACLPTTU to hurl through air [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CATARACT AAACCRTT tremendous waterfall [n -S] 

CATARRHS AACHRRST CATARRH, inflammation of mucous membrane [n] 

CATAWBAS AAABCSTW CATAWBA, variety of fox grape [n] 

CATBIRDS ABCDIRST CATBIRD, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

CATBOATS AABCOSTT CATBOAT, small sailboat [n] 

CATBRIAR AABCIRRT catbrier (thorny vine) [n -S] 

CATBRIER ABCEIRRT thorny vine [n -S] 

CATCALLS AACCLLST CATCALL, to deride by making shrill sounds [v] 

CATCHALL AACCHLLT container for odds and ends [n -S] 

CATCHERS ACCEHRST CATCHER, one that catches (to capture after pursuit) [n] 

CATCHFLY ACCFHLTY insect-catching plant [n -LIES] 

CATCHIER ACCEHIRT CATCHY, pleasing and easily remembered [adj] 

CATCHILY ACCHILTY CATCHY, pleasing and easily remembered [adv] 

CATCHING ACCGHINT CATCH, to capture after pursuit [v] 

CATCHUPS ACCHPSTU CATCHUP, ketchup (spicy tomato sauce) [n] 

CATCLAWS AACCLSTW CATCLAW, flowering shrub [n] 

CATECHIN ACCEHINT chemical used in dyeing [n -S] 

CATECHOL ACCEHLOT chemical used in photography [n -S] 

CATECHUS ACCEHSTU CATECHU, resin used in tanning [n] 

CATEGORY ACEGORTY division in any system of classification [n -RIES] 

CATENARY AACENRTY mathematical curve [n -RIES] 

CATENATE AACEENTT to link together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CATENOID ACDEINOT geometric surface [n -S] 

CATERANS AACENRST CATERAN, brigand (bandit (robber (one that robs))) [n] 

CATERERS ACEERRST CATERER, one that caters (to provide food and service for) [n] 

CATERESS ACEERSST woman who caters [n -ES] 

CATERING ACEGINRT CATER, to provide food and service for [v] / work of caterer [n -S] 

CATFACES AACCEFST CATFACE, deformity of fruit [n] 

CATFALLS AACFLLST CATFALL, anchor line [n] 

CATFIGHT ACFGHITT fight between two women [n -S] 

CATHEADS AACDEHST CATHEAD, beam projecting from ship's bow [n] 

CATHECTS ACCEHSTT CATHECT, to invest with psychic energy [v] 

CATHEDRA AACDEHRT bishop's throne [n -E, -S] 

CATHETER ACEEHRTT medical instrument [n -S] 

CATHEXES ACEEHSTX CATHEXIS, concentration of psychic energy on person or idea [n] 

CATHEXIS ACEHISTX concentration of psychic energy on person or idea [n -XES] 

CATHODAL AACDHLOT CATHODE, negatively charged electrode [adj] 

CATHODES ACDEHOST CATHODE, negatively charged electrode [n] 

CATHODIC ACCDHIOT CATHODE, negatively charged electrode [adj] 

CATHOLIC ACCHILOT member of universal Christian church [n -S] 

CATHOUSE ACEHOSTU brothel (house of prostitution) [n -S] 

CATIONIC ACCIINOT CATION, positively charged ion [adj] 

CATJANGS AACGJNST CATJANG, African shrub [n] 

CATLINGS ACGILNST CATLING, surgical knife [n] 

CATMINTS ACIMNSTT CATMINT, catnip (aromatic herb) [n] 

CATNAPER AACENPRT one that steals cats [n -S] 
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CATSPAWS AACPSSTW CATSPAW, light wind [n] 

CATSUITS ACISSTTU CATSUIT, close-fitting one-piece garment [n] 

CATTAILS AACILSTT CATTAIL, marsh plant [n] 

CATTALOS AACLOSTT CATTALO, catalo (hybrid between buffalo and cow) [n] 

CATTIEST ACEISTTT CATTY, catlike; spiteful [adj] 

CATTLEYA AACELTTY tropical orchid [n -S] 

CATWALKS AACKLSTW CATWALK, narrow walkway [n] 

CAUCUSED ACCDESUU CAUCUS, to hold political meeting [v] 

CAUCUSES ACCESSUU CAUCUS, to hold political meeting [v] 

CAUDALLY AACDLLUY CAUDAL, taillike (resembling tail) [adv] 

CAUDATED AACDDETU having tail [adj] 

CAUDATES AACDESTU CAUDATE, basal ganglion of brain [n] 

CAUDEXES ACDEESUX CAUDEX, woody base of some plants [n] 

CAUDICES ACCDEISU CAUDEX, woody base of some plants [n] 

CAUDILLO ACDILLOU military dictator [n -S] 

CAULDRON ACDLNORU caldron (large kettle or boiler) [n -S] 

CAULICLE ACCEILLU small stem [n -S] 

CAULKERS ACEKLRSU CAULKER, one that caulks (to make seams of ship watertight) [n] 

CAULKING ACGIKLNU CAULK, to make seams of ship watertight [v] / material used to caulk [n -S] 

CAUSABLE AABCELSU capable of being caused [adj] 

CAUSALLY AACLLSUY by way of causing [adv] 

CAUSERIE ACEEIRSU informal conversation [n -S] 

CAUSEWAY AACESUWY to build causeway (raised roadway) over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAUSTICS ACCISSTU CAUSTIC, corrosive substance [n] 

CAUTIONS ACINOSTU CAUTION, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

CAUTIOUS ACIOSTUU exercising prudence to avoid danger [adj] 

CAVALERO AACELORV horseman (one who rides horse) [n -S] 

CAVALIER AACEILRV to behave haughtily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAVALLAS AAACLLSV CAVALLA, large food fish [n] 

CAVATINA AAACINTV simple song [n -S, -NE] 

CAVATINE AACEINTV CAVATINA, simple song [n] 

CAVEATED AACDEETV CAVEAT, to enter type of legal notice [v] 

CAVEATOR AACEORTV one that files caveat [n -S] 

CAVEFISH ACEFHISV sightless fish [n -ES] 

CAVELIKE ACEEIKLV resembling cave (underground chamber) [adj] 

CAVEOLAE AACEELOV CAVEOLA, small pit in cell [n]  

CAVEOLAR AACELORV pertaining to caveola (small pit in cell) [adj]  

CAVERNED ACDEENRV CAVERN, to hollow out [v] 

CAVETTOS ACEOSTTV CAVETTO, concave molding [n] 

CAVIARES AACEIRSV CAVIARE, caviar (roe of sturgeon) [n] 

CAVICORN ACCINORV having hollow horns [adj] 

CAVILERS ACEILRSV CAVILER, one that cavils (to carp (to find fault unreasonably)) [n] 

CAVILING ACGIILNV CAVIL, to carp (to find fault unreasonably) [v] 

CAVILLED ACDEILLV CAVIL, to carp (to find fault unreasonably) [v] 

CAVILLER ACEILLRV caviler (one that cavils (to carp)) [n -S] 

CAVITARY AACIRTVY pertaining to formation of cavities in tissue [adj] 
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CAVITATE AACEITTV to form cavities [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CAVITIED ACDEIITV CAVITY, unfilled space within mass [adj] 

CAVITIES ACEIISTV CAVITY, unfilled space within mass [n] 

CAVORTED ACDEORTV CAVORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

CAVORTER ACEORRTV one that cavorts (to frolic (to play and run about merrily)) [n -S] 

CAYENNED ACDEENNY CAYENNE, hot seasoning [adj] 

CAYENNES ACEENNSY CAYENNE, hot seasoning [n] 

CAZIQUES ACEIQSUZ CAZIQUE, cacique (tropical oriole) [n] 

CECITIES CCEEIIST CECITY, blindness (quality of being blind (sightless)) [n] 

CECROPIA ACCEIOPR large North American moth [n -S] 

CEDARIER ACDEEIRR CEDARY, CEDAR, evergreen tree [adj] 

CEDILLAS ACDEILLS CEDILLA, pronunciation mark [n] 

CEILIDHS CDEHIILS CEILIDH, Irish or Scottish party [n] 

CEILINGS CEGIILNS CEILING, overhead lining of room [n] 

CEINTURE CEEINRTU belt for waist [n -S] 

CELADONS ACDELNOS CELADON, pale green color [n] 

CELERIAC ACCEEILR variety of celery [n -S] 

CELERIES CEEEILRS CELERY, plant with edible stalks [n] 

CELERITY CEEILRTY swiftness (quality of being swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [n -TIES] 

CELESTAS ACEELSST CELESTA, keyboard instrument [n] 

CELESTES CEEELSST CELESTE, celesta (keyboard instrument) [n] 

CELIBACY ABCCEILY abstention from sexual intercourse [n -CIES] 

CELIBATE ABCEEILT one who lives life of celibacy [n -S] 

CELLARED ACDEELLR CELLAR, to store in underground room [v] 

CELLARER ACEELLRR steward of monastery [n -S] 

CELLARET ACEELLRT cabinet for wine bottles [n -S] 

CELLISTS CEILLSST CELLIST, one who plays cello [n] 

CELLMATE ACEELLMT one of two or more prisoners sharing cell [n -S] 

CELLULAR ACELLLRU cell phone [n -S] 

CELLULES CEELLLSU CELLULE, small cell [n] 

CELOMATA AACELMOT CELOM, coelom (body cavity in some animals) [n] 

CELOSIAS ACEILOSS CELOSIA, flowering plant [n] 

CEMBALOS ABCELMOS CEMBALO, harpsichord [n] 

CEMENTED CDEEEMNT CEMENT, to bind firmly [v] 

CEMENTER CEEEMNRT one that cements (to bind firmly) [n -S] 

CEMENTUM CEEMMNTU hard tissue covering roots of teeth [n -TA, -S] 

CEMETERY CEEEMRTY burial ground [n -RIES] 

CENACLES ACCEELNS CENACLE, small dining room [n] 

CENOBITE BCEEINOT member of religious order [n -S] 

CENOTAPH ACEHNOPT empty tomb [n -S] 

CENOZOIC CCEINOOZ of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

CENSORED CDEENORS CENSOR, to delete objectionable word or passage [v] 

CENSURED CDEENRSU CENSURE, to criticize severely [v] 

CENSURER CEENRRSU one that censures (to criticize severely) [n -S] 

CENSURES CEENRSSU CENSURE, to criticize severely [v] 

CENSUSED CDEENSSU CENSUS, to take official count of [v] 
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CENSUSES CEENSSSU CENSUS, to take official count of [v] 

CENTARES ACEENRST CENTARE, measure of land area [n] 

CENTAURS ACENRSTU CENTAUR, mythological creature [n] 

CENTAURY ACENRTUY medicinal herb [n -RIES] 

CENTAVOS ACENOSTV CENTAVO, coin of various Spanish-American nations [n] 

CENTERED CDEEENRT CENTER, to place at center (midpoint) [v] 

CENTESES CEEENSST CENTESIS, surgical puncture [n] 

CENTESIS CEEINSST surgical puncture [n -SES] 

CENTIARE ACEEINRT centare (measure of land area) [n -S] 

CENTILES CEEILNST CENTILE, value of statistical variable [n] 

CENTIMES CEEIMNST CENTIME, 100th part of franc [n] 

CENTIMOS CEIMNOST CENTIMO, any of various small coins [n] 

CENTNERS CEENNRST CENTNER, unit of weight [n] 

CENTONES CEENNOST CENTO, literary work made up of parts from other works [n] 

CENTRALS ACELNRST CENTRAL, telephone exchange [n] 

CENTRING CEGINNRT CENTRE, to center (to place at center (midpoint)) [v] / temporary framework for arch [n -S] 

CENTRISM CEIMNRST moderate political philosophy [n -S] 

CENTRIST CEINRSTT advocate of centrism [n -S] 

CENTROID CDEINORT center of mass of object [n -S] 

CENTRUMS CEMNRSTU CENTRUM, body of vertebra [n] 

CENTUPLE CEELNPTU to increase hundredfold [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CEORLISH CEHILORS CEORL, freeman of low birth [adj] 

CEPHALAD AACDEHLP toward head [adv] 

CEPHALIC ACCEHILP pertaining to head [adj] 

CEPHALIN ACEHILNP bodily chemical [n -S] 

CEPHEIDS CDEEHIPS CEPHEID, giant star [n] 

CERAMALS AACELMRS CERAMAL, heat-resistant alloy [n] 

CERAMICS ACCEIMRS CERAMIC, item made of baked clay [n] 

CERAMIDE ACDEEIMR any of various lipids [n -S] 

CERAMIST ACEIMRST one who makes ceramics (item made of baked clay) [n -S] 

CERASTES ACEERSST venomous snake [n CERASTES] 

CERATINS ACEINRST CERATIN, keratin (fibrous protein) [n] 

CERATOID ACDEIORT hornlike (resembling horn) [adj] 

CERCARIA AACCEIRR parasitic worm [n -E, -S] 

CERCISES CCEEIRSS CERCIS, shrub (low, woody plant) [n] 

CEREBRAL ABCEELRR kind of consonant [n -S] 

CEREBRIC BCCEEIRR CEREBRUM, part of brain [adj] 

CEREBRUM BCEEMRRU part of brain [n -RA, -S] 

CEREMENT CEEEMNRT waxy cloth [n -S] 

CEREMONY CEEMNORY formal observance [n -NIES] 

CERESINS CEEINRSS CERESIN, hard whitish wax [n] 

CEREUSES CEEERSSU CEREUS, tall cactus [n] 

CERNUOUS CENORSUU drooping or nodding [adj] 

CEROTYPE CEEOPRTY process of engraving using wax [n -S] 

CERULEAN ACEELNRU blue color [n -S] 

CERUMENS CEEMNRSU CERUMEN, waxy secretion of ear [n] 
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CERUSITE CEEIRSTU lead ore [n -S] 

CERVELAS ACEELRSV cervelat (smoked sausage) [n -ES] 

CERVELAT ACEELRTV smoked sausage [n -S] 

CERVEZAS ACEERSVZ CERVEZA, beer (alcoholic beverage) [n] 

CERVICAL ACCEILRV pertaining to cervix (neck) [adj] 

CERVICES CCEEIRSV CERVIX, neck [n] 

CERVIXES CEEIRSVX CERVIX, neck [n] 

CESAREAN AACEENRS method of child delivery [n -S] 

CESARIAN AACEINRS cesarean (method of child delivery) [n -S] 

CESSIONS CEINOSSS CESSION, act of ceding (to yield (to give up)) [n] 

CESSPITS CEIPSSST CESSPIT, cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n] 

CESSPOOL CELOOPSS covered well or pit for sewage [n -S] 

CESTODES CDEEOSST CESTODE, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n] 

CESTOIDS CDEIOSST CESTOID, cestode (tapeworm (parasitic worm)) [n] 

CESTUSES CEESSSTU CESTUS, belt or girdle [n] 

CETACEAN AACCEENT aquatic mammal [n -S] 

CETOLOGY CEGLOOTY study of whales [n -GIES] 

CEVICHES CCEEHISV CEVICHE, seviche (dish of raw fish) [n] 

CHABOUKS ABCHKOSU CHABOUK, type of whip [n] 

CHACHKAS AACCHHKS CHACHKA, chatchka (knickknack) [n] 

CHACONNE ACCEHNNO ancient dance [n -S] 

CHADARIM AACDHIMR CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

CHADLESS ACDEHLSS CHAD, scrap of paper [adj] 

CHAEBOLS ABCEHLOS CHAEBOL, group of businesses in Korea owned by one family [n] 

CHAFFERS ACEFFHRS CHAFFER, to bargain or haggle [v] 

CHAFFIER ACEFFHIR CHAFFY, worthless [adj] 

CHAFFING ACFFGHIN CHAFF, to poke fun at [v] 

CHAGRINS ACGHINRS CHAGRIN, to humiliate [v] 

CHAINERS ACEHINRS CHAINER, chainman (surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain) [n] 

CHAINING ACGHIINN CHAIN, to bind with chain (series of connected rings) [v] 

CHAINMAN AACHIMNN surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain [n -MEN] 

CHAINMEN ACEHIMNN CHAINMAN, surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain [n] 

CHAINSAW AACHINSW to cut with chain saw [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAIRING ACGHIINR CHAIR, to install in office [v] 

CHAIRMAN AACHIMNR presiding officer of meeting [n -MEN] / to act as chairman of [v -ED, -NNED, -ING, -NNING, -S] 

CHAIRMEN ACEHIMNR CHAIRMAN, presiding officer of meeting [n] 

CHALAZAE AAACEHLZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [n] 

CHALAZAL AAACHLLZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [adj] 

CHALAZAS AAACHLSZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [n] 

CHALAZIA AAACHILZ tumors of eyelid [n CHALAZIA] 

CHALCIDS ACCDHILS CHALCID, tiny fly [n] 

CHALDRON ACDHLNOR unit of dry measure [n -S] 

CHALICED ACCDEHIL CHALICE, drinking cup [adj] 

CHALICES ACCEHILS CHALICE, drinking cup [n] 

CHALKIER ACEHIKLR CHALKY, resembling chalk [adj] 

CHALKING ACGHIKLN CHALK, to mark with chalk (soft limestone) [v] 
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CHALLAHS AACHHLLS CHALLAH, kind of bread [n] 

CHALLIES ACEHILLS CHALLIE, challis (light fabric) [n] / CHALLY [n] 

CHALLOTH ACHHLLOT CHALLAH, kind of bread [n] 

CHALONES ACEHLNOS CHALONE, hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n] 

CHALUPAS AACHLPSU CHALUPA, fried corn tortilla spread with savory mixture [n] 

CHAMADES AACDEHMS CHAMADE, signal made with drum [n] 

CHAMBERS ABCEHMRS CHAMBER, to put in chamber (room) [v] 

CHAMBRAY AABCHMRY fine fabric [n -S] 

CHAMFERS ACEFHMRS CHAMFER, to groove (to form groove (long, narrow depression)) [v] 

CHAMFRON ACFHMNOR armor for horse's head [n -S] 

CHAMISAS AACHIMSS CHAMISA, saltbush of Southwest [n] 

CHAMISES ACEHIMSS CHAMISE, chamiso (flowering shrub) [n] 

CHAMISOS ACHIMOSS CHAMISO, flowering shrub [n] 

CHAMMIED ACDEHIMM CHAMMY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

CHAMMIES ACEHIMMS CHAMMY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

CHAMPACA AAACCHMP champak (East Indian tree) [n -S] 

CHAMPACS AACCHMPS CHAMPAC, champak (East Indian tree) [n] 

CHAMPAKS AACHKMPS CHAMPAK, East Indian tree [n] 

CHAMPERS ACEHMPRS champagne [n CHAMPERS] 

CHAMPING ACGHIMNP CHAMP, to chew noisily [v] 

CHAMPION ACHIMNOP to defend or support [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHANCELS ACCEHLNS CHANCEL, area around church altar [n] 

CHANCERS ACCEHNRS CHANCER, opportunist [n] 

CHANCERY ACCEHNRY court of public record [n -RIES] 

CHANCIER ACCEHINR CHANCY, risky (dangerous) [adj] 

CHANCILY ACCHILNY in chancy (risky (dangerous)) manner [adv] 

CHANCING ACCGHINN CHANCE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v] 

CHANCRES ACCEHNRS CHANCRE, hard-based sore [n] 

CHANDLER ACDEHLNR dealer in provisions [n -S] 

CHANFRON ACFHNNOR chamfron (armor for horse's head) [n -S] 

CHANGERS ACEGHNRS CHANGER, one that changes (to make different) [n] 

CHANGEUP ACEGHNPU slow pitch thrown like fastball [n -S] 

CHANGING ACGGHINN CHANGE, to make different [v] 

CHANNELS ACEHLNNS CHANNEL, to direct along some desired course [v] 

CHANOYUS ACHNOSUY CHANOYU, Japanese tea ritual [n] 

CHANSONS ACHNNOSS CHANSON, song (musical composition written or adapted for singing) [n] 

CHANTAGE AACEGHNT blackmail [n -S] 

CHANTERS ACEHNRST CHANTER, one that chants (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n] 

CHANTEYS ACEHNSTY CHANTEY, sailor's song [n] 

CHANTIES ACEHINST CHANTY, chantey (sailor's song) [n] 

CHANTING ACGHINNT CHANT, to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice) [v] 

CHANTORS ACHNORST CHANTOR, chanter (one that chants (to sing)) [n] 

CHAPATIS AACHIPST CHAPATI, unleavened bread of India [n] 

CHAPATTI AACHIPTT chapati (unleavened bread of India) [n -S] 

CHAPBOOK ABCHKOOP small book of popular tales [n -S] 

CHAPEAUS AACEHPSU CHAPEAU, hat [n] 
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CHAPEAUX AACEHPUX CHAPEAU, hat [n] 

CHAPERON ACEHNOPR to chaperone (to escort to maintain propriety) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAPITER ACEHIPRT capital of column [n -S] 

CHAPLAIN AACHILNP clergyman for chapel [n -S] 

CHAPLETS ACEHLPST CHAPLET, wreath for head [n] 

CHAPPALS AACHLPPS CHAPPAL, sandal worn in India [n] 

CHAPPATI AACHIPPT chapati (unleavened bread of India) [n -S] 

CHAPPIES ACEHIPPS CHAPPIE, fellow [n] 

CHAPPING ACGHINPP CHAP, to split, crack, or redden [v] 

CHAPTERS ACEHPRST CHAPTER, to divide book into chapters (main sections) [v] 

CHAQUETA AACEHQTU jacket worn by cowboys [n -S] 

CHARACID AACCDHIR characin (tropical fish) [n -S] 

CHARACIN AACCHINR tropical fish [n -S] 

CHARADES AACDEHRS CHARADE, word represented by pantomime [n] 

CHARASES AACEHRSS CHARAS, hashish (mild narcotic) [n] 

CHARCOAL AACCHLOR to blacken with charcoal (dark, porous carbon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARETTE ACEEHRTT meeting for brainstorming [n -S] 

CHARGERS ACEGHRRS CHARGER, one that charges (to accuse formally) [n] 

CHARGING ACGGHINR CHARGE, to accuse formally [v] 

CHARGING ACGGHINR illegal play in hockey [n -S] 

CHARIEST ACEHIRST CHARY, cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger) [adj] 

CHARIOTS ACHIORST CHARIOT, to ride in chariot (type of cart) [v] 

CHARISMA AACHIMRS special magnetic appeal [n -S, -TA] 

CHARISMS ACHIMRSS CHARISM, charisma (special magnetic appeal) [n] 

CHARKHAS AACHHKRS CHARKHA, spinning wheel [n] 

CHARKING ACGHIKNR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v] 

CHARLADY AACDHLRY cleaning woman [n -DIES] 

CHARLEYS ACEHLRSY CHARLEY, charlie (fool) [n] 

CHARLIES ACEHILRS CHARLIE, fool [n] 

CHARLOCK ACCHKLOR troublesome weed [n -S] 

CHARMERS ACEHMRRS CHARMER, one that charms (to attract irresistibly) [n] 

CHARMING ACGHIMNR CHARM, to attract irresistibly [v] / pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] 

CHARNELS ACEHLNRS CHARNEL, room where corpses are placed [n] 

CHARPAIS AACHIPRS CHARPAI, charpoy (bed used in India) [n] 

CHARPOYS ACHOPRSY CHARPOY, bed used in India [n] 

CHARQUID ACDHIQRU CHARQUI, type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [adj] 

CHARQUIS ACHIQRSU CHARQUI, type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [n] 

CHARRIER ACEHIRRR CHARRY, resembling charcoal [adj] 

CHARRING ACGHINRR CHAR, to burn slightly [v] 

CHARTERS ACEHRRST CHARTER, to lease or hire [v] 

CHARTING ACGHINRT CHART, to map out [v] 

CHARTISM ACHIMRST use of financial charts to predict future trends [n -S] 

CHARTIST ACHIRSTT stock market specialist [n -S] 

CHASINGS ACGHINSS CHASING, design engraved on metal [n] 

CHASSEUR ACEHRSSU cavalry soldier [n -S] 

CHASTELY ACEHLSTY CHASTE, morally pure [adv] 
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CHASTENS ACEHNSST CHASTEN, to chastise (to discipline by punishment) [v] 

CHASTEST ACEHSSTT CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

CHASTISE ACEHISST to discipline by punishment [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CHASTITY ACHISTTY moral purity [n -TIES] 

CHASUBLE ABCEHLSU sleeveless vestment [n -S] 

CHATCHKA AACCHHKT knickknack [n -S] 

CHATCHKE ACCEHHKT chatchka (knickknack) [n -S] 

CHATEAUS AACEHSTU CHATEAU, large country house [n] 

CHATEAUX AACEHTUX CHATEAU, large country house [n] 

CHATLINE ACEHILNT telephone service that allows conversation among several callers [n -S] 

CHATROOM ACHMOORT real-time online discussion group [n -S] 

CHATTELS ACEHLSTT CHATTEL, slave [n] 

CHATTERS ACEHRSTT CHATTER, to talk rapidly and trivially [v] 

CHATTERY ACEHRTTY CHATTER, to talk rapidly and trivially [adj] 

CHATTIER ACEHIRTT CHATTY, talkative [adj] 

CHATTILY ACHILTTY CHATTY, talkative [adv] 

CHATTING ACGHINTT CHAT, to converse informally [v] 

CHAUFERS ACEFHRSU CHAUFER, chauffer (small furnace) [n] 

CHAUFFER ACEFFHRU small furnace [n -S] 

CHAUNTED ACDEHNTU CHAUNT, to chant (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [v] 

CHAUNTER ACEHNRTU one that chaunts (to chant (to sing)) [n -S] 

CHAUSSES ACEHSSSU medieval armor [n CHAUSSES] 

CHAYOTES ACEHOSTY CHAYOTE, tropical vine [n] 

CHAZANIM AACHIMNZ CHAZAN, cantor (religious singer) [n] 

CHAZZANS AACHNSZZ CHAZZAN, chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

CHAZZENS ACEHNSZZ CHAZZEN, chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

CHEAPENS ACEEHNPS CHEAPEN, to make cheap [v] 

CHEAPEST ACEEHPST CHEAP, inexpensive [adj] 

CHEAPIES ACEEHIPS CHEAPIE, one that is cheap [n] 

CHEAPISH ACEHHIPS somewhat cheap [adj] 

CHEATERS ACEEHRST CHEATER, one that cheats (to defraud (to swindle)) [n] 

CHEATING ACEGHINT CHEAT, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHECHAKO ACCEHHKO newcomer (one that has recently arrived) [n -S] 

CHECKBOX BCCEHKOX small box on computer screen to be clicked on to select feature [n -ES] 

CHECKERS CCEEHKRS CHECKER, to mark with squares [v] 

CHECKING CCEGHIKN CHECK, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

CHECKOFF CCEFFHKO method of collecting union dues [n -S] 

CHECKOUT CCEHKOTU test of machine [n -S] 

CHECKROW CCEHKORW to plant in rows which divide land into squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHECKSUM CCEHKMSU sum derived from bits of computer data [n -S] 

CHECKUPS CCEHKPSU CHECKUP, examination [n] 

CHEDARIM ACDEHIMR CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

CHEDDARS ACDDEHRS CHEDDAR, type of cheese [n] 

CHEDDARY ACDDEHRY CHEDDAR, type of cheese [adj] 

CHEDDITE CDDEEHIT chedite (explosive) [n -S] 

CHEDITES CDEEHIST CHEDITE, explosive [n] 
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CHEEKFUL CEEFHKLU amount held in one's cheek [n -S] 

CHEEKIER CEEEHIKR CHEEKY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

CHEEKILY CEEHIKLY CHEEKY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adv] 

CHEEKING CEEGHIKN CHEEK, to speak impudently to [v] 

CHEEPERS CEEEHPRS CHEEPER, one that cheeps (to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)) [n] 

CHEEPING CEEGHINP CHEEP, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHEERERS CEEEHRRS CHEERER, one that cheers (to applaud with shouts of approval) [n] 

CHEERFUL CEEFHLRU full of spirits [adj -ER, -EST] 

CHEERIER CEEEHIRR CHEERY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHEERILY CEEHILRY in cheery (cheerful (full of spirits)) manner [adv] 

CHEERING CEEGHINR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v] 

CHEERIOS CEEHIORS CHEERIO, greeting (salutation) [n] 

CHEERLED CDEEEHLR CHEERLEAD, to call for and direct organized cheering, as at football game [v] 

CHEESIER CEEEHIRS CHEESY, resembling cheese (food made from milk curds) [adj] 

CHEESILY CEEHILSY CHEESY, resembling cheese (food made from milk curds) [adv] 

CHEESING CEEGHINS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CHEETAHS ACEEHHST CHEETAH, swift-running wildcat [n] 

CHEFDOMS CDEFHMOS CHEFDOM, status of chef [n] 

CHEFFING CEFFGHIN CHEF, to work as chef (chief cook) [v] 

CHELATED ACDEEHLT CHELATE, to combine metal ion with compound [v] 

CHELATES ACEEHLST CHELATE, to combine metal ion with compound [v] 

CHELATOR ACEHLORT one that chelates (to combine metal ion with compound) [n -S] 

CHELIPED CDEEHILP claw-bearing leg [n -S] 

CHELOIDS CDEHILOS CHELOID, keloid (scar caused by excessive growth of fibrous tissue) [n] 

CHEMICAL ACCEHILM substance obtained by process of chemistry [n -S] 

CHEMISES CEEHIMSS CHEMISE, loose dress [n] 

CHEMISMS CEHIMMSS CHEMISM, chemical attraction [n] 

CHEMISTS CEHIMSST CHEMIST, one versed in chemistry [n] 

CHEMURGY CEGHMRUY branch of applied chemistry [n -GIES] 

CHENILLE CEEHILLN soft fabric [n -S] 

CHENOPOD CDEHNOOP flowering plant [n -S] 

CHEQUERS CEEHQRSU CHEQUER, to checker (to mark with squares) [v] 

CHEROOTS CEHOORST CHEROOT, square-cut cigar [n] 

CHERRIER CEEHIRRR CHERRY, of light red color [adj] 

CHERRIES CEEHIRRS CHERRY, fruit [n] 

CHERTIER CEEHIRRT CHERTY, resembling chert (compact rock) [adj] 

CHERUBIC BCCEHIRU CHERUB, angel [adj] 

CHERUBIM BCEHIMRU CHERUB, angel [n] 

CHERVILS CEHILRSV CHERVIL, aromatic herb [n] 

CHESHIRE CEEHHIRS hard English cheese [n -S] 

CHESSMAN ACEHMNSS one of pieces used in chess (board game for two players) [n -MEN] 

CHESSMEN CEEHMNSS CHESSMAN, one of pieces used in chess (board game for two players) [n] 

CHESTFUL CEFHLSTU as much as chest or box can hold [n -S] 

CHESTIER CEEHIRST CHESTY, proud (having or displaying pride) [adj] 

CHESTILY CEHILSTY CHESTY, proud (having or displaying pride) [adv] 

CHESTNUT CEHNSTTU edible nut [n -S] 
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CHETRUMS CEHMRSTU CHETRUM, monetary unit of Bhutan [n] 

CHEVALET ACEEHLTV part of stringed instrument [n -S] 

CHEVERON CEEHNORV chevron (V-shaped pattern) [n -S] 

CHEVIOTS CEHIOSTV CHEVIOT, coarse fabric [n] 

CHEVRETS CEEHRSTV CHEVRET, chevre (cheese made from goat's milk) [n] 

CHEVRONS CEHNORSV CHEVRON, V-shaped pattern [n] 

CHEVYING CEGHINVY CHEVY, to chase about [v] 

CHEWABLE ABCEEHLW CHEW, to crush or grind with teeth [adj] 

CHEWIEST CEEHISTW CHEWY, not easily chewed [adj] 

CHEWINKS CEHIKNSW CHEWINK, common finch [n] 

CHHERTUM CEHHMRTU CHETRUM, monetary unit of Bhutan [n]  

CHIANTIS ACHIINST CHIANTI, dry red wine [n] 

CHIASMAL AACHILMS CHIASMA, anatomical junction [adj] 

CHIASMAS AACHIMSS CHIASMA, anatomical junction [n] 

CHIASMIC ACCHIIMS CHIASMA, anatomical junction [adj] 

CHIASMUS ACHIMSSU reversal of word order between parallel phrases [n -MI] 

CHIASTIC ACCHIIST CHIASMUS, reversal of word order between parallel phrases [adj] 

CHIAUSES ACEHISSU CHIAUS, Turkish messenger [n] 

CHIBOUKS BCHIKOSU CHIBOUK, Turkish tobacco pipe [n] 

CHICANED ACCDEHIN CHICANE, to trick by clever ruse [v] 

CHICANER ACCEHINR one that chicanes (to trick by clever ruse) [n -S] 

CHICANES ACCEHINS CHICANE, to trick by clever ruse [v] 

CHICANOS ACCHINOS CHICANO, American of Mexican descent [n] 

CHICCORY CCCHIORY chicory (perennial herb) [n -RIES] 

CHICHIER CCEHHIIR CHICHI, showily stylish [adj] 

CHICKEES CCEEHIKS CHICKEE, stilt house of Seminole Indians [n] 

CHICKENS CCEHIKNS CHICKEN, to lose one's nerve [v] 

CHICKORY CCHIKORY chicory (perennial herb) [n -RIES] 

CHICKPEA ACCEHIKP Asian herb [n -S] 

CHICNESS CCEHINSS elegance (tasteful opulence) [n -ES] 

CHIEFDOM CDEFHIMO domain of chief [n -S] 

CHIEFEST CEEFHIST CHIEF, highest in authority [adj] 

CHIFFONS CFFHINOS CHIFFON, sheer fabric [n] 

CHIGETAI ACEGHIIT wild ass [n -S] 

CHIGGERS CEGGHIRS CHIGGER, parasitic mite [n] 

CHIGNONS CGHINNOS CHIGNON, woman's hairdo [n] 

CHILDBED BCDDEHIL state of woman giving birth [n -S] 

CHILDING CDGHIILN pregnant (carrying developing fetus in uterus) [adj] 

CHILDISH CDHHIILS resembling child (young person) [adj] 

CHILDREN CDEHILNR CHILD, young person [n] 

CHILIADS ACDHIILS CHILIAD, group of one thousand [n] 

CHILIASM ACHIILMS religious doctrine [n -S] 

CHILIAST ACHIILST supporter of chiliasm [n -S] 

CHILIDOG CDGHIILO hot dog topped with chili [n -S] 

CHILLERS CEHILLRS CHILLER, one that chills (to make cold) [n] 

CHILLEST CEHILLST CHILL, cool (moderately cold) [adj] 
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CHILLIER CEHIILLR CHILLY, cool (moderately cold) [adj] 

CHILLIES CEHIILLS CHILLI, chili (hot pepper) [n] 

CHILLILY CHIILLLY CHILLY, cool (moderately cold) [adv] 

CHILLING CGHIILLN CHILL, to make cold [v] 

CHILLUMS CHILLMSU CHILLUM, part of water pipe [n] 

CHILOPOD CDHILOOP multi-legged insect [n -S] 

CHIMAERA AACEHIMR marine fish [n -S] 

CHIMBLEY BCEHILMY chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n -S] 

CHIMENEA ACEEHIMN outdoor fireplace shaped like lightbulb [n -S] 

CHIMERAS ACEHIMRS CHIMERA, imaginary monster [n] 

CHIMERES CEEHIMRS CHIMERE, bishop's robe [n] 

CHIMERIC CCEHIIMR imaginary; unreal [adj] 

CHIMINEA ACEHIIMN chimenea (outdoor fireplace shaped like lightbulb) [n -S] 

CHIMLEYS CEHILMSY CHIMLEY, chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current)) [n] 

CHIMNEYS CEHIMNSY CHIMNEY, flue (enclosed passageway for directing current) [n] 

CHINBONE BCEHINNO lower jaw [n -S] 

CHINCHED CCDEHHIN CHINCH, to chinse (to fill seams in boat or cabin) [v] 

CHINCHES CCEHHINS CHINCH, to chinse (to fill seams in boat or cabin) [v] 

CHINKIER CEHIIKNR CHINKY, full of cracks [adj] 

CHINKING CGHIIKNN CHINK, to fill cracks or fissures in [v] 

CHINLESS CEHILNSS lacking chin [adj] 

CHINNING CGHIINNN CHIN, to hold with chin (lower part of face) [v] 

CHINONES CEHINNOS CHINONE, quinone (chemical compound) [n] 

CHINOOKS CHIKNOOS CHINOOK, warm wind [n] 

CHINSING CGHIINNS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CHINTSES CEHINSST CHINTS, chintz (cotton fabric) [n] 

CHINTZES CEHINSTZ CHINTZ, cotton fabric [n] 

CHINWAGS ACGHINSW CHINWAG, to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v] 

CHIPMUCK CCHIKMPU chipmunk (small rodent) [n -S] 

CHIPMUNK CHIKMNPU small rodent [n -S] 

CHIPOTLE CEHILOPT smoked and dried jalapeno pepper [n -S] 

CHIPPERS CEHIPPRS CHIPPER, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHIPPIER CEHIIPPR CHIPPY, belligerent [adj] 

CHIPPIES CEHIIPPS CHIPPIE, chippy (prostitute) [n] / CHIPPY [n] 

CHIPPING CGHIINPP CHIP, to break small piece from [v] 

CHIPSETS CEHIPSST CHIPSET, set of integrated circuits [n] 

CHIRKEST CEHIKRST CHIRK, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIRKING CGHIIKNR CHIRK, to make shrill noise [v] 

CHIRMING CGHIIMNR CHIRM, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHIRPERS CEHIPRRS CHIRPER, one that chirps (to utter short, shrill sound) [n] 

CHIRPIER CEHIIPRR CHIRPY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIRPILY CHIILPRY CHIRPY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

CHIRPING CGHIINPR CHIRP, to utter short, shrill sound [v] 

CHIRRING CGHIINRR CHIRR, to make harsh, vibrant sound [v] / CHIRRE [v] 

CHIRRUPS CHIPRRSU CHIRRUP, to chirp repeatedly [v] 

CHIRRUPY CHIPRRUY CHIRRUP, to chirp repeatedly [adj] 
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CHISELED CDEEHILS CHISEL, to use chisel (cutting tool) [v] 

CHISELER CEEHILRS one that chisels (to use chisel (cutting tool)) [n -S] 

CHITCHAT ACCHHITT to indulge in small talk [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

CHITLING CGHIILNT part of small intestine of swine [n -S] 

CHITLINS CHIILNST CHITLIN, chitling (part of small intestine of swine) [n] 

CHITOSAN ACHINOST compound derived from chitin [n -S] 

CHITTERS CEHIRSTT CHITTER, to twitter (to utter succession of chirping sounds) [v] 

CHITTIES CEHIISTT CHITTY, chit (short letter) [n] 

CHIVALRY ACHILRVY knightly behavior and skill [n -RIES] 

CHIVAREE ACEEHIRV to perform mock serenade [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIVVIED CDEHIIVV CHIVVY, to chevy (to chase about) [v] 

CHIVVIES CEHIISVV CHIVVY, to chevy (to chase about) [v] 

CHIVYING CGHIINVY CHIVY, to chevy (to chase about) [v] 

CHLOASMA AACHLMOS skin discoloration [n -S, -TA] 

CHLORALS ACHLLORS CHLORAL, chemical compound [n] 

CHLORATE ACEHLORT chemical salt [n -S] 

CHLORDAN ACDHLNOR toxic compound of chlorine [n -S] 

CHLORIDE CDEHILOR chlorine compound [n -S] 

CHLORIDS CDHILORS CHLORID, chloride (chlorine compound) [n] 

CHLORINE CEHILNOR gaseous element [n -S] 

CHLORINS CHILNORS CHLORIN, chlorine (gaseous element) [n] 

CHLORITE CEHILORT mineral group [n -S] 

CHLOROUS CHLOORSU pertaining to chlorine (gaseous element) [adj] 

CHOCKFUL CCFHKLOU full to limit [adj] 

CHOCKING CCGHIKNO CHOCK, to secure with wedge of wood or metal [v] 

CHOICELY CCEHILOY CHOICE, of fine quality [adv] 

CHOICEST CCEHIOST CHOICE, of fine quality [adj] 

CHOIRBOY BCHIOORY boy who sings in choir (body of church singers) [n -S] 

CHOIRING CGHIINOR CHOIR, to sing in unison [v] 

CHOKIEST CEHIKOST CHOKEY, choky (tending to cause choking) [adj] / CHOKY [adj] 

CHOLATES ACEHLOST CHOLATE, chemical salt [n] 

CHOLENTS CEHLNOST CHOLENT, traditional Jewish stew [n] 

CHOLERAS ACEHLORS CHOLERA, acute disease [n] 

CHOLERIC CCEHILOR bad-tempered [adj] 

CHOLIAMB ABCHILMO type of poetic meter [n -S] 

CHOLINES CEHILNOS CHOLINE, B vitamin [n] 

CHOMPERS CEHMOPRS CHOMPER, one that chomps (to champ (to chew noisily)) [n] 

CHOMPING CGHIMNOP CHOMP, to champ (to chew noisily) [v] 

CHOOSERS CEHOORSS CHOOSER, one that chooses (to take by preference) [n] 

CHOOSIER CEHIOORS CHOOSEY, choosy (hard to please) [adj] / CHOOSY [adj] 

CHOOSILY CHILOOSY CHOOSY, hard to please [adv] 

CHOOSING CGHINOOS CHOOSE, to take by preference [v] 

CHOPINES CEHINOPS CHOPINE, type of shoe (covering for foot) [n] 

CHOPPERS CEHOPPRS CHOPPER, to travel by helicopter [v] 

CHOPPIER CEHIOPPR CHOPPY, full of short, rough waves [adj] 

CHOPPILY CHILOPPY CHOPPY, full of short, rough waves [adv] 
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CHOPPING CGHINOPP CHOP, to sever with sharp tool [v] 

CHORAGIC ACCGHIOR CHORAGUS, leader of chorus or choir [adj] 

CHORAGUS ACGHORSU leader of chorus or choir [n -GI, -ES]  

CHORALES ACEHLORS CHORALE, hymn that is sung in unison [n] 

CHORALLY ACHLLORY harmoniously (in harmonious manner) [adv] 

CHORDATE ACDEHORT any of large phylum of animals [n -S] 

CHORDING CDGHINOR act of playing chord [n -S] / CHORD, to play chord (combination of three or more musical tones) [v] 

CHOREBOY BCEHOORY boy employed to do odd jobs [n -S] 

CHOREGUS CEGHORSU choragus (leader of chorus or choir) [n -GI, -ES] 

CHOREMAN ACEHMNOR menial worker [n -MEN] 

CHOREMEN CEEHMNOR CHOREMAN, menial worker [n] 

CHOREOID CDEHIOOR resembling chorea (nervous disorder) [adj] 

CHORIAMB ABCHIMOR type of metrical foot [n -I, -S] 

CHORINES CEHINORS CHORINE, chorus girl [n] 

CHORIOID CDHIIOOR choroid (membrane of eye) [n -S] 

CHORIONS CHINOORS CHORION, embryonic membrane [n] 

CHORIZOS CHIOORSZ CHORIZO, highly seasoned sausage [n] 

CHOROIDS CDHIOORS CHOROID, membrane of eye [n] 

CHORTENS CEHNORST CHORTEN, Tibetan shrine [n] 

CHORTLED CDEHLORT CHORTLE, to chuckle with glee [v] 

CHORTLER CEHLORRT one that chortles (to chuckle with glee) [n -S] 

CHORTLES CEHLORST CHORTLE, to chuckle with glee [v] 

CHORUSED CDEHORSU CHORUS, to sing in unison [v] 

CHORUSES CEHORSSU CHORUS, to sing in unison [v] 

CHOUSERS CEHORSSU CHOUSER, one that chouses (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n] 

CHOUSHES CEHHOSSU CHOUSH, chiaus (Turkish messenger) [n] 

CHOUSING CGHINOSU CHOUSE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

CHOWCHOW CCHHOOWW relish of mixed pickles in mustard [n -S] 

CHOWDERS CDEHORSW CHOWDER, to make thick soup of [v] 

CHOWSING CGHINOSW CHOWSE, to chouse (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHOWTIME CEHIMOTW mealtime (usual time for meal) [n -S] 

CHRESARD ACDEHRRS available water of soil [n -S] 

CHRISMAL ACHILMRS CHRISM, consecrated oil [adj] 

CHRISMON CHIMNORS Christian monogram [n -MA, -S] 

CHRISOMS CHIMORSS CHRISOM, chrism (consecrated oil) [n] 

CHRISTEN CEHINRST to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHRISTIE CEHIIRST christy (skiing turn) [n -S] 

CHROMATE ACEHMORT chemical salt [n -S] 

CHROMIDE CDEHIMOR tropical fish [n -S] 

CHROMIER CEHIMORR CHROMY, decorated with chrome [adj] 

CHROMING CGHIMNOR CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] / chromium ore [n -S] 

CHROMITE CEHIMORT chromium ore [n -S] 

CHROMIUM CHIMMORU metallic element [n -S] 

CHROMIZE CEHIMORZ to chrome (to plate with chromium) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CHROMOLY CHLMOORY steel alloy made of chromium and molybdenum [n -LIES, -S] 

CHROMOUS CHMOORSU pertaining to chromium (metallic element) [adj] 
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CHROMYLS CHLMORSY CHROMYL, bivalent radical [n] 

CHRONAXY ACHNORXY time required to excite nerve cell electrically [n -XIES] 

CHRONICS CCHINORS CHRONIC, one that suffers from long-lasting disease [n] 

CHRONONS CHNNOORS CHRONON, hypothetical unit of time [n] 

CHTHONIC CCHHINOT pertaining to gods of underworld [adj] 

CHUBASCO ABCCHOSU violent thunderstorm [n -S] 

CHUBBIER BBCEHIRU CHUBBY, plump (well-rounded and full in form) [adj] 

CHUBBILY BBCHILUY CHUBBY, plump (well-rounded and full in form) [adv] 

CHUCKERS CCEHKRSU CHUCKER, one that chucks (to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm)) [n] 

CHUCKIES CCEHIKSU CHUCKY, little chick [n] 

CHUCKING CCGHIKNU CHUCK, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

CHUCKLED CCDEHKLU CHUCKLE, to laugh quietly [v] 

CHUCKLER CCEHKLRU one that chuckles (to laugh quietly) [n -S] 

CHUCKLES CCEHKLSU CHUCKLE, to laugh quietly [v] 

CHUDDAHS ACDDHHSU CHUDDAH, chuddar (large, square shawl) [n] 

CHUDDARS ACDDHRSU CHUDDAR, large, square shawl [n] 

CHUDDERS CDDEHRSU CHUDDER, chuddar (large, square shawl) [n] 

CHUFFEST CEFFHSTU CHUFF, gruff (low and harsh in speech) [adj] 

CHUFFIER CEFFHIRU CHUFFY, plump (well-rounded and full in form) [adj] 

CHUFFING CFFGHINU CHUFF, to chug (to move with dull explosive sound) [v] 

CHUGALUG ACGGHLUU to drink without pause [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

CHUGGERS CEGGHRSU CHUGGER, one that chugs (to move with dull explosive sound) [n] 

CHUGGING CGGGHINU CHUG, to move with dull explosive sound [v] 

CHUKKARS ACHKKRSU CHUKKAR, chukker (period of play in polo) [n] 

CHUKKERS CEHKKRSU CHUKKER, period of play in polo [n] 

CHUMMIER CEHIMMRU CHUMMY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

CHUMMIES CEHIMMSU CHUMMY, man not personally known to speaker from Newfoundland [n] 

CHUMMILY CHILMMUY CHUMMY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adv] 

CHUMMING CGHIMMNU CHUM, to be close friends with someone [v] 

CHUMPING CGHIMNPU CHUMP, to munch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CHUMSHIP CHHIMPSU friendship (state of being friend) [n -S] 

CHUNDERS CDEHNRSU CHUNDER, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

CHUNKIER CEHIKNRU CHUNKY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adj] 

CHUNKILY CHIKLNUY CHUNKY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adv] 

CHUNKING CGHIKNNU CHUNK, to make dull explosive sound [v] 

CHUNNELS CEHLNNSU CHUNNEL, tunnel under English Channel [n] 

CHUNTERS CEHNRSTU CHUNTER, to mutter (to speak unclearly) [v] 

CHUPPAHS ACHHPPSU CHUPPAH, canopy used at Jewish wedding [n] 

CHURCHED CCDEHHRU CHURCH, to bring to church (building for Christian worship) [v] 

CHURCHES CCEHHRSU CHURCH, to bring to church (building for Christian worship) [v] 

CHURCHLY CCHHLRUY pertaining to church [adj [LIER, -LIEST] 

CHURINGA ACGHINRU sacred object of Australian Aboriginals [n -S] 

CHURLISH CHHILRSU CHURL, rude person [adj] 

CHURNERS CEHNRRSU CHURNER, one that churns (to stir briskly in order to make butter) [n] 

CHURNING CGHINNRU butter churned at one time [n -S] / CHURN, to stir briskly in order to make butter [v] 

CHURRING CGHINRRU CHURR, to make vibrant sound [v] 
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CHUTISTS CHISSTTU CHUTIST, parachutist [n] 

CHUTNEES CEEHNSTU CHUTNEE, chutney (sweet and sour sauce) [n] 

CHUTNEYS CEHNSTUY CHUTNEY, sweet and sour sauce [n] 

CHUTZPAH ACHHPTUZ supreme self-confidence [n -S] 

CHUTZPAS ACHPSTUZ CHUTZPA, chutzpah (supreme self-confidence) [n] 

CHYMISTS CHIMSSTY CHYMIST, chemist (one versed in chemistry) [n] 

CHYMOSIN CHIMNOSY rennin (enzyme (complex protein)) [n -S] 

CHYTRIDS CDHIRSTY CHYTRID, aquatic or soil fungus [n] 

CIABATTA AAABCITT type of Italian bread [n -S] 

CIBORIUM BCIIMORU vessel for holding holy bread [n -IA, -S] 

CIBOULES BCEILOSU CIBOULE, cibol (variety of onion) [n] 

CICATRIX ACCIIRTX scar tissue [n -RICES, -ES] 

CICELIES CCEEIILS CICELY, fragrant herb [n] 

CICERONE CCEEINOR tour guide [n -S, -NI] 

CICERONI CCEIINOR CICERONE, tour guide [n] 

CICHLIDS CCDHIILS CICHLID, tropical fish [n] 

CICISBEI BCCEIIIS CICISBEO, lover of married woman [n] 

CICISBEO BCCEIIOS lover of married woman [n -EI, -S] 

CICOREES CCEEIORS CICOREE, perennial herb [n] 

CIGARETS ACEGIRST CIGARET, cigarette [n] 

CILANTRO ACILNORT herb used in cooking [n -S] 

CILIATED ACDEIILT having cilia (short, hairlike projection) [adj] 

CILIATES ACEIILST CILIATE, one of class of ciliated protozoans [n] 

CIMBALOM ABCILMMO Hungarian dulcimer [n -S] 

CINCHING CCGHIINN CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

CINCHONA ACCHINNO Peruvian tree [n -S] 

CINCTURE CCEINRTU to gird or encircle [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CINDERED CDDEEINR CINDER, to reduce to cinders (ashes) [v] 

CINEASTE ACEEINST cineast (devotee of motion pictures) [n -S] 

CINEASTS ACEINSST CINEAST, devotee of motion pictures [n] 

CINEOLES CEEILNOS CINEOLE, cineol (liquid used as antiseptic) [n] 

CINEPLEX CEEILNPX trademark [n -ES] 

CINERARY ACEINRRY used for cremated ashes [adj] 

CINERINS CEIINNRS CINERIN, compound used in insecticides [n] 

CINGULAR ACGILNRU CINGULUM, anatomical band or girdle [adj] 

CINGULUM CGILMNUU anatomical band or girdle [n -LA] 

CINNABAR AABCINNR principal ore of mercury [n -S] 

CINNAMIC ACCIIMNN CINNAMON, spice obtained from tree bark [adj] 

CINNAMON ACIMNNNO spice obtained from tree bark [n -S] 

CINNAMYL ACILMNNY chemical used to make soap [n -S] 

CINQUAIN ACIINNQU stanza of five lines [n -S] 

CIOPPINO CIINOOPP spicy fish stew [n -S] 

CIPAILLE ACEIILLP pie with layers of meat and pastry [n -S] 

CIPHERED CDEEHIPR CIPHER, to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

CIPHERER CEEHIPRR one that ciphers (to solve problems in arithmetic) [n -S] 

CIPOLINS CIILNOPS CIPOLIN, type of marble [n] 
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CIRCLERS CCEILRRS CIRCLER, one that circles (to move or revolve around) [n] 

CIRCLETS CCEILRST CIRCLET, small ring or ring-shaped object [n] 

CIRCLING CCGIILNR CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCUITS CCIIRSTU CIRCUIT, to move around [v] 

CIRCUITY CCIIRTUY lack of straightforwardness [n -TIES] 

CIRCULAR ACCILRRU leaflet intended for wide distribution [n -S] 

CIRCUSES CCEIRSSU CIRCUS, public entertainment [n] 

CIRRIPED CDEIIPRR any of order of crustaceans [n -S] 

CIRRUSES CEIRRSSU CIRRUS, tendril or similar part [n] 

CISLUNAR ACILNRSU situated between earth and moon [adj] 

CISSOIDS CDIIOSSS CISSOID, type of geometric curve [n] 

CISTERNA ACEINRST fluid-containing sac [n -E] 

CISTERNS CEINRSST CISTERN, water tank [n] 

CISTRONS CINORSST CISTRON, segment of DNA [n] 

CISTUSES CEISSSTU CISTUS, flowering shrub [n] 

CITADELS ACDEILST CITADEL, fortress or stronghold [n] 

CITATION ACIINOTT act of citing (to quote as authority or example) [n -S] 

CITATORS ACIORSTT CITATOR, one that cites (to quote as authority or example) [n] 

CITATORY ACIORTTY CITATION, act of citing (to quote as authority or example) [adj] 

CITEABLE ABCEEILT suitable for citation [adj] 

CITHARAS AACHIRST CITHARA, ancient stringed instrument [n] 

CITHERNS CEHINRST CITHERN, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CITHRENS CEHINRST CITHREN, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CITIFIED CDEFIIIT CITIFY, to urbanize (to cause to take on urban characteristics) [v] 

CITIFIES CEFIIIST CITIFY, to urbanize (to cause to take on urban characteristics) [v] 

CITIZENS CEIINSTZ CITIZEN, resident of city or town [n] 

CITRATED ACDEIRTT CITRATE, salt of citric acid [adj] 

CITRATES ACEIRSTT CITRATE, salt of citric acid [n] 

CITREOUS CEIORSTU having lemonlike color [adj] 

CITRINES CEIINRST CITRINE, variety of quartz [n] 

CITRININ CIIINNRT antibiotic [n -S] 

CITRUSES CEIRSSTU CITRUS, any of genus of tropical, fruit-bearing trees [n] 

CITTERNS CEINRSTT CITTERN, pear-shaped guitar [n] 

CITYFIED CDEFIITY having customs and manners of city people [adj] 

CITYWARD ACDIRTWY toward city [adv] 

CITYWIDE CDEIITWY including all parts of city [adj] 

CIVICISM CCIIIMSV system of government based upon individual rights [n -S] 

CIVILIAN ACIIILNV nonmilitary person [n -S] 

CIVILISE CEIIILSV to civilize (to bring out of savagery) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CIVILITY CIIILTVY courtesy; politeness [n -TIES] 

CIVILIZE CEIIILVZ to bring out of savagery [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CLABBERS ABBCELRS CLABBER, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

CLACHANS AACCHLNS CLACHAN, hamlet (small town) [n] 

CLACKERS ACCEKLRS CLACKER, one that clacks (to make abrupt, dry sound) [n] 

CLACKING ACCGIKLN CLACK, to make abrupt, dry sound [v] 

CLADDAGH AACDDGHL ring designed with two hands clasping [n -S] 
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CLADDING ACDDGILN CLAD, CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] / something that overlays (to lie over) [n -S] 

CLADISMS ACDILMSS CLADISM, method of cladist [n] 

CLADISTS ACDILSST CLADIST, taxonomist who uses clades in classifying life-forms [n] 

CLADODES ACDDELOS CLADODE, leaflike part of stem [n] 

CLAFOUTI ACFILOTU clafoutis (clafouti) [n -S] 

CLAGGING ACGGGILN CLAG, to clog (to block up or obstruct) [v] 

CLAIMANT AACILMNT one that asserts right or title [n -S] 

CLAIMERS ACEILMRS CLAIMER, one that claims (to demand as one's due) [n] 

CLAIMING ACGIILMN CLAIM, to demand as one's due [v] 

CLAMBAKE AABCEKLM beach picnic [n -S] 

CLAMBERS ABCELMRS CLAMBER, to climb awkwardly [v] 

CLAMLIKE ACEIKLLM resembling clam [adj] 

CLAMMERS ACELMMRS CLAMMER, one that clams (to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks)) [n] 

CLAMMIER ACEILMMR CLAMMY, cold and damp [adj] 

CLAMMILY ACILLMMY CLAMMY, cold and damp [adv] 

CLAMMING ACGILMMN CLAM, to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks) [v] 

CLAMORED ACDELMOR CLAMOR, to make loud outcries [v] 

CLAMORER ACELMORR one that clamors (to make loud outcries) [n -S] 

CLAMOURS ACLMORSU CLAMOUR, to clamor (to make loud outcries) [v] 

CLAMPERS ACELMPRS CLAMPER, device worn on shoes to prevent slipping on ice [n] 

CLAMPING ACGILMNP CLAMP, to fasten with clamp (securing device) [v] 

CLAMWORM ACLMMORW marine worm [n -S] 

CLANGERS ACEGLNRS CLANGER, blunder [n] 

CLANGING ACGGILNN CLANG, to ring loudly [v] 

CLANGORS ACGLNORS CLANGOR, to clang repeatedly [v] 

CLANGOUR ACGLNORU to clangor (to clang repeatedly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLANKIER ACEIKLNR CLANKY, making sharp, metallic sound [adj] 

CLANKING ACGIKLNN CLANK, to make sharp, metallic sound [v] 

CLANNISH ACHILNNS characteristic of clan [adj] 

CLANSMAN AACLMNNS member of clan [n -MEN] 

CLANSMEN ACELMNNS CLANSMAN, member of clan [n] 

CLAPPERS ACELPPRS CLAPPER, one that claps (to strike one palm against other) [n] 

CLAPPING ACGILNPP CLAP, to strike one palm against other [v] 

CLAPTRAP AACLPPRT pretentious language [n -S] 

CLAQUERS ACELQRSU CLAQUER, claqueur (member of claque) [n] 

CLAQUEUR ACELQRUU member of claque [n -S] 

CLARENCE ACCEELNR closed carriage [n -S] 

CLARINET ACEILNRT woodwind instrument [n -S] 

CLARIONS ACILNORS CLARION, to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v] 

CLARKIAS AACIKLRS CLARKIA, annual herb [n] 

CLASHERS ACEHLRSS CLASHER, one that clashes (to conflict or disagree) [n] 

CLASHING ACGHILNS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 

CLASPERS ACELPRSS CLASPER, one that clasps (to embrace tightly) [n] 

CLASPING ACGILNPS CLASP, to embrace tightly [v] 

CLASSERS ACELRSSS CLASSER, one that classes (to classify (to arrange according to characteristics)) [n] 

CLASSICO ACCILOSS made from grapes grown in certain part of Italy [adj] 
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CLASSICS ACCILSSS CLASSIC, work of enduring excellence [n] 

CLASSIER ACEILRSS CLASSY, stylish; elegant [adj] 

CLASSIFY ACFILSSY to arrange according to characteristics [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CLASSILY ACILLSSY in classy (stylish; elegant) manner [adv] 

CLASSING ACGILNSS CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

CLASSISM ACILMSSS discrimination based on social class [n -S] 

CLASSIST ACILSSST advocate of classism [n -S] 

CLASSONS ACLNOSSS CLASSON, subatomic particle [n] 

CLASTICS ACCILSST CLASTIC, rock made up of other rocks [n] 

CLATTERS ACELRSTT CLATTER, to move with rattling noise [v] 

CLATTERY ACELRTTY having rattling noise [adj] 

CLAUGHTS ACGHLSTU CLAUGHT, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLAUSTRA AACLRSTU basal ganglia in brain [n -RA] 

CLAVERED ACDEELRV CLAVER, to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v] 

CLAVICLE ACCEILLV bone of shoulder [n -S] 

CLAVIERS ACEILRSV CLAVIER, keyboard instrument [n] 

CLAWBACK AABCCKLW money taken back by taxation [n -S] 

CLAWLESS ACELLSSW having no claws [adj] 

CLAWLIKE ACEIKLLW resembling claw [adj] 

CLAYBANK AABCKLNY yellow-brown color [n -S] 

CLAYIEST ACEILSTY CLAYEY, resembling clay [adj] 

CLAYLIKE ACEIKLLY resembling clay [adj] 

CLAYMORE ACELMORY type of sword (weapon having long blade for cutting or thrusting) [n -S] 

CLAYPANS AACLNPSY CLAYPAN, shallow natural depression [n] 

CLAYWARE AACELRWY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

CLEANERS ACEELNRS CLEANER, one that cleans (to rid of dirt or stain) [n] 

CLEANEST ACEELNST CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANING ACEGILNN act of ridding of dirt or stain [n -S] / CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

CLEANISH ACEHILNS CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANOUT ACELNOTU act of cleaning something out [n -S] 

CLEANSED ACDEELNS CLEANSE, to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v] 

CLEANSER ACEELNRS one that cleanses (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [n -S] 

CLEANSES ACEELNSS CLEANSE, to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v] 

CLEANUPS ACELNPSU CLEANUP, act of cleaning [n] 

CLEARCUT ACCELRTU to cut forest completely [v CLEARCUT, -TTING, -S] 

CLEARERS ACEELRRS CLEARER, one that clears (to remove obstructions) [n] 

CLEAREST ACEELRST CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] 

CLEARING ACEGILNR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] / open space [n -S]  

CLEAROUT ACELORTU action of removing unwanted material from place [n -S] 

CLEARWAY AACELRWY road on which stopping is not permitted [n -S] 

CLEATING ACEGILNT CLEAT, to strengthen with strip of wood or iron [v] 

CLEAVAGE AACEEGLV act of cleaving (to split or divide) [n -S] 

CLEAVERS ACEELRSV CLEAVER, heavy knife [n] 

CLEAVING ACEGILNV CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLEEKING CEEGIKLN CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLEFTING CEFGILNT CLEFT, CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 
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CLEIDOIC CCDEIILO enclosed in shell [adj] 

CLEMATIS ACEILMST flowering vine [n -ES] 

CLEMENCY CCEELMNY mercy (compassion shown to offender or enemy) [n -CIES] 

CLENCHED CCDEEHLN CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v] 

CLENCHER CCEEHLNR one that clenches (to grasp firmly) [n -S] 

CLENCHES CCEEHLNS CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v] 

CLERGIES CEEGILRS CLERGY, body of persons ordained for religious service [n] 

CLERICAL ACCEILLR cleric (member of clergy) [n -S] 

CLERIHEW CEEHILRW humorous poem [n -S] 

CLERKDOM CDEKLMOR status or function of clerk [n -S] 

CLERKING CEGIKLNR CLERK, to serve as clerk (office worker) [v] 

CLERKISH CEHIKLRS resembling or suitable to clerk [adj] 

CLEVEITE CEEEILTV radioactive mineral [n -S] 

CLEVERER CEEELRRV CLEVER, mentally keen [adj] 

CLEVERLY CEELLRVY CLEVER, mentally keen [adv] 

CLEVISES CEEILSSV CLEVIS, metal fastening device [n] 

CLICKERS CCEIKLRS CLICKER, one that clicks (to make short, sharp sound) [n] 

CLICKING CCGIIKLN CLICK, to make short, sharp sound [v] 

CLIENTAL ACEILLNT CLIENT, customer (one who buys something) [adj] 

CLIFFIER CEFFIILR CLIFFY, abounding in cliffs [adj] 

CLIFFTOP CFFILOPT top of cliff [n -S] 

CLIMATAL AACILLMT CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [adj] 

CLIMATES ACEILMST CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [n] 

CLIMATIC ACCIILMT CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [adj] 

CLIMAXED ACDEILMX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

CLIMAXES ACEILMSX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

CLIMBERS BCEILMRS CLIMBER, one that climbs (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [n] 

CLIMBING BCGIILMN CLIMB, to ascend (to go or move upward) [v] / sport or activity of ascending mountains [n -S] 

CLINALLY ACILLLNY in clinal (pertaining to cline (series of changes within species)) manner [adv] 

CLINCHED CCDEHILN CLINCH, to settle matter decisively [v] 

CLINCHER CCEHILNR decisive fact or remark [n -S] 

CLINCHES CCEHILNS CLINCH, to settle matter decisively [v] 

CLINGERS CEGILNRS CLINGER, one that clings (to adhere closely) [n] 

CLINGIER CEGIILNR CLINGY, adhesive [adj] 

CLINGING CGGIILNN CLING, to adhere closely [v] 

CLINICAL ACCIILLN CLINIC, medical facility [adj] 

CLINKERS CEIKLNRS CLINKER, to form fused residue in burning [v] 

CLINKING CGIIKLNN CLINK, to make soft, sharp, ringing sound [v] 

CLIPPERS CEILPPRS CLIPPER, one that clips (to trim by cutting) [n] 

CLIPPING CGIILNPP CLIP, to trim by cutting [v] / something that is clipped out or off [n -S] 

CLIQUIER CEIILQRU CLIQUEY, inclined to form cliques [adj] / CLIQUY [adj] 

CLIQUING CGIILNQU CLIQUE, to form clique (exclusive group of persons) [v] 

CLIQUISH CHIILQSU cliquey (inclined to form cliques) [adj] 

CLITELLA ACEILLLT regions in body walls of certain annelids [n CLITELLA] 

CLITORAL ACILLORT CLITORIS, sex organ [adj] 

CLITORIC CCIILORT CLITORIS, sex organ [adj] 
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CLITORIS CIILORST sex organ [n -IDES, -ES] 

CLITTERS CEILRSTT CLITTER, to make thin rattling sound [v] 

CLOAKING ACGIKLNO CLOAK, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

CLOBBERS BBCELORS CLOBBER, to trounce (to beat severely) [v] 

CLOCHARD ACCDHLOR vagrant (wanderer with no apparent means of support) [n -S] 

CLOCKERS CCEKLORS CLOCKER, one that clocks (to time with stopwatch) [n] 

CLOCKING CCGIKLNO CLOCK, to time with stopwatch [v] 

CLODDIER CDDEILOR CLODDY, lumpy (full of lumps) [adj] 

CLODDISH CDDHILOS CLOD, dolt (stupid person) [adj] 

CLODPATE ACDELOPT stupid person [n -S] 

CLODPOLE CDELLOOP clodpate (stupid person) [n -S] 

CLODPOLL CDLLLOOP clodpate (stupid person) [n -S] 

CLOGGERS CEGGLORS CLOGGER, one that clogs (to block up or obstruct) [n] 

CLOGGIER CEGGILOR CLOGGY, clogging or able to clog [adj] 

CLOGGILY CGGILLOY CLOGGY, clogging or able to clog [adv] 

CLOGGING CGGGILNO act of dancing while wearing shoes with thick wooden soles [n -S] / CLOG, to block up or obstruct [v] 

CLOISTER CEILORST to seclude (to remove or set apart from others) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLOMPING CGILMNOP CLOMP, to walk heavily and clumsily [v] 

CLONALLY ACLLLNOY CLON, group of asexually derived organisms [adv] 

CLONINGS CGILNNOS CLONING, technique for reproducing by asexual means [n] 

CLONISMS CILMNOSS CLONISM, condition of having clonus [n] 

CLONKIER CEIKLNOR CLONKY, making dull thumping sound [adj] 

CLONKING CGIKLNNO CLONK, to make dull thumping sound [v] 

CLONUSES CELNOSSU CLONUS, form of muscular spasm [n] 

CLOPPING CGILNOPP CLOP, to make sound of hoof striking pavement [v] 

CLOSABLE ABCELLOS CLOSE, to block against entry or passage [adj] 

CLOSEOUT CELOOSTU clearance sale [n -S] 

CLOSETED CDEELOST CLOSET, to enclose in private room [v] 

CLOSEUPS CELOPSSU CLOSEUP, photograph taken at close range [n] 

CLOSINGS CGILNOSS CLOSING, concluding part [n] 

CLOSURED CDELORSU CLOSURE, to cloture (to end debate by calling for vote) [v] 

CLOSURES CELORSSU CLOSURE, to cloture (to end debate by calling for vote) [v] 

CLOTBURS BCLORSTU CLOTBUR, type of plant with prickly seeds [n] 

CLOTHIER CEHILORT one who makes or sells clothing [n -S] 

CLOTHING CGHILNOT CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] / wearing apparel [n -S] 

CLOTTING CGILNOTT CLOT, to form into clot (thick mass) [v] 

CLOTURED CDELORTU CLOTURE, to end debate by calling for vote [v] 

CLOTURES CELORSTU CLOTURE, to end debate by calling for vote [v] 

CLOUDIER CDEILORU CLOUDY, overcast with clouds [adj] 

CLOUDILY CDILLOUY CLOUDY, overcast with clouds [adv] 

CLOUDING CDGILNOU CLOUD, to cover with clouds (masses of visible vapor) [v] 

CLOUDLET CDELLOTU small cloud [n -S] 

CLOURING CGILNORU CLOUR, to knock or bump [v] 

CLOUTERS CELORSTU CLOUTER, one that clouts (to hit with hand) [n] 

CLOUTING CGILNOTU CLOUT, to hit with hand [v] 

CLOVERED CDEELORV CLOVER, plant [adj] 
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CLOWDERS CDELORSW CLOWDER, group of cats [n] 

CLOWNERY CELNORWY clownish behavior [n -RIES] 

CLOWNING CGILNNOW CLOWN, to act like clown (humorous performer) [v] 

CLOWNISH CHILNOSW resembling or befitting clown [adj] 

CLUBABLE ABBCELLU sociable [adj] 

CLUBBERS BBCELRSU CLUBBER, member of club [n] 

CLUBBIER BBCEILRU CLUBBY, characteristic of club [adj] 

CLUBBING BBCGILNU CLUB, to form club (organized group of persons) [v] / practice of frequenting nightclubs [n -S] 

CLUBBISH BBCHILSU clubby (characteristic of club) [adj] 

CLUBFACE ABCCEFLU striking surface of clubhead [n -S] 

CLUBFEET BCEEFLTU CLUBFOOT, deformed foot [n] 

CLUBFOOT BCFLOOTU deformed foot [n -FEET] 

CLUBHAND ABCDHLNU deformed hand [n -S] 

CLUBHAUL ABCHLLUU to put vessel about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLUBHEAD ABCDEHLU part of golf club that strikes ball [n -S] 

CLUBLAND ABCDLLNU area having many nightclubs [n -S] 

CLUBMATE ABCELMTU fellow member of club [n -S] 

CLUBMOSS BCLMOSSU green plant resembling large moss [n -ES] 

CLUBROOM BCLMOORU room for club's meetings [n -S] 

CLUBROOT BCLOORTU plant disease [n -S] 

CLUCKERS CCEKLRSU CLUCKER, chicken [n] 

CLUCKING CCGIKLNU CLUCK, to make sound of hen [v] 

CLUELESS CEELLSSU hopelessly confused or ignorant [adj] 

CLUMBERS BCELMRSU CLUMBER, stocky spaniel [n] 

CLUMPERS CELMPRSU CLUMPER, large floating chunk of ice [n] 

CLUMPETS CELMPSTU CLUMPET, clumper (large floating chunk of ice) [n] 

CLUMPIER CEILMPRU CLUMPY, lumpy (full of lumps) [adj] 

CLUMPING CGILMNPU CLUMP, to form into thick mass [v] 

CLUMPISH CHILMPSU resembling clump (thick mass) [adj] 

CLUMSIER CEILMRSU CLUMSY, awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj] 

CLUMSILY CILLMSUY CLUMSY, awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adv] 

CLUNKERS CEKLNRSU CLUNKER, jalopy (decrepit car) [n] 

CLUNKIER CEIKLNRU CLUNKY, clumsy in style [adj] 

CLUNKING CGIKLNNU CLUNK, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

CLUPEIDS CDEILPSU CLUPEID, fish of herring family [n] 

CLUPEOID CDEILOPU clupeid (fish of herring family) [n -S] 

CLUSTERS CELRSSTU CLUSTER, to form into cluster (group of similar objects) [v] 

CLUSTERY CELRSTUY pertaining to cluster [adj] 

CLUTCHED CCDEHLTU CLUTCH, to grasp and hold tightly [v] 

CLUTCHES CCEHLSTU CLUTCH, to grasp and hold tightly [v] 

CLUTTERS CELRSTTU CLUTTER, to pile in disorderly state [v] 

CLUTTERY CELRTTUY characterized by disorder [adj] 

CLYPEATE ACEELPTY CLYPEUS, shield-like structure [adj] 

CLYSTERS CELRSSTY CLYSTER, enema (liquid injected into rectum) [n] 

COACHERS ACCEHORS COACHER, one that coaches (to tutor or train) [n] 

COACHING ACCGHINO COACH, to tutor or train [v] / work of one that coaches [n -S] 
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COACHMAN AACCHMNO one who drives coach or carriage [n -MEN] 

COACHMEN ACCEHMNO COACHMAN, one who drives coach or carriage [n] 

COACTING ACCGINOT COACT, to act together [v] 

COACTION ACCINOOT joint action [n -S] 

COACTIVE ACCEIOTV COACTIVITY [n] / mutually active [adj] 

COACTORS ACCOORST COACTOR, fellow actor in production [n] 

COADMIRE ACDEIMOR to admire together [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COADMITS ACDIMOST COADMIT, to admit several things equally [v] 

COAEVALS AACELOSV COAEVAL, coeval (one of same era or period as another) [n] 

COAGENCY ACCEGNOY joint agency [n -CIES] 

COAGENTS ACEGNOST COAGENT, person, force, or other agent working together with another [n] 

COAGULUM ACGLMOUU clot [n -LA, -S] 

COALBINS ABCILNOS COALBIN, bin for storing coal [n] 

COALESCE ACCEELOS to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

COALFACE AACCEFLO place where coal is cut out of rock [n -S] 

COALFISH ACFHILOS blackish fish [n -ES] 

COALHOLE ACEHLLOO compartment for storing coal [n -S] 

COALIEST ACEILOST COALY, containing coal [adj] 

COALLESS ACELLOSS lacking coal [adj] 

COALPITS ACILOPST COALPIT, pit from which coal is obtained [n] 

COALSACK AACCKLOS dark region of Milky Way [n -S] 

COALSHED ACDEHLOS shed for storing coal [n -S] 

COALYARD AACDLORY yard for storing coal [n -S] 

COAMINGS ACGIMNOS COAMING, raised border [n] 

COANCHOR ACCHNOOR to present televised news reports jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COAPPEAR AACEOPPR to appear together or at same time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COAPTING ACGINOPT COAPT, to fit together and make fast [v] 

COARSELY ACELORSY COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adv] 

COARSENS ACENORSS COARSEN, to make coarse [v] 

COARSEST ACEORSST COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

COARSISH ACHIORSS COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

COASSIST ACIOSSST to assist jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COASSUME ACEMOSSU to assume together [v -D, -MING, -S] 

COASTERS ACEORSST COASTER, sled [n] 

COASTING ACGINOST COAST, to slide down hill [v] / coastal trade [n -S] 

COATINGS ACGINOST COATING, covering layer [n] 

COATLESS ACELOSST lacking coat [adj] 

COATRACK AACCKORT rack or stand for coats [n -S] 

COATROOM ACMOOORT room for storing coats [n -S] 

COATTAIL AACILOTT back lower portion of coat [n -S] 

COATTEND ACDENOTT to attend together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COATTEST ACEOSTTT to attest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COAUTHOR ACHOORTU to write together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COAXINGS ACGINOSX COAXING, act of cajoling [n] 

COBALTIC ABCCILOT COBALT, metallic element [adj] 

COBBIEST BBCEIOST COBBY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adj] 
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COBBLERS BBCELORS COBBLER, mender of shoes [n] 

COBBLING BBCGILNO COBBLE, to mend (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [v] 

COBWEBBY BBBCEOWY covered with cobwebs [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

COCAINES ACCEINOS COCAINE, narcotic alkaloid [n] 

COCCIDIA ACCCDIIO parasitic protozoans [n COCCIDIA] 

COCCOIDS CCCDIOOS COCCOID, spherical cell or body [n] 

COCCYGES CCCEGOSY COCCYX, bone of spine [n] 

COCCYXES CCCEOSXY COCCYX, bone of spine [n] 

COCHAIRS ACCHIORS COCHAIR, to serve jointly as chairman of [v] 

COCHLEAE ACCEEHLO COCHLEA, part of ear [n] 

COCHLEAR ACCEHLOR COCHLEA, part of ear [adj] 

COCHLEAS ACCEHLOS COCHLEA, part of ear [n] 

COCINERA ACCEINOR cook [n -S] 

COCKADED ACCDDEKO COCKADE, ornament worn on hat [adj] 

COCKADES ACCDEKOS COCKADE, ornament worn on hat [n] 

COCKAPOO ACCKOOOP hybrid between cocker spaniel and poodle [n -S] 

COCKATOO ACCKOOOT parrot [n -S] 

COCKBILL BCCIKLLO to raise yardarm on ship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCKBOAT ABCCKOOT small boat [n -S] 

COCKCROW CCCKOORW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S] 

COCKERED CCDEEKOR COCKER, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

COCKEREL CCEEKLOR young rooster [n -S] 

COCKEYED CCDEEKOY COCKEYE, squinting eye [adj] 

COCKEYES CCEEKOSY COCKEYE, squinting eye [n] 

COCKIEST CCEIKOST COCKY, arrogantly self-confident [adj] 

COCKLIKE CCEIKKLO resembling rooster (male chicken) [adj] 

COCKLING CCGIKLNO COCKLE, to wrinkle or pucker [v] 

COCKLOFT CCFKLOOT small attic [n -S] 

COCKNEYS CCEKNOSY COCKNEY, resident of East End of London [n] 

COCKPITS CCIKOPST COCKPIT, pilot's compartment in certain airplanes [n] 

COCKSHUT CCHKOSTU close of day [n -S] 

COCKSPUR CCKOPRSU thorny plant [n -S] 

COCKSURE CCEKORSU certain (absolutely confident) [adj] 

COCKTAIL ACCIKLOT to drink alcoholic beverages [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCOANUT ACCNOOTU coconut (fruit of coco) [n -S] 

COCOBOLA ABCCLOOO cocobolo (tropical tree) [n -S] 

COCOBOLO BCCLOOOO tropical tree [n -S] 

COCOMATS ACCMOOST COCOMAT, matting made from coir [n] 

COCONUTS CCNOOSTU COCONUT, fruit of coco [n] 

COCOONED CCDENOOO COCOON, to wrap or envelop tightly [v] 

COCOONER CCENOOOR one who retreats to private world of family [n -S] 

COCOPLUM CCLMOOPU evergreen shrub [n -S] 

COCOTTES CCEOOSTT COCOTTE, prostitute [n] 

COCOYAMS ACCMOOSY COCOYAM, tropical plant having edible rootstocks [n] 

COCREATE ACCEEORT to create together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COCURATE ACCEORTU to curate jointly [v -D, -TING, -S]  
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CODDLERS CDDELORS CODDLER, one that coddles (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [n] 

CODDLING CDDGILNO CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

CODEBOOK BCDEKOOO book listing words and their coded equivalents [n -S] 

CODEBTOR BCDEOORT one that shares debt [n -S] 

CODEINAS ACDEINOS CODEINA, codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

CODEINES CDEEINOS CODEINE, narcotic alkaloid [n] 

CODELESS CDEELOSS being without set of laws [adj] 

CODERIVE CDEEIORV to derive jointly [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CODESIGN CDEGINOS to design jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CODICILS CCDIILOS CODICIL, supplement to will [n] 

CODIFIED CDDEFIIO CODIFY, to arrange or systematize [v] 

CODIFIER CDEFIIOR one that codifies (to arrange or systematize) [n -S] 

CODIFIES CDEFIIOS CODIFY, to arrange or systematize [v] 

CODIRECT CCDEIORT to direct jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CODLINGS CDGILNOS CODLING, unripe apple [n] 

CODOMAIN ACDIMNOO mathematical set [n -S] 

CODPIECE CCDEEIOP cover for crotch in men's breeches [n -S] 

CODRIVEN CDEINORV CODRIVE, to work as codriver [v] 

CODRIVER CDEIORRV one who takes turns driving vehicle [n -S] 

CODRIVES CDEIORSV CODRIVE, to work as codriver [v] 

COEDITED CDDEEIOT COEDIT, to edit with another person [v] 

COEDITOR CDEIOORT one that coedits (to edit with another person) [n -S] 

COEFFECT CCEEFFOT accompanying effect [n -S] 

COELIACS ACCEILOS COELIAC, celiac (one that has chronic nutritional disturbance) [n] 

COELOMES CEELMOOS COELOME, coelom (body cavity in some animals) [n] 

COELOMIC CCEILMOO COELOM, body cavity in some animals [adj] 

COEMBODY BCDEMOOY to embody jointly [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

COEMPLOY CELMOOPY to employ together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEMPTED CDEEMOPT COEMPT, to buy up entire supply of product [v] 

COENACTS ACCENOST COENACT, to enact jointly or at same time [v] 

COENAMOR ACEMNOOR to inflame with mutual love [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COENDURE CDEENORU to endure together [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COENURES CEENORSU COENURE, coenurus (tapeworm larva) [n] 

COENURUS CENORSUU tapeworm larva [n -RI] 

COENZYME CEEMNOYZ substance necessary for functioning of certain enzymes [n -S] 

COEQUALS ACELOQSU COEQUAL, one who is equal with another [n] 

COEQUATE ACEEOQTU to equate with something else [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COERCERS CCEEORRS COERCER, one that coerces (to compel by force or threat) [n] 

COERCING CCEGINOR COERCE, to compel by force or threat [v] 

COERCION CCEINOOR act of coercing (to compel by force or threat) [n -S] 

COERCIVE CCEEIORV COERCIVITY [n] / serving to coerce [adj] 

COERECTS CCEEORST COERECT, to erect together [v] 

COESITES CEEIOSST COESITE, type of silica (form of silicon) [n] 

COEVALLY ACELLOVY contemporarily (in contemporary manner) [adv] 

COEVOLVE CEELOOVV to evolve together [v -D, -VING, -S] 

COEXERTS CEEORSTX COEXERT, to exert jointly [v] 
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COEXISTS CEIOSSTX COEXIST, to exist together [v] 

COEXTEND CDEENOTX to extend through same space or time as another [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COFACTOR ACCFOORT coenzyme (substance necessary for functioning of certain enzymes) [n -S] 

COFFERED CDEEFFOR COFFER, to put in strongbox [v] 

COFFINED CDEFFINO COFFIN, to put in coffin (burial case) [v] 

COFFLING CFFGILNO COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

COFFRETS CEFFORST COFFRET, small strongbox [n] 

COFOUNDS CDFNOOSU COFOUND, to found jointly [v] 

COGENTLY CEGLNOTY COGENT, convincing [adv] 

COGITATE ACEGIOTT to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COGNATES ACEGNOST COGNATE, one that is related to another [n] 

COGNISED CDEGINOS COGNISE, to cognize (to become aware of in one's mind) [v] 

COGNISES CEGINOSS COGNISE, to cognize (to become aware of in one's mind) [v] 

COGNIZED CDEGINOZ COGNIZE, to become aware of in one's mind [v] 

COGNIZER CEGINORZ one that cognizes (to become aware of in one's mind) [n -S] 

COGNIZES CEGINOSZ COGNIZE, to become aware of in one's mind [v] 

COGNOMEN CEGMNNOO family name [n -S, -MINA] 

COGNOVIT CGINOOTV written admission of liability [n -S] 

COGWHEEL CEEGHLOW toothed wheel [n -S] 

COHABITS ABCHIOST COHABIT, to live together as man and wife while unmarried [v] 

COHEADED ACDDEEHO COHEAD, to head jointly [v] 

COHERENT CEEHNORT sticking together [adj] 

COHERERS CEEHORRS COHERER, device used to detect radio waves [n] 

COHERING CEGHINOR COHERE, to stick together [v] 

COHESION CEHINOOS act or state of cohering [n -S] 

COHESIVE CEEHIOSV COHESION, act or state of cohering [adj] 

COHOBATE ABCEHOOT to distill again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COHOLDER CDEHLOOR athlete who holds record with another [n -S] 

COHOSHES CEHHOOSS COHOSH, medicinal plant [n] 

COHOSTED CDEHOOST COHOST, to host jointly [v] 

COIFFEUR CEFFIORU male hairdresser [n -S] 

COIFFING CFFGIINO COIFFE, to coif (to style hair) [v] 

COIFFURE CEFFIORU to coif (to style hair) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COIGNING CGGIINNO COIGNE, to quoin (to secure with type of wedge) [v] 

COINABLE ABCEILNO COIN, to make coins (metal currency) [adj] 

COINAGES ACEGINOS COINAGE, act of making coins [n] 

COINCIDE CCDEIINO to be in same place [v -D, -DING, -S] 

COINFECT CCEFINOT to infect with two organisms [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COINFERS CEFINORS COINFER, to infer jointly [v] 

COINHERE CEEHINOR to inhere jointly [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COINMATE ACEIMNOT fellow inmate [n -S] 

COINSURE CEINORSU to insure with another [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COINTERS CEINORST COINTER, to bury together [v] 

COINVENT CEINNOTV to invent together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COINVEST CEINOSTV to invest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

COISTREL CEILORST knave (dishonest person) [n -S] 
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COISTRIL CIILORST coistrel (knave (dishonest person)) [n -S] 

COITALLY ACILLOTY COITUS, sexual intercourse [adv] 

COITIONS CIINOOST COITION, coitus (sexual intercourse) [n] 

COITUSES CEIOSSTU COITUS, sexual intercourse [n] 

COJOINED CDEIJNOO COJOIN, to join together [v] 

COKEHEAD ACDEEHKO cocaine addict [n -S] 

COKELIKE CEEIKKLO resembling coke (carbon fuel) [adj] 

COLANDER ACDELNOR kitchen utensil for draining off liquids [n -S] 

COLDCOCK CCCDKLOO to knock unconscious [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COLDNESS CDELNOSS state of being cold (having little or no warmth) [n -ES] 

COLEADER ACDEELOR one that coleads (to lead jointly) [n -S] 

COLESEED CDEEELOS colza (plant of cabbage family) [n -S] 

COLESLAW ACELLOSW salad made of shredded raw cabbage [n -S] 

COLESSEE CEEELOSS joint lessee [n -S] 

COLESSOR CELOORSS joint lessor [n -S] 

COLEUSES CEELOSSU COLEUS, tropical plant [n] 

COLEWORT CELOORTW cole (plant of cabbage family) [n -S] 

COLICINE CCEIILNO colicin (antibacterial substance) [n -S] 

COLICINS CCIILNOS COLICIN, antibacterial substance [n] 

COLIFORM CFILMOOR bacillus of colon [n -S] 

COLINEAR ACEILNOR lying in same straight line [adj] 

COLISEUM CEILMOSU large structure for public entertainment [n -S] 

COLISTIN CIILNOST antibiotic [n -S] 

COLLAGED ACDEGLLO COLLAGE, to arrange materials in collage (kind of artistic composition) [v] 

COLLAGEN ACEGLLNO protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 

COLLAGES ACEGLLOS COLLAGE, to arrange materials in collage (kind of artistic composition) [v] 

COLLAPSE ACELLOPS to crumble suddenly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COLLARDS ACDLLORS COLLARD, variety of kale [n] 

COLLARED ACDELLOR COLLAR, to provide with collar (something worn around neck) [v] 

COLLARET ACELLORT small collar [n -S] 

COLLATED ACDELLOT COLLATE, to compare critically [v] 

COLLATES ACELLOST COLLATE, to compare critically [v] 

COLLATOR ACLLOORT one that collates (to compare critically) [n -S] 

COLLECTS CCELLOST COLLECT, to bring together in group [v] 

COLLEENS CEELLNOS COLLEEN, Irish girl [n] 

COLLEGER CEEGLLOR student supported by funds from his college [n -S] 

COLLEGES CEEGLLOS COLLEGE, school of higher learning [n] 

COLLEGIA ACEGILLO soviet executive councils [n COLLEGIA] 

COLLETED CDEELLOT COLLET, to set gem in rim or ring [v] 

COLLIDED CDDEILLO COLLIDE, to come together with violent impact [v] 

COLLIDER CDEILLOR type of particle accelerator [n -S] 

COLLIDES CDEILLOS COLLIDE, to come together with violent impact [v] 

COLLIERS CEILLORS COLLIER, coal miner [n] 

COLLIERY CEILLORY coal mine [n -RIES] 

COLLOGUE CEGLLOOU to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

COLLOIDS CDILLOOS COLLOID, type of chemical suspension [n] 
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COLLOQUY CLLOOQUY conversation [n -UIES] 

COLLUDED CDDELLOU COLLUDE, to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v] 

COLLUDER CDELLORU one that colludes (to conspire (to plan secretly with another)) [n -S] 

COLLUDES CDELLOSU COLLUDE, to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v] 

COLLUVIA ACILLOUV rock debris [n COLLUVIA] 

COLLYING CGILLNOY COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 

COLLYRIA ACILLORY medicinal lotions [n COLLYRIA] 

COLOBOMA ABCLMOOO lesion of eye [n -S, -TA] 

COLOCATE ACCELOOT to place two or more housing units in close proximity [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COLOGNED CDEGLNOO COLOGNE, scented liquid [adj] 

COLOGNES CEGLNOOS COLOGNE, scented liquid [n] 

COLONELS CELLNOOS COLONEL, military officer [n] 

COLONIAL ACILLNOO citizen of colony [n -S] 

COLONICS CCILNOOS COLONIC, irrigation of colon [n] 

COLONIES CEILNOOS COLONY, group of emigrants living in new land [n] 

COLONISE CEILNOOS to colonize (to establish colony) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COLONIST CILNOOST one who settles colony (group of emigrants living in new land) [n -S] 

COLONIZE CEILNOOZ to establish colony [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COLOPHON CHLNOOOP inscription placed at end of book [n -S] 

COLORADO ACDLOOOR of medium strength and color -- used of cigars [adj] 

COLORANT ACLNOORT pigment or dye [n -S] 

COLORERS CELOORRS COLORER, one that colors (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [n] 

COLORFUL CFLLOORU full of color [adj] 

COLORING CGILNOOR appearance in regard to color [n -S] / COLOR, to give color (visual attribute of objects) to [v] 

COLORISE CEILOORS to colorize (to give color to black-and-white film) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COLORISM CILMOORS coloring (appearance in regard to color) [n -S] 

COLORIST CILOORST person skilled in use of color [n -S] 

COLORIZE CEILOORZ to give color to black-and-white film [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COLORMAN ACLMNOOR sportscaster who provides commentary during game [n -MEN] 

COLORMEN CELMNOOR COLORMAN, sportscaster who provides commentary during game [n] 

COLORWAY ACLOORWY arrangement of colors [n -S] 

COLOSSAL ACLLOOSS gigantic (huge (very large)) [adj] 

COLOSSUS CLOOSSSU gigantic statue [n -SSI, -ES] 

COLOTOMY CLMOOOTY surgical incision of colon [n -MIES] 

COLOURED CDELOORU COLOUR, to color (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [v] / person deemed to be of mixed white and nonwhite descent [n -S] 

COLOURER CELOORRU colorer (one that colors (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to)) [n -S] 

COLPITIS CIILOPST vaginal inflammation [n -ES] 

COLTHOOD CDHLOOOT state or time of being colt [n -S] 

COLUBRID BCDILORU any of large family of snakes [n -S] 

COLUMBIC BCCILMOU pertaining to niobium (metallic element) [adj] 

COLUMELS CELLMOSU COLUMEL, small column-like anatomical part [n] 

COLUMNAL ACLLMNOU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COLUMNAR ACLMNORU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COLUMNEA ACELMNOU bushy tropical plant [n -S] 

COLUMNED CDELMNOU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COMAKERS ACEKMORS COMAKER, one who assumes financial responsibility for another's default [n] 
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COMAKING ACGIKMNO COMAKE, to serve as comaker for another's loan [v] 

COMANAGE AACEGMNO to manage jointly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

COMATIKS ACIKMOST COMATIK, komatik (Inuit sledge) [n] 

COMATOSE ACEMOOST affected with coma [adj] 

COMATULA AACLMOTU marine animal [n -E] 

COMBATED ABCDEMOT COMBAT, to fight against [v] 

COMBATER ABCEMORT one that combats (to fight against) [n -S] 

COMBINED BCDEIMNO COMBINE, to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v] / skiing competition combining two events [n -S] 

COMBINER BCEIMNOR one that combines (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S] 

COMBINES BCEIMNOS COMBINE, to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v] 

COMBINGS BCGIMNOS hair removed by comb [n -S] 

COMBLIKE BCEIKLMO resembling comb [adj] 

COMBOVER BCEMOORV hair that is combed over bald spot [n -S] 

COMBUSTS BCMOSSTU COMBUST, to burn (to destroy by fire) [v] 

COMEBACK ABCCEKMO return to former prosperity [n -S] 

COMEDIAN ACDEIMNO humorous entertainer [n -S] 

COMEDIES CDEEIMOS COMEDY, humorous play, movie, or other work [n] 

COMEDIST CDEIMOST writer of comedies [n -S] 

COMEDOWN CDEMNOOW drop in status [n -S] 

COMELIER CEEILMOR COMELY, pleasing to look at [adj] 

COMELILY CEILLMOY COMELY, pleasing to look at [adv] 

COMEMBER BCEEMMOR one that shares membership [n -S] 

COMETARY ACEMORTY COMET, celestial body [adj] 

COMETHER CEEHMORT affair or matter [n -S] 

COMFIEST CEFIMOST COMFY, comfortable [adj] 

COMFORTS CFMOORST COMFORT, to soothe in time of grief [v] 

COMFREYS CEFMORSY COMFREY, coarse herb [n] 

COMINGLE CEGILMNO to blend thoroughly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

COMITIAL ACIILMOT COMITIA, public assembly in ancient Rome [adj] 

COMITIES CEIIMOST COMITY, civility (courtesy; politeness) [n] 

COMMANDO ACDMMNOO military unit [n -ES, -S] 

COMMANDS ACDMMNOS COMMAND, to direct with authority [v] 

COMMENCE CCEEMMNO to begin (to start (to set out)) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

COMMENDS CDEMMNOS COMMEND, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

COMMENTS CEMMNOST COMMENT, to remark (to say or write briefly or casually) [v] 

COMMERCE CCEEMMOR to commune (to converse intimately) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

COMMIXED CDEIMMOX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COMMIXES CEIMMOSX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COMMODES CDEMMOOS COMMODE, cabinet (piece of furniture with shelves and drawers) [n] 

COMMONER CEMMNOOR COMMON, ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events) [adj] / one of common people [n -S] 

COMMONLY CLMMNOOY in common (ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events)) manner [adv] 

COMMOVED CDEMMOOV COMMOVE, to move violently [v] 

COMMOVES CEMMOOSV COMMOVE, to move violently [v] 

COMMUNAL ACLMMNOU belonging to community; public [adj] 

COMMUNED CDEMMNOU COMMUNE, to converse intimately [v] 

COMMUNER CEMMNORU one that communes (to converse intimately) [n -S] 
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COMMUNES CEMMNOSU COMMUNE, to converse intimately [v] 

COMMUTED CDEMMOTU COMMUTE, to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally) [v] 

COMMUTER CEMMORTU one that commutes (to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally)) [n -S] 

COMMUTES CEMMOSTU COMMUTE, to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally) [v] 

COMORBID BCDIMOOR existing simultaneously with another medical condition [adj] 

COMPACTS ACCMOPST COMPACT, to pack closely together [v] 

COMPADRE ACDEMOPR close friend [n -S] 

COMPARED ACDEMOPR COMPARE, to represent as similar [v] 

COMPARER ACEMOPRR one that compares (to represent as similar) [n -S] 

COMPARES ACEMOPRS COMPARE, to represent as similar [v] 

COMPARTS ACMOPRST COMPART, to divide into parts [v] 

COMPEERS CEEMOPRS COMPEER, to equal or match [v] 

COMPENDS CDEMNOPS COMPEND, brief summary [n] 

COMPERED CDEEMOPR COMPERE, to act as master of ceremonies [v] 

COMPERES CEEMOPRS COMPERE, to act as master of ceremonies [v] 

COMPETED CDEEMOPT COMPETE, to vie (to strive for superiority) [v] 

COMPETES CEEMOPST COMPETE, to vie (to strive for superiority) [v] 

COMPILED CDEILMOP COMPILE, to collect into volume [v] 

COMPILER CEILMOPR one that compiles (to collect into volume) [n -S] 

COMPILES CEILMOPS COMPILE, to collect into volume [v] 

COMPINGS CGIMNOPS COMPING, playing of jazz accompaniment [n] 

COMPLAIN ACILMNOP to express discontent [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPLEAT ACELMOPT to complete (to bring to end) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPLECT CCELMOPT to weave together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPLETE CEELMOPT to bring to end [v -D, -TING, -S] / having all necessary parts [adj -R, -ST] 

COMPLICE CCEILMOP associate [n -S] 

COMPLIED CDEILMOP COMPLY, to obey (to follow commands or guidance of) [v] 

COMPLIER CEILMOPR one that complies (to obey (to follow commands or guidance of)) [n -S] 

COMPLIES CEILMOPS COMPLY, to obey (to follow commands or guidance of) [v] 

COMPLINE CEILMNOP last liturgical prayer of day [n -S] 

COMPLINS CILMNOPS COMPLIN, compline (last liturgical prayer of day) [n] 

COMPLOTS CLMOOPST COMPLOT, to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v] 

COMPORTS CMOOPRST COMPORT, to conduct oneself in certain way [v] 

COMPOSED CDEMOOPS COMPOSE, to form substance of [v] 

COMPOSER CEMOOPRS one that writes music [n -S] 

COMPOSES CEMOOPSS COMPOSE, to form substance of [v] 

COMPOSTS CMOOPSST COMPOST, to fertilize [v] 

COMPOTES CEMOOPST COMPOTE, fruit stewed in syrup [n] 

COMPOUND CDMNOOPU to add to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPRESS CEMOPRSS to compact (to pack closely together) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

COMPRISE CEIMOPRS to include or contain [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COMPRIZE CEIMOPRZ to comprise (to include or contain) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COMPTING CGIMNOPT COMPT, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

COMPUTED CDEMOPTU COMPUTE, to calculate [v] 

COMPUTER CEMOPRTU machine that computes automatically [n -S] 

COMPUTES CEMOPSTU COMPUTE, to calculate [v] 
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COMRADES ACDEMORS COMRADE, close friend [n] 

COMSYMPS CMMOPSSY COMSYMP, offensive word [n] 

CONATION ACINNOOT inclination to act purposefully [n -S] 

CONATIVE ACEINOTV CONATION, inclination to act purposefully [adj] 

CONCAVED ACCDENOV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v] 

CONCAVES ACCENOSV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v] 

CONCEALS ACCELNOS CONCEAL, to keep from sight or discovery [v] 

CONCEDED CCDDEENO CONCEDE, to acknowledge as true [v] 

CONCEDER CCDEENOR one that concedes (to acknowledge as true) [n -S] 

CONCEDES CCDEENOS CONCEDE, to acknowledge as true [v] 

CONCEITS CCEINOST CONCEIT, to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v] 

CONCEIVE CCEEINOV to understand (to grasp mentally) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CONCENTS CCENNOST CONCENT, harmony (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n] 

CONCEPTI CCEINOPT fertilized eggs [n CONCEPTI] 

CONCEPTS CCENOPST CONCEPT, general idea [n] 

CONCERNS CCENNORS CONCERN, to be of interest to [v] 

CONCERTI CCEINORT CONCERTO, musical composition [n] 

CONCERTO CCENOORT musical composition [n -TI, -S] 

CONCERTS CCENORST CONCERT, to plan (to formulate plan (method for achieving end)) [v] 

CONCHIES CCEHINOS CONCHIE, conchy (conscientious objector) [n] / CONCHY [n] 

CONCHOID CCDHINOO type of geometric curve [n -S] 

CONCISER CCEINORS CONCISE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj] 

CONCLAVE ACCELNOV secret meeting [n -S] 

CONCLUDE CCDELNOU to finish (to bring to end) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CONCOCTS CCCNOOST CONCOCT, to prepare by combining ingredients [v] 

CONCORDS CCDNOORS CONCORD, state of agreement [n] 

CONCOURS CCNOORSU public competition [n CONCOURS] 

CONCRETE CCEENORT to solidify (to make solid) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONDEMNS CDEMNNOS CONDEMN, to criticize severely [v] 

CONDENSE CDEENNOS to compress (to compact (to pack closely together)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CONDOLED CDDELNOO CONDOLE, to mourn (to feel or express grief or sorrow) [v] 

CONDOLER CDELNOOR one that condoles (to mourn (to feel or express grief or sorrow)) [n -S] 

CONDOLES CDELNOOS CONDOLE, to mourn (to feel or express grief or sorrow) [v] 

CONDONED CDDENNOO CONDONE, to forgive or overlook [v] 

CONDONER CDENNOOR one that condones (to forgive or overlook) [n -S] 

CONDONES CDENNOOS CONDONE, to forgive or overlook [v] 

CONDORES CDENOORS CONDOR, coin of Chile [n] 

CONDUCED CCDDENOU CONDUCE, to contribute to result [v] 

CONDUCER CCDENORU one that conduces (to contribute to result) [n -S] 

CONDUCES CCDENOSU CONDUCE, to contribute to result [v] 

CONDUCTS CCDNOSTU CONDUCT, to lead or guide [v] 

CONDUITS CDINOSTU CONDUIT, channel or pipe for conveying fluids [n] 

CONDYLAR ACDLNORY CONDYLE, protuberance on bone [adj] 

CONDYLES CDELNOSY CONDYLE, protuberance on bone [n] 

CONELRAD ACDELNOR system of defense in event of air attack [n -S] 

CONENOSE CEENNOOS bloodsucking insect [n -S] 
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CONEPATE ACEENOPT skunk [n -S] 

CONEPATL ACELNOPT conepate (skunk) [n -S] 

CONFECTS CCEFNOST CONFECT, to prepare from various ingredients [v] 

CONFEREE CEEEFNOR one upon whom something is conferred [n -S] 

CONFERVA ACEFNORV freshwater alga [n -E, -S] 

CONFETTI CEFINOTT CONFETTO, bonbon (sugared candy) [n] 

CONFETTO CEFNOOTT bonbon (sugared candy) [n -TTI] 

CONFIDED CDDEFINO CONFIDE, to reveal in trust or confidence [v] 

CONFIDER CDEFINOR one that confides (to reveal in trust or confidence) [n -S] 

CONFIDES CDEFINOS CONFIDE, to reveal in trust or confidence [v] 

CONFINED CDEFINNO CONFINE, to shut within enclosure [v] 

CONFINER CEFINNOR one that confines (to shut within enclosure) [n -S] 

CONFINES CEFINNOS CONFINE, to shut within enclosure [v] 

CONFIRMS CFIMNORS CONFIRM, to assure validity of [v] 

CONFLATE ACEFLNOT to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONFLICT CCFILNOT to come into opposition [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFOCAL ACCFLNOO having same focus or foci [adj] 

CONFORMS CFMNOORS CONFORM, to become same or similar [v] 

CONFOUND CDFNNOOU to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFRERE CEEFNORR colleague [n -S] 

CONFRONT CFNNOORT to face defiantly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFUSED CDEFNOSU CONFUSE, to mix up mentally [v] 

CONFUSES CEFNOSSU CONFUSE, to mix up mentally [v] 

CONFUTED CDEFNOTU CONFUTE, to disprove (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [v] 

CONFUTER CEFNORTU one that confutes (to disprove (to refute)) [n -S] 

CONFUTES CEFNOSTU CONFUTE, to disprove (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [v] 

CONGAING ACGGINNO CONGA, to perform conga (Latin-American dance) [v] 

CONGEALS ACEGLNOS CONGEAL, to change from fluid to solid [v] 

CONGENER CEEGNNOR one of same kind or class [n -S] 

CONGESTS CEGNOSST CONGEST, to fill to excess [v] 

CONGLOBE BCEGLNOO to become globule [v -D, -BING, -S] 

CONGRATS ACGNORST congratulations (congratulation) [n CONGRATS] 

CONGRESS CEGNORSS to assemble together [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CONICITY CCIINOTY state of being conical (shaped like cone) [n -TIES] 

CONIDIAL ACDIILNO CONIDIUM, fungus spore [adj] 

CONIDIAN ACDIINNO CONIDIUM, fungus spore [adj] 

CONIDIUM CDIIMNOU fungus spore [n -IA]  

CONIFERS CEFINORS CONIFER, evergreen tree [n] 

CONIINES CEIINNOS CONIINE, poisonous alkaloid [n] 

CONIOSES CEINOOSS CONIOSIS, infection caused by inhalation of dust [n] 

CONIOSIS CIINOOSS infection caused by inhalation of dust [n -SES] 

CONJOINS CIJNNOOS CONJOIN, to join together [v] 

CONJOINT CIJNNOOT CONJOIN, to join together [adj] 

CONJUGAL ACGJLNOU pertaining to marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [adj] 

CONJUNCT CCJNNOTU one that is joined with another [n -S] 

CONJUNTO CJNNOOTU style of dance music along Mexican border [n -S] 
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CONJURED CDEJNORU CONJURE, to summon spirit [v] 

CONJURER CEJNORRU sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [n -S] 

CONJURES CEJNORSU CONJURE, to summon spirit [v] 

CONJUROR CJNOORRU conjurer (sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers))) [n -S] 

CONLANGS ACGLNNOS CONLANG, constructed language [n]  

CONNECTS CCENNOST CONNECT, to join together [v] 

CONNIVED CDEINNOV CONNIVE, to feign ignorance of wrongdoing [v] 

CONNIVER CEINNORV one that connives (to feign ignorance of wrongdoing) [n -S] 

CONNIVES CEINNOSV CONNIVE, to feign ignorance of wrongdoing [v] 

CONNOTED CDENNOOT CONNOTE, to imply another meaning besides literal one [v] 

CONNOTES CENNOOST CONNOTE, to imply another meaning besides literal one [v] 

CONODONT CDNNOOOT fossil (remains of animal or plant preserved in earth's crust) [n -S] 

CONOIDAL ACDILNOO CONOID, geometric solid [adj] 

CONQUERS CENOQRSU CONQUER, to overcome by force [v] 

CONQUEST CENOQSTU act of conquering (to overcome by force) [n -S] 

CONQUIAN ACINNOQU card game [n -S] 

CONSENTS CENNOSST CONSENT, to permit or approve [v] 

CONSERVE CEENORSV to protect from loss or depletion [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CONSIDER CDEINORS to think about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSIGNS CGINNOSS CONSIGN, to give over to another's care [v] 

CONSISTS CINOSSST CONSIST, to be made up or composed [v] 

CONSOLED CDELNOOS CONSOLE, to comfort (to soothe in time of grief) [v] 

CONSOLER CELNOORS one that consoles (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [n -S] 

CONSOLES CELNOOSS CONSOLE, to comfort (to soothe in time of grief) [v] 

CONSOMME CEMMNOOS clear soup [n -S] 

CONSORTS CNOORSST CONSORT, to keep company [v] 

CONSPIRE CEINOPRS to plan secretly with another [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CONSTANT ACNNOSTT something that does not vary [n -S] 

CONSTRUE CENORSTU to interpret [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CONSULAR ACLNORSU CONSUL, official serving abroad [adj] 

CONSULTS CLNOSSTU CONSULT, to ask opinion of [v] 

CONSUMED CDEMNOSU CONSUME, to use up [v] 

CONSUMER CEMNORSU one that consumes (to use up) [n -S] 

CONSUMES CEMNOSSU CONSUME, to use up [v] 

CONTACTS ACCNOSTT CONTACT, to communicate with [v] 

CONTAGIA AACGINOT causative agents of infectious diseases [n CONTAGIA] 

CONTAINS ACINNOST CONTAIN, to hold within [v] 

CONTANGO ACGNNOOT postponement of transfer of stock [n -S] 

CONTEMNS CEMNNOST CONTEMN, to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt) [v] 

CONTEMPO CEMNOOPT contemporary [adj] 

CONTEMPT CEMNOPTT feeling of one who views something as mean, vile, or worthless [n -S] 

CONTENDS CDENNOST CONTEND, to vie (to strive for superiority) [v] 

CONTENTS CENNOSTT CONTENT, to satisfy (to provide fully with what is desired, expected, or needed) [v] 

CONTESSA ACENOSST Italian countess [n -S] 

CONTESTS CENOSSTT CONTEST, to compete for [v] 

CONTEXTS CENOSTTX CONTEXT, part of discourse in which particular word or phrase appears [n] 
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CONTINUA ACINNOTU mathematical sets [n CONTINUA] 

CONTINUE CEINNOTU to go on with [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CONTINUO CINNOOTU type of instrumental part [n -S] 

CONTORTS CNOORSTT CONTORT, to twist out of shape [v] 

CONTOURS CNOORSTU CONTOUR, to make outline of [v] 

CONTRACT ACCNORTT to decrease in size or volume [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTRAIL ACILNORT visible trail of water vapor from aircraft [n -S] 

CONTRARY ACNORRTY opposite (one that is radically different from another in some related way) [n -RIES] 

CONTRAST ACNORSTT to place in opposition to set off differences [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTRITE CEINORTT deeply sorry for one's sins [adj] 

CONTRIVE CEINORTV to devise (to form in mind) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CONTROLS CLNOORST CONTROL, to exercise authority over [v] 

CONTUSED CDENOSTU CONTUSE, to bruise (to injure without breaking surface of skin) [v] 

CONTUSES CENOSSTU CONTUSE, to bruise (to injure without breaking surface of skin) [v] 

CONVECTS CCENOSTV CONVECT, to transfer heat by process of circulation [v] 

CONVENED CDEENNOV CONVENE, to assemble (to come or bring together) [v] 

CONVENER CEENNORV one that convenes (to assemble (to come or bring together)) [n -S] 

CONVENES CEENNOSV CONVENE, to assemble (to come or bring together) [v] 

CONVENOR CENNOORV convener (one that convenes (to assemble)) [n -S] 

CONVENTS CENNOSTV CONVENT, to convene (to assemble (to come or bring together)) [v] 

CONVERGE CEEGNORV to come together [v -D, -GING, -S] 

CONVERSE CEENORSV to speak together [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CONVERSO CENOORSV Jew who converted to Christianity [n -S] 

CONVERTS CENORSTV CONVERT, to change into another form [v] 

CONVEXES CEENOSVX CONVEX, surface or body that is convex (curving outward) [n] 

CONVEXLY CELNOVXY in convex manner [adv] 

CONVEYED CDEENOVY CONVEY, to transport [v] 

CONVEYER CEENORVY one that conveys (to transport) [n -S] 

CONVEYOR CENOORVY conveyer (one that conveys (to transport)) [n -S] 

CONVICTS CCINOSTV CONVICT, to prove guilty [v] 

CONVINCE CCEINNOV to cause to believe something [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CONVOKED CDEKNOOV CONVOKE, to cause to assemble [v] 

CONVOKER CEKNOORV one that convokes (to cause to assemble) [n -S] 

CONVOKES CEKNOOSV CONVOKE, to cause to assemble [v] 

CONVOLVE CELNOOVV to roll together [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CONVOYED CDENOOVY CONVOY, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

CONVULSE CELNOSUV to shake violently [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COOEEING CEEGINOO COOEE, to cry out shrilly [v] 

COOEYING CEGINOOY COOEY, to cooee (to cry out shrilly) [v] 

COOINGLY CGILNOOY in manner of cooing doves; affectionately [adv] 

COOKABLE ABCEKLOO COOK, to prepare food by heating [adj] 

COOKABLE ABCEKLOO something that can be cooked [n -S] 

COOKBOOK BCKKOOOO book of recipes [n -S] 

COOKINGS CGIKNOOS COOKING, act of one that cooks [n] 

COOKLESS CEKLOOSS having no person that cooks [adj] 

COOKOFFS CFFKOOOS COOKOFF, cooking contest [n] 
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COOKOUTS CKOOOSTU COOKOUT, meal eaten and prepared outdoors [n] 

COOKSHOP CHKOOOPS shop that sells cooked food [n -S] 

COOKTOPS CKOOOPST COOKTOP, counter-top cooking apparatus [n] 

COOKWARE ACEKOORW utensils used in cooking [n -S] 

COOLABAH AABCHLOO Australian gum tree [n -S] 

COOLANTS ACLNOOST COOLANT, fluid used to cool engines [n] 

COOLDOWN CDLNOOOW gradual return of physiological functions to normal levels after strenuous exercise [n -S] 

COOLIBAH ABCHILOO coolabah (Australian gum tree) [n -S] 

COOLNESS CELNOOSS state of being cool (moderately cold) [n -ES] 

COONCANS ACCNNOOS COONCAN, conquian (card game) [n] 

COONSHIT CHINOOST offensive word [n -S] 

COONSKIN CIKNNOOS pelt of raccoon [n -S] 

COONTIES CEINOOST COONTIE, tropical plant [n] 

COOPERED CDEEOOPR COOPER, to make or mend barrels [v] 

COOPTING CGINOOPT COOPT, to elect or appoint [v] 

COOPTION CINOOOPT act of coopting (to elect or appoint) [n -S] 

COPAIBAS AABCIOPS COPAIBA, resin [n] 

COPARENT ACENOPRT to share in custody of one's child [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COPASTOR ACOOPRST one that shares duties of pastor [n -S] 

COPATRON ACNOOPRT fellow patron [n -S] 

COPEMATE ACEEMOPT antagonist [n -S] 

COPEPODS CDEOOPPS COPEPOD, minute crustacean [n] 

COPIABLE ABCEILOP capable of being copied [adj] 

COPIHUES CEHIOPSU COPIHUE, climbing vine [n] 

COPILOTS CILOOPST COPILOT, to act as assistant pilot [v] 

COPLANAR AACLNOPR lying in same plane [adj] 

COPPERAH ACEHOPPR copra (dried coconut meat) [n -S] 

COPPERAS ACEOPPRS compound used in making inks [n -ES] 

COPPERED CDEEOPPR COPPER, to cover with copper (metallic element) [v] 

COPPICED CCDEIOPP COPPICE, to cause to grow in form of coppice (thicket) [v] 

COPPICES CCEIOPPS COPPICE, to cause to grow in form of coppice (thicket) [v] 

COPREMIA ACEIMOPR form of blood poisoning [n -S]  

COPREMIC CCEIMOPR COPREMIA, form of blood poisoning [adj] 

COPRINCE CCEINOPR one of two princes ruling jointly [n -S] 

COPULATE ACELOPTU to engage in coitus [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COPURIFY CFIOPRUY to become purified with another substance [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

COPYABLE ABCELOPY COPY, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [adj] 

COPYBOOK BCKOOOPY book used in teaching penmanship [n -S] 

COPYBOYS BCOOPSYY COPYBOY, boy who runs errands in newspaper office [n] 

COPYCATS ACCOPSTY COPYCAT, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [v] 

COPYDESK CDEKOPSY editor's desk in newspaper office [n -S] 

COPYEDIT CDEIOPTY to prepare copy for printer [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COPYGIRL CGILOPRY girl who runs errands in newspaper office [n -S] 

COPYHOLD CDHLOOPY type of ownership of land [n -S] 

COPYISTS CIOPSSTY COPYIST, imitator (one that imitates (to behave in same way as)) [n] 

COPYLEFT CEFLOPTY license that allows free use of copyrighted software [n -S] 
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COPYREAD ACDEOPRY to copyedit (to prepare copy for printer) [v COPYREAD, -ING, -S] 

COQUETRY CEOQRTUY flirtatious behavior [n -RIES] 

COQUETTE CEEOQTTU to coquet (to flirt (to behave amorously without serious intent)) [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

COQUILLE CEILLOQU cooking utensil [n -S] 

COQUINAS ACINOQSU COQUINA, small marine clam [n] 

COQUITOS CIOOQSTU COQUITO, palm tree [n] 

CORACLES ACCELORS CORACLE, small boat [n] 

CORACOID ACCDIOOR bone of shoulder girdle [n -S] 

CORANTOS ACNOORST CORANTO, courante (old, lively dance) [n] 

CORBEILS BCEILORS CORBEIL, sculptured fruit basket [n] 

CORBELED BCDEELOR CORBEL, to provide wall with bracket [v] 

CORBINAS ABCINORS CORBINA, food and game fish [n] 

CORDAGES ACDEGORS CORDAGE, amount of wood in area [n] 

CORDELLE CDEELLOR to tow boat with cordelle (towrope) [v -D, -LLING, -S] 

CORDIALS ACDILORS CORDIAL, liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n] 

CORDINGS CDGINORS CORDING, ribbed surface of cloth [n] 

CORDITES CDEIORST CORDITE, explosive powder [n] 

CORDLESS CDELORSS electrical device with its own power supply [n -ES] 

CORDLIKE CDEIKLOR resembling cord [adj] 

CORDOBAS ABCDOORS CORDOBA, monetary unit of Nicaragua [n] 

CORDONED CDDENOOR CORDON, to form barrier around [v] 

CORDOVAN ACDNOORV fine leather [n -S] 

CORDUROY CDOORRUY to build type of road [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORDWAIN ACDINORW cordovan (fine leather) [n -S] 

CORDWOOD CDDOOORW wood used for fuel [n -S] 

COREDEEM CDEEEMOR to redeem jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COREIGNS CEGINORS COREIGN, joint reign [n] 

CORELATE ACEELORT to place into mutual or reciprocal relation [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CORELESS CEELORSS having no core [adj] 

CORELLAS ACELLORS CORELLA, small cockatoo [n] 

COREMIUM CEIMMORU organ of certain fungi [n -IA] 

CORKAGES ACEGKORS CORKAGE, charge for wine in restaurant [n] 

CORKIEST CEIKORST CORKY, corklike (resembling cork (porous tree bark)) [adj] 

CORKLIKE CEIKKLOR resembling cork (porous tree bark) [adj] 

CORKWOOD CDKOOORW small tree [n -S] 

CORMLETS CELMORST CORMLET, small corm [n] 

CORMLIKE CEIKLMOR CORM, stem of certain plants [adj] 

CORNBALL ABCLLNOR hick (rural person) [n -S] 

CORNCAKE ACCEKNOR cake made of cornmeal [n -S] 

CORNCOBS BCCNOORS CORNCOB, woody core of ear of corn [n] 

CORNCRIB BCCINORR building in which corn is stored [n -S] 

CORNEOUS CENOORSU of hornlike texture [adj] 

CORNERED CDEENORR CORNER, to gain control of [v] 

CORNETCY CCENORTY rank in British cavalry [n -CIES] 

CORNETTI CEINORTT CORNETTO, musical wind instrument [n] 

CORNETTO CENOORTT musical wind instrument [n -TTI, -S] 
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CORNETTS CENORSTT CORNETT, cornetto (musical wind instrument) [n] 

CORNHUSK CHKNORSU husk covering ear of corn [n -S] 

CORNICED CCDEINOR CORNICE, to decorate with molding [v] 

CORNICES CCEINORS CORNICE, to decorate with molding [v] 

CORNICHE CCEHINOR road built along cliff [n -S] 

CORNICLE CCEILNOR part of aphid [n -S] 

CORNIEST CEINORST CORNY, trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

CORNMEAL ACELMNOR meal made from corn [n -S] 

CORNPONE CENNOOPR bread made with cornmeal [n -S] 

CORNROWS CNOORRSW CORNROW, to braid hair tightly in rows close to scalp [v] 

CORNSILK CIKLNORS silky thread on ear of corn [n -S] 

CORNUSES CENORSSU CORNUS, cornel (hardwood tree or shrub) [n] 

CORNUTED CDENORTU cornute (horn-shaped) [adj] 

CORNUTOS CNOORSTU CORNUTO, husband of unfaithful wife [n] 

CORODIES CDEIOORS CORODY, allowance of food or clothes [n] 

COROLLAS ACLLOORS COROLLA, protective covering of flower [n] 

CORONACH ACCHNOOR dirge (funeral song) [n -S] 

CORONALS ACLNOORS CORONAL, wreath worn on head [n] 

CORONARY ACNOORRY artery supplying blood to heart [n -RIES] 

CORONATE ACENOORT to crown (to supply with crown (royal headpiece)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CORONELS CELNOORS CORONEL, coronal (wreath worn on head) [n] 

CORONERS CENOORRS CORONER, officer who investigates questionable deaths [n] 

CORONETS CENOORST CORONET, small crown [n] 

CORONOID CDINOOOR crown-shaped [adj] 

COROTATE ACEOORTT to rotate together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CORPORAL ACLOOPRR military rank [n -S] 

CORPSMAN ACMNOPRS enlisted man trained in first aid [n -MEN] 

CORPSMEN CEMNOPRS CORPSMAN, enlisted man trained in first aid [n] 

CORPUSES CEOPRSSU CORPUS, human or animal body [n] 

CORRADED ACDDEORR CORRADE, to erode (to wear away by constant friction) [v] 

CORRADES ACDEORRS CORRADE, to erode (to wear away by constant friction) [v] 

CORRECTS CCEORRST CORRECT, to make free from error [v] 

CORRETTO CEOORRTT espresso mixed with brandy or liqueur [n -S] 

CORRIDAS ACDIORRS CORRIDA, bullfight [n] 

CORRIDOR CDIOORRR narrow hallway [n -S] 

CORRIVAL ACILORRV rival or opponent [n -S] 

CORRODED CDDEOORR CORRODE, to eat away gradually [v] 

CORRODES CDEOORRS CORRODE, to eat away gradually [v] 

CORRUPTS COPRRSTU CORRUPT, to subvert honesty or integrity of [v] 

CORSAGES ACEGORSS CORSAGE, small bouquet of flowers [n] 

CORSAIRS ACIORRSS CORSAIR, pirate [n] 

CORSELET CEELORST piece of body armor [n -S] 

CORSETED CDEEORST CORSET, to fit with corset (supporting undergarment) [v] 

CORSETRY CEORRSTY work of making corsets [n -RIES] 

CORSLETS CELORSST CORSLET, corselet (piece of body armor) [n] 

CORTEGES CEEGORST CORTEGE, retinue (group of attendants) [n] 
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CORTEXES CEEORSTX CORTEX, outer layer of organ [n] 

CORTICAL ACCILORT CORTEX, outer layer of organ [adj] 

CORTICES CCEIORST CORTEX, outer layer of organ [n] 

CORTINAS ACINORST CORTINA, membrane on some mushrooms [n] 

CORTISOL CILOORST hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

CORULERS CELORRSU CORULER, one that rules jointly [n] 

CORUNDUM CDMNORUU hard mineral [n -S] 

CORVETTE CEEORTTV small, swift warship [n -S] 

CORVINAS ACINORSV CORVINA, corbina (food and game fish) [n] 

CORYBANT ABCNORTY reveler (one that revels (to engage in revelry)) [n -ES, -S] 

CORYMBED BCDEMORY CORYMB, flower cluster [adj] 

CORYPHEE CEEHOPRY ballet dancer [n -S] 

COSCRIPT CCIOPRST to collaborate in preparing script for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COSECANT ACCENOST trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

COSHERED CDEEHORS COSHER, to coddle (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [v] 

COSIGNED CDEGINOS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v] 

COSIGNER CEGINORS one that cosigns (to sign jointly) [n -S] 

COSINESS CEINOSSS coziness (state of being cozy (snug and comfortable)) [n -ES] 

COSMETIC CCEIMOST beauty preparation [n -S] 

COSMICAL ACCILMOS cosmic (pertaining to cosmos (universe regarded as orderly system)) [adj] 

COSMISMS CIMMOSSS COSMISM, philosophical theory [n] 

COSMISTS CIMOSSST COSMIST, supporter of cosmism [n] 

COSMOSES CEMOOSSS COSMOS, universe regarded as orderly system [n] 

COSSACKS ACCKOSSS COSSACK, Russian cavalryman [n] 

COSSETED CDEEOSST COSSET, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

COSTALLY ACLLOSTY COSTA, rib [adv] 

COSTARDS ACDORSST COSTARD, large cooking apple [n] 

COSTINGS CGINOSST COSTING, estimation of price of production of something [n] 

COSTLESS CELOSSST free of charge [adj] 

COSTLIER CEILORST COSTLY, expensive [adj] 

COSTMARY ACMORSTY herb used in salads [n -RIES] 

COSTRELS CELORSST COSTREL, flask (narrow-necked container) [n] 

COSTUMED CDEMOSTU COSTUME, to supply with costume (style of dress) [v] 

COSTUMER CEMORSTU one that costumes (to supply with costume (style of dress)) [n -S] 

COSTUMES CEMOSSTU COSTUME, to supply with costume (style of dress) [v] 

COSTUMEY CEMOSTUY of or pertaining to costume [adj] 

COTENANT ACENNOTT one who is tenant with another in same place [n -S] 

COTERIES CEEIORST COTERIE, clique [n] 

COTHURNI CHINORTU cothurns (buskin worn by ancient Roman actors) [n COTHURNI] 

COTHURNS CHNORSTU COTHURN, buskin worn by ancient Roman actors [n] 

COTILLON CILLNOOT ballroom dance [n -S] 

COTINGAS ACGINOST COTINGA, tropical bird [n] 

COTININE CEIINNOT alkaloid produced by nicotine in body [n -S] 

COTQUEAN ACENOQTU vulgar woman [n -S] 

COTTAGED ACDEGOTT COTTAGE, to vacation at small house [v] 

COTTAGER ACEGORTT one that lives in small house [n -S] 
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COTTAGES ACEGOSTT COTTAGE, to vacation at small house [v] 

COTTAGEY ACEGOTTY resembling small house [adj] 

COTTERED CDEEORTT COTTER, pin or wedge used for fastening parts together [adj] 

COTTIERS CEIORSTT COTTIER, cottar (tenant farmer) [n] 

COTTONED CDENOOTT COTTON, to take liking [v] 

COTURNIX CINORTUX small quail [n -ES] 

COTYLOID CDILOOTY cup-shaped [adj] 

COUCHANT ACCHNOTU lying down [adj] 

COUCHERS CCEHORSU COUCHER, one that couches (to put into words) [n] 

COUCHING CCGHINOU COUCH, to put into words [v] / form of embroidery [n -S]  

COUGHERS CEGHORSU COUGHER, one that coughs (to expel air from lungs noisily) [n] 

COUGHING CGGHINOU COUGH, to expel air from lungs noisily [v] 

COULDEST CDELOSTU CAN, to put in can (cylindrical container) [v] 

COULISSE CEILOSSU side scene of theatre stage [n -S] 

COULOIRS CILOORSU COULOIR, deep gorge or gully [n] 

COULOMBS BCLMOOSU COULOMB, electrical measure [n] 

COULTERS CELORSTU COULTER, colter (blade on plow) [n] 

COUMARIC ACCIMORU COUMARIN, chemical compound [adj] 

COUMARIN ACIMNORU chemical compound [n -S]  

COUMAROU ACMOORUU seed of tropical tree [n -S] 

COUNCILS CCILNOSU COUNCIL, group of persons appointed for certain function [n] 

COUNSELS CELNOSSU COUNSEL, to advise (to give advice to) [v] 

COUNTERS CENORSTU COUNTER, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v] 

COUNTESS CENOSSTU noblewoman [n -ES] 

COUNTIAN ACINNOTU resident of county [n -S] 

COUNTIES CEINOSTU COUNTY, administrative division of state [n] 

COUNTING CGINNOTU COUNT, to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total [v] 

COUPLERS CELOPRSU COUPLER, one that couples (to unite in pairs) [n] 

COUPLETS CELOPSTU COUPLET, pair of successive lines of verse [n] 

COUPLING CGILNOPU COUPLE, to unite in pairs [v] / joining device [n -S]  

COURAGES ACEGORSU COURAGE, quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit [n] 

COURANTE ACENORTU old, lively dance [n -S] 

COURANTO ACNOORTU courante (old, lively dance) [n -ES, -S] 

COURANTS ACNORSTU COURANT, courante (old, lively dance) [n] 

COURIERS CEIORRSU COURIER, to send or transport by messenger [v] 

COURLANS ACLNORSU COURLAN, wading bird [n] 

COURSERS CEORRSSU COURSER, one that courses (to cause hounds to chase game) [n] 

COURSING CGINORSU COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] / pursuit of game by hounds [n -S] 

COURTERS CEORRSTU COURTER, one that courts (to woo (to seek affection of)) [n] 

COURTESY CEORSTUY to curtsy (to bow politely) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

COURTIER CEIORRTU one who attends royal court [n -S] 

COURTING CGINORTU COURT, to woo (to seek affection of) [v] 

COUSCOUS CCOOSSUU North African cereal [n -ES] 

COUSINLY CILNOSUY COUSIN, child of one's aunt or uncle [adj] 

COUSINRY CINORSUY cousins collectively [n -RIES] 

COUTEAUX ACEOTUUX COUTEAU, knife (sharp-edged instrument used for cutting) [n] 
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COUTHEST CEHOSTTU COUTH, sophisticated [adj] 

COUTHIER CEHIORTU COUTHIE, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

COUTURES CEORSTUU COUTURE, business of dressmaking [n] 

COUVADES ACDEOSUV COUVADE, primitive birth ritual [n] 

COVALENT ACELNOTV sharing electron pairs [adj] 

COVARIED ACDEIORV COVARY, to exhibit variation of two or more variables [v] 

COVARIES ACEIORSV COVARY, to exhibit variation of two or more variables [v] 

COVENANT ACENNOTV to enter into binding agreement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COVERAGE ACEEGORV extent to which something is covered [n -S] 

COVERALL ACELLORV one-piece work garment [n -S] 

COVERERS CEEORRSV COVERER, one that covers (to place something over or upon) [n] 

COVERING CEGINORV COVER, to place something over or upon [v] / something that covers (to place something over or upon) [n -S] 

COVERLET CEELORTV bed covering [n -S] 

COVERLID CDEILORV coverlet (bed covering) [n -S] 

COVERTER CEEORRTV COVERT, referring to hiding place [adj] 

COVERTLY CELORTVY secretly (in secret (kept from knowledge or view) manner) [adv] 

COVERUPS CEOPRSUV COVERUP, something used to conceal improper activity [n] 

COVETERS CEEORSTV COVETER, one that covets (to desire greatly) [n] 

COVETING CEGINOTV COVET, to desire greatly [v] 

COVETOUS CEOOSTUV excessively desirous [adj] 

COWARDLY ACDLORWY lacking courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [adj] 

COWBANES ABCENOSW COWBANE, poisonous plant [n] 

COWBELLS BCELLOSW COWBELL, bell around cow's neck [n] 

COWBERRY BCEORRWY pasture shrub [n -RRIES] 

COWBINDS BCDINOSW COWBIND, species of bryony [n] 

COWBIRDS BCDIORSW COWBIRD, blackbird [n] 

COWBOYED BCDEOOWY COWBOY, to tend cattle or horses [v] 

COWERING CEGINORW COWER, to cringe (to shrink in fear) [v] 

COWFLAPS ACFLOPSW COWFLAP, cowflop (cowpat (dropping of cow dung)) [n] 

COWFLOPS CFLOOPSW COWFLOP, cowpat (dropping of cow dung) [n] 

COWGIRLS CGILORSW COWGIRL, female ranch worker [n] 

COWHAGES ACEGHOSW COWHAGE, cowage (tropical vine) [n] 

COWHANDS ACDHNOSW COWHAND, ranch worker [n] 

COWHERBS BCEHORSW COWHERB, annual herb [n] 

COWHERDS CDEHORSW COWHERD, one who tends cattle (domesticated bovines) [n] 

COWHIDED CDDEHIOW COWHIDE, to flog with leather whip [v] 

COWHIDES CDEHIOSW COWHIDE, to flog with leather whip [v] 

COWINNER CEINNORW one of two or more winners [n -S] 

COWLICKS CCIKLOSW COWLICK, lock of unruly hair [n] 

COWLINGS CGILNOSW COWLING, covering for aircraft engine [n] 

COWORKER CEKOORRW fellow worker [n -S] 

COWPLOPS CLOOPPSW COWPLOP, cowpat (dropping of cow dung) [n] 

COWPOKES CEKOOPSW COWPOKE, cowhand (ranch worker) [n] 

COWPOXES CEOOPSWX COWPOX, cattle disease [n] 

COWPUNKS CKNOPSUW COWPUNK, music combining country and western styles with punk rock [n] 

COWRITER CEIORRTW one that cowrites (to collaborate in writing) [n -S] 
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COWRITES CEIORSTW COWRITE, to collaborate in writing [v] 

COWSHEDS CDEHOSSW COWSHED, shelter for cows [n] 

COWSKINS CIKNOSSW COWSKIN, hide of cow [n] 

COWSLIPS CILOPSSW COWSLIP, flowering plant [n] 

COWTOWNS CNOOSTWW COWTOWN, town or city in cattle-raising area [n] 

COXALGIA AACGILOX pain in hip [n -S] 

COXALGIC ACCGILOX COXALGIA, pain in hip [adj] 

COXCOMBS BCCMOOSX COXCOMB, conceited dandy [n] 

COXSWAIN ACINOSWX to direct (crew) as coxswain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COZENAGE ACEEGNOZ practice of cozening [n -S] 

COZENERS CEENORSZ COZENER, one that cozens (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [n] 

COZENING CEGINNOZ COZEN, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

COZINESS CEINOSSZ state of being cozy (snug and comfortable) [n -ES] 

CRAALING AACGILNR CRAAL, to kraal (to pen in type of enclosure) [v] 

CRABBERS ABBCERRS CRABBER, one that crabs (to complain (to express discontent)) [n] 

CRABBIER ABBCEIRR CRABBY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adj] 

CRABBILY ABBCILRY CRABBY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adv] 

CRABBING ABBCGINR CRAB, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

CRABLIKE ABCEIKLR resembling crab [adj] 

CRABMEAT AABCEMRT edible part of crab [n -S] 

CRABWISE ABCEIRSW sideways (toward or from one side) [adv] 

CRACKERS ACCEKRRS CRACKER, thin, crisp biscuit [n] 

CRACKIER ACCEIKRR CRACKY, having cracks [adj] 

CRACKIES ACCEIKRS CRACKIE, small dog of mixed breed [n] 

CRACKING ACCGIKNR chemical process [n -S] / CRACK, to break without dividing into parts [v] 

CRACKLED ACCDEKLR CRACKLE, to make succession of snapping sounds [v] 

CRACKLES ACCEKLRS CRACKLE, to make succession of snapping sounds [v] 

CRACKNEL ACCEKLNR hard, crisp biscuit [n -S] 

CRACKPOT ACCKOPRT eccentric person [n -S] 

CRACKUPS ACCKPRSU CRACKUP, collision [n] 

CRADLERS ACDELRRS CRADLER, one that cradles (to nurture during infancy) [n] 

CRADLING ACDGILNR CRADLE, to nurture during infancy [v] / framework in ceiling [n -S] 

CRAFTERS ACEFRRST CRAFTER, one that crafts (to make by hand) [n] 

CRAFTIER ACEFIRRT CRAFTY, skillful in deceiving [adj] 

CRAFTILY ACFILRTY CRAFTY, skillful in deceiving [adv] 

CRAFTING ACFGINRT CRAFT, to make by hand [v] 

CRAGGIER ACEGGIRR CRAGGY, full of crags [adj] 

CRAGGILY ACGGILRY CRAGGY, full of crags [adv] 

CRAGSMAN AACGMNRS one who climbs crags (large jagged rock) [n -MEN] 

CRAGSMEN ACEGMNRS CRAGSMAN, one who climbs crags (large jagged rock) [n] 

CRAMBOES ABCEMORS CRAMBO, word game [n] 

CRAMMERS ACEMMRRS CRAMMER, one that crams (to fill or pack tightly) [n] 

CRAMMING ACGIMMNR CRAM, to fill or pack tightly [v] / fraudulent adding to charges of phone bill [n -S] 

CRAMOISY ACIMORSY crimson cloth [n -SIES] 

CRAMPIER ACEIMPRR CRAMPY, affected with cramp [adj] 

CRAMPING ACGIMNPR CRAMP, to restrain or confine [v] 
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CRAMPITS ACIMPRST CRAMPIT, piece of equipment used in curling [n] 

CRAMPONS ACMNOPRS CRAMPON, device for raising heavy objects [n] 

CRAMPOON ACMNOOPR crampon (device for raising heavy objects) [n -S] 

CRANCHED ACCDEHNR CRANCH, to craunch (to crunch (to chew with crackling sound)) [v] 

CRANCHES ACCEHNRS CRANCH, to craunch (to crunch (to chew with crackling sound)) [v] 

CRANIATE AACEINRT one that has skull [n -S] 

CRANIUMS ACIMNRSU CRANIUM, skull [n] 

CRANKEST ACEKNRST CRANK, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

CRANKIER ACEIKNRR CRANKY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adj] 

CRANKILY ACIKLNRY in cranky (grumpy (ill-tempered)) manner [adv] 

CRANKING ACGIKNNR CRANK, to start manually [v] 

CRANKISH ACHIKNRS eccentric [adj] 

CRANKLED ACDEKLNR CRANKLE, to crinkle (to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in)) [v] 

CRANKLES ACEKLNRS CRANKLE, to crinkle (to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in)) [v] 

CRANKOUS ACKNORSU cranky (grumpy (ill-tempered)) [adj] 

CRANKPIN ACIKNNPR handle of crank [n -S] 

CRANNIED ACDEINNR CRANNY, crevice (cleft) [adj] 

CRANNIES ACEINNRS CRANNY, crevice (cleft) [n] 

CRANNOGE ACEGNNOR crannog (artificial island) [n -S] 

CRANNOGS ACGNNORS CRANNOG, artificial island [n] 

CRAPOLAS AACLOPRS CRAPOLA, nonsense, drivel [n] 

CRAPPERS ACEPPRRS CRAPPER, offensive word [n] 

CRAPPIER ACEIPPRR CRAPPY, markedly inferior in quality [adj] 

CRAPPIES ACEIPPRS CRAPPIE, edible fish [n] 

CRAPPING ACGINPPR CRAP, to throw 2, 3, or 12 in dice game [v] 

CRASHERS ACEHRRSS CRASHER, one that crashes (to collide noisily) [n] 

CRASHING ACGHINRS CRASH, to collide noisily [v] 

CRASSEST ACERSSST CRASS, grossly vulgar or stupid [adj] 

CRATCHES ACCEHRST CRATCH, manger (trough or box from which horses or cattle eat) [n] 

CRATEFUL ACEFLRTU as much as crate can hold [n -S] 

CRATERED ACDEERRT CRATER, to form cavities in surface [v] 

CRATONIC ACCINORT CRATON, part of earth's crust [adj] 

CRAVENED ACDEENRV CRAVEN, to make cowardly [v] 

CRAVENER ACEENRRV CRAVEN, lacking courage [adj] 

CRAVENLY ACELNRVY in cowardly (lacking courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) manner [adv] 

CRAVINGS ACGINRSV CRAVING, great desire [n] 

CRAWDADS AACDDRSW CRAWDAD, crayfish (crustacean) [n] 

CRAWFISH ACFHIRSW to back out or retreat [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CRAWLERS ACELRRSW CRAWLER, one that crawls (to move with body on or near ground) [n] 

CRAWLIER ACEILRRW CRAWLY, creepy (repugnant) [adj] 

CRAWLING ACGILNRW CRAWL, to move with body on or near ground [v] 

CRAWLWAY AACLRWWY small, low tunnel [n -S] 

CRAYFISH ACFHIRSY crustacean [n -ES] 

CRAYONED ACDENORY CRAYON, to use drawing implement [v] 

CRAYONER ACENORRY one that crayons (to use drawing implement) [n -S] 

CRAZIEST ACEIRSTZ CRAZY, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 
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CRAZINGS ACGINRSZ CRAZING, fine surface crack on pottery [n] 

CREAKIER ACEEIKRR CREAKY, creaking [adj] 

CREAKILY ACEIKLRY CREAKY, creaking [adv] 

CREAKING ACEGIKNR CREAK, to squeak (to make sharp, high-pitched sound) [v] 

CREAMERS ACEEMRRS CREAMER, cream pitcher [n] 

CREAMERY ACEEMRRY dairy (establishment dealing in milk products) [n -RIES] 

CREAMIER ACEEIMRR CREAMY, rich in cream [adj] 

CREAMILY ACEILMRY CREAMY, rich in cream [adv] 

CREAMING ACEGIMNR CREAM, to form cream (part of milk) [v] 

CREASERS ACEERRSS CREASER, one that creases (to make fold or wrinkle in) [n] 

CREASIER ACEEIRRS CREASY, having folds or wrinkles [adj] 

CREASING ACEGINRS CREASE, to make fold or wrinkle in [v] 

CREATINE ACEEINRT chemical compound [n -S] 

CREATING ACEGINRT CREATE, to cause to exist [v] 

CREATINS ACEINRST CREATIN, creatine (chemical compound) [n] 

CREATION ACEINORT something created [n -S] 

CREATIVE ACEEIRTV one who has ability to create [n -S] 

CREATORS ACEORRST CREATOR, one that creates (to cause to exist) [n] 

CREATURE ACEERRTU living being [n -S] 

CREDENCE CCDEEENR belief (acceptance of truth or actuality of something) [n -S] 

CREDENDA ACDDEENR articles of faith [n CREDENDA] 

CREDENZA ACDEENRZ piece of furniture [n -S] 

CREDIBLE BCDEEILR believable [adj] 

CREDIBLY BCDEILRY CREDIBLE, believable [adv] 

CREDITED CDDEEIRT CREDIT, to accept as true [v] 

CREDITOR CDEIORRT one to whom money is owed [n -S] 

CREELING CEEGILNR CREEL, to put fish in creel (fish basket) [v] 

CREEPAGE ACEEEGPR gradual movement [n -S] 

CREEPERS CEEEPRRS CREEPER, one that creeps (to crawl (to move with body on or near ground)) [n] 

CREEPIER CEEEIPRR CREEPY, repugnant [adj] 

CREEPIES CEEEIPRS CREEPIE, low stool [n] 

CREEPILY CEEILPRY CREEPY, repugnant [adv] 

CREEPING CEEGINPR CREEP, to crawl (to move with body on or near ground) [v] 

CREESHED CDEEEHRS CREESH, to grease (to smear with grease (lubricating substance)) [v] 

CREESHES CEEEHRSS CREESH, to grease (to smear with grease (lubricating substance)) [v] 

CREMAINS ACEIMNRS ashes of cremated body [n CREMAINS] 

CREMATED ACDEEMRT CREMATE, to reduce to ashes by burning [v] 

CREMATES ACEEMRST CREMATE, to reduce to ashes by burning [v] 

CREMATOR ACEMORRT one that cremates (to reduce to ashes by burning) [n -S] 

CREMINIS CEIIMNRS CREMINI, brown mushroom [n] 

CRENATED ACDEENRT crenate (having edge with rounded projections) [adj] 

CRENELED CDEEELNR CRENEL, to provide with crenelles [v] 

CRENELLE CEEELLNR rounded projection [n -S] 

CRENSHAW ACEHNRSW variety of honeydew melon [n -S] 

CREODONT CDENOORT extinct carnivore [n -S] 

CREOLISE CEEILORS to creolize (to cause language to become creole) [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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CREOLIZE CEEILORZ to cause language to become creole [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CREOSOLS CELOORSS CREOSOL, chemical compound [n] 

CREOSOTE CEEOORST to treat with wood preservative [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CREPERIE CEEEIPRR restaurant that serves crepes (thin pancakes) [n -S] 

CREPIEST CEEIPRST CREPEY, crinkly (crinkled) [adj] / CREPY [adj] 

CREPITUS CEIPRSTU grating sound made in breathing [n CREPITUS] 

CRESCENT CCEENRST figure of moon in its first or last quarter [n -S] 

CRESCIVE CCEEIRSV increasing [adj] 

CRESSETS CEERSSST CRESSET, metal cup for burning oil [n] 

CRESTING CEGINRST CREST, to reach crest (peak) [v] / decorative coping [n -S]  

CRESYLIC CCEILRSY pertaining to cresol (chemical disinfectant) [adj] 

CRETONNE CEENNORT heavy fabric [n -S] 

CREVALLE ACEELLRV food and game fish [n -S] 

CREVASSE ACEERSSV to fissure (to split (to separate lengthwise)) [v -D, -SSING, -S] 

CREVICED CCDEEIRV CREVICE, cleft [adj] 

CREVICES CCEEIRSV CREVICE, cleft [n] 

CREWCUTS CCERSTUW CREWCUT, short haircut [n] 

CREWLESS CEELRSSW being without any crewmen [adj] 

CREWMATE ACEEMRTW fellow crewman [n -S] 

CREWNECK CCEEKNRW sweater with collarless neckline [n -S] 

CRIBBAGE ABBCEGIR card game [n -S] 

CRIBBERS BBCEIRRS CRIBBER, one that cribs (to confine closely) [n] 

CRIBBING BBCGIINR CRIB, to confine closely [v] / supporting framework [n -S]  

CRIBBLED BBCDEILR covered with dots [adj] 

CRIBROUS BCIORRSU pierced with small holes [adj] 

CRIBWORK BCIKORRW framework of logs [n -S] 

CRICETID CCDEIIRT small rodent [n -S] 

CRICKETS CCEIKRST CRICKET, to play cricket (ball game) [v] 

CRICKING CCGIIKNR CRICK, to cause spasm of neck [v] 

CRICOIDS CCDIIORS CRICOID, cartilage of larynx [n] 

CRIMINAL ACIILMNR one who has committed crime [n -S] 

CRIMINIS CIIIMNRS CRIMINI, cremini (brown mushroom) [n] 

CRIMMERS CEIMMRRS CRIMMER, krimmer (kind of fur) [n] 

CRIMPERS CEIMPRRS CRIMPER, one that crimps (to pleat (to fold in even manner)) [n] 

CRIMPIER CEIIMPRR CRIMPY, wavy (having waves) [adj] 

CRIMPING CGIIMNPR CRIMP, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

CRIMPLED CDEILMPR CRIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

CRIMPLES CEILMPRS CRIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

CRIMSONS CIMNORSS CRIMSON, to make crimson (red color) [v] 

CRINGERS CEGINRRS CRINGER, one that cringes (to shrink in fear) [n] 

CRINGING CGGIINNR CRINGE, to shrink in fear [v] 

CRINGLES CEGILNRS CRINGLE, small loop of rope [n] 

CRINITES CEIINRST CRINITE, fossil crinoid [n] 

CRINKLED CDEIKLNR CRINKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

CRINKLES CEIKLNRS CRINKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

CRINOIDS CDIINORS CRINOID, marine animal [n] 
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CRIOLLOS CILLOORS CRIOLLO, person of Spanish ancestry [n] 

CRIPPLED CDEILPPR CRIPPLE, to disable or impair [v] 

CRIPPLER CEILPPRR one that cripples (to disable or impair) [n -S] 

CRIPPLES CEILPPRS CRIPPLE, to disable or impair [v] 

CRISPATE ACEIPRST curled [adj] 

CRISPENS CEINPRSS CRISPEN, to make crisp [v] 

CRISPERS CEIPRRSS CRISPER, one that crisps (to make crisp) [n] 

CRISPEST CEIPRSST CRISP, brittle (likely to break) [adj] 

CRISPIER CEIIPRRS CRISPY, crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adj] 

CRISPILY CIILPRSY CRISPY, crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adv] 

CRISPING CGIINPRS CRISP, to make crisp [v] 

CRISTATE ACEIRSTT having projection on head [adj] 

CRITERIA ACEIIRRT standards of judgment [n CRITERIA] 

CRITICAL ACCIILRT CRITIC, one who judges merits of something [adj] 

CRITIQUE CEIIQRTU to judge as critic [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CRITTERS CEIRRSTT CRITTER, creature (living being) [n] 

CRITTURS CIRRSTTU CRITTUR, critter (creature (living being)) [n] 

CROAKERS ACEKORRS CROAKER, one that croaks (to utter low, hoarse sound) [n] 

CROAKIER ACEIKORR CROAKY, low and hoarse [adj] 

CROAKILY ACIKLORY CROAKY, low and hoarse [adv] 

CROAKING ACGIKNOR CROAK, to utter low, hoarse sound [v] 

CROCEINE CCEEINOR crocein (red dye) [n -S] 

CROCEINS CCEINORS CROCEIN, red dye [n] 

CROCHETS CCEHORST CROCHET, to do type of needlework [v] 

CROCKERY CCEKORRY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -RIES] 

CROCKETS CCEKORST CROCKET, architectural ornament [n] 

CROCKING CCGIKNOR CROCK, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

CROCKPOT CCKOOPRT electric cooking pot [n -S] 

CROCOITE CCEIOORT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

CROCUSES CCEORSSU CROCUS, flowering plant [n] 

CROFTERS CEFORRST CROFTER, tenant farmer [n] 

CROFTING CFGINORT CROFT, to farm on small tenant farm [v] 

CROMLECH CCEHLMOR dolmen (prehistoric monument) [n -S] 

CRONYISM CIMNORSY kind of political favoritism [n -S] 

CROOKERY CEKOORRY crooked activity [n -RIES] 

CROOKEST CEKOORST CROOK, sick (affected with disease or ill health) [adj] 

CROOKING CGIKNOOR CROOK, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [v] 

CROONERS CENOORRS CROONER, one that croons (to sing softly) [n] 

CROONIER CEINOORR CROONY, having or being soft singing style [adj] 

CROONING CGINNOOR CROON, to sing softly [v] 

CROPLAND ACDLNOPR farmland (cultivated land) [n -S] 

CROPLESS CELOPRSS being without crops (agricultural produce) [adj] 

CROPPERS CEOPPRRS CROPPER, one that crops (to cut off short) [n] 

CROPPIES CEIOPPRS CROPPIE, crappie (edible fish) [n] 

CROPPING CGINOPPR CROP, to cut off short [v] 

CROQUETS CEOQRSTU CROQUET, to drive ball away in certain game [v] 
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CROSIERS CEIORRSS CROSIER, bishop's staff [n] 

CROSSARM ACMORRSS horizontal bar [n -S] 

CROSSBAR ABCORRSS to fasten with crossarms [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

CROSSBOW BCOORSSW kind of weapon [n -S] 

CROSSCUT CCORSSTU to cut across [v CROSSCUT, -TTING, -S] 

CROSSERS CEORRSSS CROSSER, one that crosses (to intersect) [n] 

CROSSEST CEORSSST CROSS, ill-tempered [adj] 

CROSSING CGINORSS CROSS, to intersect [v] / intersection [n -S] 

CROSSLET CELORSST heraldic symbol [n -S] 

CROSSPLY CLOPRSSY having layers of fabric with cords lying crosswise in tire [adj] 

CROSSTIE CEIORSST transverse beam [n -S] 

CROSSWAY ACORSSWY road that crosses another road [n -S] 

CROSTATA AACORSTT type of fruit tart [n -S] 

CROSTINI CIINORST CROSTINO, small piece of toast topped with spread [n] 

CROSTINO CINOORST small piece of toast topped with spread [n -NI] 

CROTALES ACELORST CROTALE, small cymbal [n] 

CROTCHED CCDEHORT CROTCH, angle formed by two diverging parts [adj] 

CROTCHES CCEHORST CROTCH, angle formed by two diverging parts [n] 

CROTCHET CCEHORTT small hook [n -S] 

CROUCHED CCDEHORU CROUCH, to stoop (to bend body forward and down) [v] 

CROUCHES CCEHORSU CROUCH, to stoop (to bend body forward and down) [v] 

CROUPIER CEIOPRRU attendant in casino [n -S] / CROUPY, affected with croup [adj] 

CROUPILY CILOPRUY CROUPY, affected with croup [adv] 

CROUPOUS COOPRSUU pertaining to croup (disease of throat) [adj] 

CROUSELY CELORSUY CROUSE, lively (full of energy) [adv] 

CROUTONS CNOORSTU CROUTON, small cube of toasted bread [n] 

CROWBAIT ABCIORTW old horse [n -S] 

CROWBARS ABCORRSW CROWBAR, to use steel bar as lever [v] 

CROWDERS CDEORRSW CROWDER, one that crowds (to press into insufficient space) [n] 

CROWDIES CDEIORSW CROWDIE, crowdy (porridge (soft food)) [n] / CROWDY [n] 

CROWDING CDGINORW CROWD, to press into insufficient space [v] 

CROWFEET CEEFORTW CROWFOOT, flowering plant [n] 

CROWFOOT CFOOORTW flowering plant [n -FEET, -S] 

CROWNERS CENORRSW CROWNER, coroner (officer who investigates questionable deaths) [n] 

CROWNETS CENORSTW CROWNET, coronet (small crown) [n] 

CROWNING CGINNORW CROWN, to supply with crown (royal headpiece) [v] 

CROWSTEP CEOPRSTW step on top of wall [n -S] 

CROZIERS CEIORRSZ CROZIER, crosier (bishop's staff) [n] 

CRUCIANS ACCINRSU CRUCIAN, European fish [n] 

CRUCIATE ACCEIRTU cross-shaped [adj] 

CRUCIBLE BCCEILRU heat-resistant vessel [n -S] 

CRUCIFER CCEFIRRU one who carries cross [n -S] 

CRUCIFIX CCFIIRUX cross bearing image of Christ [n -ES] 

CRUDDIER CDDEIRRU CRUDDY, filthy; contemptible [adj] 

CRUDDING CDDGINRU CRUD, to curd (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

CRUDITES CDEIRSTU pieces of raw vegetables served with dip [n CRUDITES] 
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CRUELEST CEELRSTU CRUEL, indifferent to pain of others [adj] 

CRUELLER CEELLRRU CRUEL, indifferent to pain of others [adj] 

CRUISERS CEIRRSSU CRUISER, boat that cruises [n] 

CRUISIER CEIIRRSU CRUISEY, cruisy (frequented by homosexuals seeking partners) [adj] / CRUISY [adj] 

CRUISING CGIINRSU act of driving around in search of fun [n -S] / CRUISE, to sail about touching at several ports [v] 

CRULLERS CELLRRSU CRULLER, small sweet cake [n] 

CRUMBERS BCEMRRSU CRUMBER, one that crumbs (to break into crumbs (small pieces)) [n] 

CRUMBIER BCEIMRRU CRUMBY, full of crumbs [adj] 

CRUMBING BCGIMNRU CRUMB, to break into crumbs (small pieces) [v] 

CRUMBLED BCDELMRU CRUMBLE, to break into small pieces [v] 

CRUMBLES BCELMRSU CRUMBLE, to break into small pieces [v] 

CRUMBUMS BCMMRSUU CRUMBUM, despicable person [n] 

CRUMHORN CHMNORRU double-reed woodwind instrument [n -S] 

CRUMMIER CEIMMRRU CRUMMY, of little or no value [adj] 

CRUMMIES CEIMMRSU CRUMMIE, cow with crooked horns [n] 

CRUMMILY CILMMRUY CRUMMY, of little or no value [adv] 

CRUMPETS CEMPRSTU CRUMPET, small cake cooked on griddle [n] 

CRUMPING CGIMNPRU CRUMP, to crunch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CRUMPLED CDELMPRU CRUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

CRUMPLES CELMPRSU CRUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

CRUNCHED CCDEHNRU CRUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

CRUNCHER CCEHNRRU one that crunches (to chew with crackling sound) [n -S] 

CRUNCHES CCEHNRSU CRUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

CRUNODAL ACDLNORU CRUNODE, point at which curve crosses itself [adj] 

CRUNODES CDENORSU CRUNODE, point at which curve crosses itself [n] 

CRUPPERS CEPPRRSU CRUPPER, rump of horse [n] 

CRUSADED ACDDERSU CRUSADE, to engage in holy war [v] 

CRUSADER ACDERRSU one that crusades (to engage in holy war) [n -S] 

CRUSADES ACDERSSU CRUSADE, to engage in holy war [v] 

CRUSADOS ACDORSSU CRUSADO, old Portuguese coin [n] 

CRUSHERS CEHRRSSU CRUSHER, one that crushes (to press or squeeze out of shape) [n] 

CRUSHING CGHINRSU CRUSH, to press or squeeze out of shape [v] 

CRUSTIER CEIRRSTU CRUSTY, surly (sullenly rude) [adj] 

CRUSTILY CILRSTUY CRUSTY, surly (sullenly rude) [adv] 

CRUSTING CGINRSTU CRUST, to form crust (hardened outer surface) [v] 

CRUSTOSE CEORSSTU forming thin, brittle crust [adj] 

CRUTCHED CCDEHRTU CRUTCH, to prop up or support [v] 

CRUTCHES CCEHRSTU CRUTCH, to prop up or support [v] 

CRUZADOS ACDORSUZ CRUZADO, crusado (old Portuguese coin) [n] 

CRUZEIRO CEIORRUZ former monetary unit of Brazil [n -S] 

CRYINGLY CGILNRYY CRY, to weep (to express sorrow by shedding tears) [adv] 

CRYOBANK ABCKNORY place for storing human tissue at very low temperatures [n -S] 

CRYOGENS CEGNORSY CRYOGEN, substance for producing low temperatures [n] 

CRYOGENY CEGNORYY branch of physics [n -NIES] 

CRYOLITE CEILORTY mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

CRYONICS CCINORSY practice of freezing dead bodies for future revival [n CRYONICS] 
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CRYOSTAT ACORSTTY refrigerating device [n -S] 

CRYOTRON CNOORRTY electronic device [n -S] 

CRYSTALS ACLRSSTY CRYSTAL, transparent mineral [n] 

CTENIDIA ACDEIINT comblike anatomical structures [n CTENIDIA] 

CUBATURE ABCERTUU cubical content [n -S] 

CUBICITY BCCIITUY state of being cubical (resembling cube) [n -TIES] 

CUBICLES BCCEILSU CUBICLE, small chamber [n] 

CUBICULA ABCCILUU burial chambers [n CUBICULA] 

CUBIFORM BCFIMORU shaped like cube [adj] 

CUBISTIC BCCIISTU CUBISM, style of art [adj] 

CUBOIDAL ABCDILOU CUBOID, bone of foot [adj] 

CUCKOLDS CCDKLOSU CUCKOLD, to make cuckold (cornuto) of [v] 

CUCKOOED CCDEKOOU CUCKOO, to repeat monotonously [v] 

CUCUMBER BCCEMRUU garden vegetable [n -S] 

CUCURBIT BCCIRTUU gourd (hard-shelled fruit) [n -S] 

CUDBEARS ABCDERSU CUDBEAR, red dye [n] 

CUDDLERS CDDELRSU CUDDLER, one that cuddles (to hug tenderly) [n] 

CUDDLIER CDDEILRU CUDDLY, fit for cuddling [adj] 

CUDDLING CDDGILNU CUDDLE, to hug tenderly [v] 

CUDGELED CDDEEGLU CUDGEL, to beat with heavy club [v] 

CUDGELER CDEEGLRU one that cudgels (to beat with heavy club) [n -S] 

CUDWEEDS CDDEESUW CUDWEED, perennial herb [n] 

CUFFABLE ABCEFFLU intended to be folded down to ankle -- used of sock [adj] 

CUFFLESS CEFFLSSU having no cuff [adj] 

CUFFLINK CFFIKLNU fastening for shirt cuff [n -S] 

CUISINES CEIINSSU CUISINE, style of cooking [n] 

CUITTLED CDEILTTU CUITTLE, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

CUITTLES CEILSTTU CUITTLE, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

CULCHIER CCEHILRU CULCHIE, offensive word [adj] 

CULCHIES CCEHILSU CULCHIE, offensive word [n] 

CULICIDS CCDIILSU CULICID, culicine (mosquito (winged insect)) [n] 

CULICINE CCEIILNU mosquito (winged insect) [n -S] 

CULINARY ACILNRUY pertaining to cookery (art of cooking) [adj] 

CULLIONS CILLNOSU CULLION, vile fellow [n] 

CULLISES CEILLSSU CULLIS, gutter in roof [n] 

CULLYING CGILLNUY CULLY, to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

CULOTTES CELOSTTU CULOTTE, divided skirt [n] 

CULPABLE ABCELLPU deserving blame or censure [adj] 

CULPABLY ABCLLPUY CULPABLE, deserving blame or censure [adv] 

CULPRITS CILPRSTU CULPRIT, one that is guilty [n] 

CULSHIER CEHILRSU CULSHIE, offensive word [adj] 

CULSHIES CEHILSSU CULSHIE, offensive word [n] 

CULTCHES CCEHLSTU CULTCH, culch (oyster bed) [n] 

CULTIGEN CEGILNTU cultivar (variety of plant originating under cultivation) [n -S] 

CULTISMS CILMSSTU CULTISM, devotion to cult [n] 

CULTISTS CILSSTTU CULTIST, member of cult [n] 
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CULTIVAR ACILRTUV variety of plant originating under cultivation [n -S] 

CULTLIKE CEIKLLTU resembling cult (group of zealous devotees) [adj] 

CULTRATE ACELRTTU sharp-edged and pointed [adj] 

CULTURAL ACLLRTUU produced by breeding [adj] 

CULTURED CDELRTUU CULTURE, to make fit for raising crops [v] 

CULTURES CELRSTUU CULTURE, to make fit for raising crops [v] 

CULTUSES CELSSTUU CULTUS, cult (group of zealous devotees) [n] 

CULVERIN CEILNRUV medieval musket [n -S] 

CULVERTS CELRSTUV CULVERT, to channel stream through conduit [v] 

CUMARINS ACIMNRSU CUMARIN, coumarin (chemical compound) [n] 

CUMBERED BCDEEMRU CUMBER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

CUMBERER BCEEMRRU one that cumbers (to hinder (to impede)) [n -S] 

CUMBROUS BCMORSUU unwieldy (not wieldy (easily wielded)) [adj] 

CUMQUATS ACMQSTUU CUMQUAT, kumquat (citrus fruit) [n] 

CUMSHAWS ACHMSSUW CUMSHAW, gift [n] 

CUMULATE ACELMTUU to heap (to pile up) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CUMULOUS CLMOSUUU CUMULUS, type of cloud [adj] 

CUNEATED ACDEENTU cuneate (wedge-shaped; triangular) [adj] 

CUNEATIC ACCEINTU cuneate (wedge-shaped; triangular) [adj] 

CUNIFORM CFIMNORU wedge-shaped writing characters [n -S] 

CUNNINGS CGINNNSU CUNNING, skill in deception [n] 

CUPBOARD ABCDOPRU cabinet (piece of furniture with shelves and drawers) [n -S] 

CUPCAKES ACCEKPSU CUPCAKE, small cake [n] 

CUPELERS CEELPRSU CUPELER, cupeller (one that cupels (to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel)) [n] 

CUPELING CEGILNPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CUPELLED CDEELLPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CUPELLER CEELLPRU one that cupels (to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel) [n -S] 

CUPIDITY CDIIPTUY greed; lust [n -TIES] 

CUPOLAED ACDELOPU CUPOLA, to shape like dome [v] 

CUPPIEST CEIPPSTU CUPPY, cuplike (resembling cup) [adj] 

CUPPINGS CGINPPSU CUPPING, archaic medical process [n] 

CUPREOUS CEOPRSUU containing copper [adj] 

CUPRITES CEIPRSTU CUPRITE, ore of copper [n] 

CUPULATE ACELPTUU cup-shaped [adj] 

CURACAOS AACCORSU CURACAO, type of liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n] 

CURACIES ACCEIRSU CURACY, office of curate [n] 

CURACOAS AACCORSU CURACOA, curacao (type of liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage)) [n] 

CURARINE ACEINRRU poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

CURARIZE ACEIRRUZ to poison with curare [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CURASSOW ACORSSUW turkey-like bird [n -S] 

CURATING ACGINRTU CURATE, to act as curator of [v] 

CURATION ACINORTU work of curator [n -S] 

CURATIVE ACEIRTUV something that cures (to restore to health) [n -S] 

CURATORS ACORRSTU CURATOR, museum manager [n] 

CURBABLE ABBCELRU CURB, to restrain (to hold back from action) [adj] 

CURBINGS BCGINRSU CURBING, concrete border along street [n] 
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CURBSIDE BCDEIRSU side of pavement bordered by curbing [n -S] 

CURCULIO CCILORUU weevil (small beetle) [n -S] 

CURCUMAS ACCMRSUU CURCUMA, tropical plant [n] 

CURCUMIN CCIMNRUU coloring ingredient of spice turmeric [n -S] 

CURDIEST CDEIRSTU CURDY, curdled [adj] 

CURDLERS CDELRRSU CURDLER, one that curdles (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [n] 

CURDLING CDGILNRU CURDLE, to congeal (to change from fluid to solid) [v] 

CURELESS CEELRSSU not curable (capable of being cured) [adj] 

CURETTED CDEERTTU CURETTE, to treat with curet [v] 

CURETTES CEERSTTU CURETTE, to treat with curet [v] 

CURLICUE CCEILRUU to decorate with curlicues (fancy spiral figures) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CURLIEST CEILRSTU CURLY, tending to curl [adj] 

CURLINGS CGILNRSU CURLING, game played on ice [n] 

CURLYCUE CCELRUUY curlicue [n -S] 

CURRACHS ACCHRRSU CURRACH, coracle (small boat) [n] 

CURRAGHS ACGHRRSU CURRAGH, currach (coracle (small boat)) [n] 

CURRANTS ACNRRSTU CURRANT, edible berry [n] 

CURRENCY CCENRRUY money (official medium of exchange and measure of value) [n -CIES] 

CURRENTS CENRRSTU CURRENT, continuous flow [n] 

CURRICLE CCEILRRU light carriage [n -S] 

CURRIERS CEIRRRSU CURRIER, one that curries leather [n] 

CURRIERY CEIRRRUY shop of currier [n -RIES] 

CURRYING CGINRRUY CURRIE, to prepare food certain way [v] / CURRY, to prepare leather for use or sale [v] 

CURSEDER CDEERRSU CURSED, wicked (evil (morally bad)) [adj] 

CURSEDLY CDELRSUY CURSED, wicked (evil (morally bad)) [adv] 

CURSILLO CILLORSU type of spiritual retreat (seclusion with group) [n -S] 

CURSIVES CEIRSSUV CURSIVE, style of print [n] 

CURTAILS ACILRSTU CURTAIL, to cut short [v] 

CURTAINS ACINRSTU CURTAIN, to provide with hanging piece of fabric [v] 

CURTALAX AACLRTUX cutlass (short sword) [n -ES] 

CURTANAS AACNRSTU CURTANA, type of English sword [n] 

CURTNESS CENRSSTU quality of being curt (abrupt (rudely brief)) [n -ES] 

CURTSEYS CERSSTUY CURTSEY, to curtsy (to bow politely) [v] 

CURTSIED CDEIRSTU CURTSY, to bow politely [v] 

CURTSIES CEIRSSTU CURTSY, to bow politely [v] 

CURVEDLY CDELRUVY CURVE, to deviate from straightness [adv] 

CURVETED CDEERTUV CURVET, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

CURVIEST CEIRSTUV CURVEY, curvy (curved) [adj] / CURVY [adj] 

CUSCUSES CCESSSUU CUSCUS, arboreal mammal [n] 

CUSHIEST CEHISSTU CUSHY, easy (not difficult) [adj] 

CUSHIONS CHINOSSU CUSHION, to pad with soft material [v] 

CUSHIONY CHINOSUY soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

CUSPATED ACDEPSTU CUSP, pointed end [adj] 

CUSPIDAL ACDILPSU having cusp (pointed end) [adj] 

CUSPIDES CDEIPSSU CUSPIS, cusp (pointed end) [n] 

CUSPIDOR CDIOPRSU spittoon (receptacle for saliva) [n -S] 
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CUSSEDLY CDELSSUY in cranky (grumpy (ill-tempered)) manner [adv] 

CUSSWORD CDORSSUW profane or obscene word [n -S] 

CUSTARDS ACDRSSTU CUSTARD, thick, soft dessert [n] 

CUSTARDY ACDRSTUY CUSTARD, thick, soft dessert [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

CUSTODES CDEOSSTU CUSTOS, guardian or keeper [n] 

CUSTOMER CEMORSTU one who buys something [n -S] 

CUSTUMAL ACLMSTUU written record of laws and customs [n -S] 

CUTAWAYS AACSTUWY CUTAWAY, type of coat [n] 

CUTBACKS ABCCKSTU CUTBACK, reduction [n] 

CUTBANKS ABCKNSTU CUTBANK, steep stream bank [n] 

CUTBLOCK BCCKLOTU limited area authorized for logging [n -S] 

CUTCHERY CCEHRTUY judicial office in India [n -RIES] 

CUTDOWNS CDNOSTUW CUTDOWN, reduction [n] 

CUTENESS CEENSSTU quality of being cute (pleasingly attractive) [n -ES] 

CUTESIER CEEIRSTU CUTESIE, cutesy (self-consciously cute) [adj] / CUTESY [adj] 

CUTGRASS ACGRSSTU swamp grass [n -ES] 

CUTICLES CCEILSTU CUTICLE, epidermis [n] 

CUTICULA ACCILTUU outer hard covering of insect [n -E] 

CUTINISE CEIINSTU to cutinize (to become coated with cutin) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CUTINIZE CEIINTUZ to become coated with cutin [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CUTLASES ACELSSTU CUTLAS, cutlass (short sword) [n] 

CUTLETTE CEELTTTU breaded patty of chopped meat [n -S] 

CUTLINES CEILNSTU CUTLINE, caption [n] 

CUTOVERS CEORSTUV CUTOVER, land cleared of trees [n] 

CUTPURSE CEPRSTUU pickpocket [n -S] 

CUTSCENE CCEENSTU type of scene in computer games [n -S] 

CUTTABLE ABCELTTU capable of being cut [adj] 

CUTTAGES ACEGSTTU CUTTAGE, means of plant propagation [n] 

CUTTINGS CGINSTTU CUTTING, section cut from plant [n] 

CUTTLING CGILNTTU CUTTLE, to fold cloth in particular fashion [v] 

CUTWATER ACERTTUW front part of ship's prow [n -S] 

CUTWORKS CKORSTUW CUTWORK, type of embroidery [n] 

CUTWORMS CMORSTUW CUTWORM, caterpillar [n] 

CUVETTES CEESTTUV CUVETTE, small tube or vessel [n] 

CYANAMID AACDIMNY chemical compound [n -S] 

CYANATES AACENSTY CYANATE, chemical salt [n] 

CYANIDED ACDDEINY CYANIDE, to treat ore with cyanid [v] 

CYANIDES ACDEINSY CYANIDE, to treat ore with cyanid [v] 

CYANINES ACEINNSY CYANINE, blue dye [n] 

CYANITES ACEINSTY CYANITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

CYANITIC ACCIINTY CYANITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

CYANOGEN ACEGNNOY reactive compound of carbon and nitrogen [n -S] 

CYANOSED ACDENOSY CYANOSIS, bluish discoloration of skin [adj] 

CYANOSES ACENOSSY CYANOSIS, bluish discoloration of skin [n] 

CYANOSIS ACINOSSY bluish discoloration of skin [n -SES] 

CYANOTIC ACCINOTY CYANOSIS, bluish discoloration of skin [adj] 
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CYATHIUM ACHIMTUY flower head of certain plants [n -IA] 

CYBERSEX BCEERSXY online sex-oriented conversation [n -ES] 

CYBERWAR ABCERRWY conflict in which enemies try to gain access to each other's computer systems [n -S] 

CYCASINS ACCINSSY CYCASIN, sugar derivative [n] 

CYCLAMEN ACCELMNY flowering plant [n -S] 

CYCLASES ACCELSSY CYCLASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

CYCLECAR ACCCELRY type of motor vehicle [n -S] 

CYCLEWAY ACCELWYY bikeway (route for bikes) [n -S] 

CYCLICAL ACCCILLY stock whose earnings fluctuate widely with variations in economy [n -S] 

CYCLICLY CCCILLYY CYCLIC, moving in complete circles [adv] 

CYCLINGS CCGILNSY CYCLING, act of riding bicycle [n] 

CYCLISTS CCILSSTY CYCLIST, one who rides bicycle [n] 

CYCLITOL CCILLOTY chemical compound [n -S] 

CYCLIZED CCDEILYZ CYCLIZE, to form one or more rings in chemical compound [v] 

CYCLIZES CCEILSYZ CYCLIZE, to form one or more rings in chemical compound [v] 

CYCLOIDS CCDILOSY CYCLOID, geometric curve [n] 

CYCLONAL ACCLLNOY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [adj] 

CYCLONES CCELNOSY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [n] 

CYCLONIC CCCILNOY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [adj] 

CYCLOPES CCELOPSY CYCLOPS, minute one-eyed crustacean [n] 

CYCLOSES CCELOSSY CYCLOSIS, circulation of protoplasm within cell [n] 

CYCLOSIS CCILOSSY circulation of protoplasm within cell [n -SES] 

CYLINDER CDEILNRY to furnish with cylinder (chamber in engine) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CYMATIUM ACIMMTUY cyma (curved molding) [n -IA] 

CYMBALER ABCELMRY one that plays cymbals [n -S] 

CYMBALOM ABCLMMOY cimbalom (Hungarian dulcimer) [n -S] 

CYMBIDIA ABCDIIMY tropical orchids [n CYMBIDIA] 

CYMBLING BCGILMNY cymling (variety of squash) [n -S] 

CYMLINGS CGILMNSY CYMLING, variety of squash [n] 

CYMOGENE CEEGMNOY volatile compound [n -S] 

CYMOSELY CELMOSYY CYMOSE, resembling cyme (flower cluster) [adv] 

CYNICISM CCIIMNSY cynical quality [n -S] 

CYNODONT CDNNOOTY type of fossil reptile [n -S] 

CYNOSURE CENORSUY center of attraction [n -S] 

CYPHERED CDEEHPRY CYPHER, to cipher (to solve problems in arithmetic) [v] 

CYPRESES CEEPRSSY CYPRES, legal doctrine [n] 

CYPRIANS ACINPRSY CYPRIAN, prostitute [n] 

CYPRINID CDIINPRY small freshwater fish [n -S] 

CYPRUSES CEPRSSUY CYPRUS, cypress (thin fabric) [n] 

CYPSELAE ACEELPSY CYPSELA, achene in certain plants [n] 

CYSTEINE CEEINSTY amino acid [n -S] 

CYSTEINS CEINSSTY CYSTEIN, cysteine (amino acid) [n] 

CYSTINES CEINSSTY CYSTINE, amino acid [n] 

CYSTITIS CIISSTTY inflammation of urinary bladder [n -TIDES, -ES] 

CYSTOIDS CDIOSSTY CYSTOID, cyst-like structure [n] 

CYTASTER ACERSTTY structure formed in cell during mitosis [n -S] 
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CYTIDINE CDEIINTY compound containing cytosine [n -S] 

CYTOGENY CEGNOTYY formation of cells [n -NIES] 

CYTOKINE CEIKNOTY kind of substance secreted by cells of immune system [n -S] 

CYTOLOGY CGLOOTYY study of cells [n -GIES] 

CYTOSINE CEINOSTY component of DNA and RNA [n -S] 

CYTOSOLS CLOOSSTY CYTOSOL, fluid portion of cell material [n] 

CZARDOMS ACDMORSZ CZARDOM, domain of czar [n] 

CZAREVNA AACENRVZ daughter of czar [n -S] 

CZARINAS AACINRSZ CZARINA, wife of czar [n] 

CZARISMS ACIMRSSZ CZARISM, autocratic government [n] 

CZARISTS ACIRSSTZ CZARIST, supporter of czarism [n] 

CZARITZA AACIRTZZ czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 
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